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SYNOPSIS

After Xuanwu Gate Incindent, prince Li Jiancheng is murdered by Li Shimnin His daughter 
Li Changge excapes from the palace and fakes her death during the flee Li Changge plans 
to assassinate Li Shimin to revenge her parents In order to get close to the emperor, she 
disguised herself as a man and become a military officier During the war against Tujue 
Ashinas Sun, she is captured for protecting the people When be brought to Tujue, she 
solves lots of problems and conflicts between tribes and rises herself from slave to a 
counsellor And she is also attractd by Ashinas Sun and falling love with him.

TITLE      : The Long Ballad
LANGUAGE   : Chinese
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME: 45 Min x 50 Eps
GENRE           : History - War - Action - Romance
YEAR     : 2021

HD

SYNOPSIS

Ye YuanAn the daughter of the financial vice minister, meets the brave head constable, Zhao 
Lanzhi in a prostitute killing case They solve the case together and gradually fall in love On 
the journey, Ye saves Mu Le, a homeless man who has lost his memories, from a bazaar The 
stubborn Mu becomes Yeʼs servant and stays loyal to her The three cooperate closely, dealing 
with special cases Infanta Minghui the disciple of the state master, Tianqiao falls in love with 
Zhao and threatens him to marry her Apart from the secret of Muʼs real identity and the chaos 
around, the four also have to deal with the complicated relationships between them.

TITLE       : An Oriental Odyssey
LANGUAGE    : Chinese
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME : 25 Min x 50 Eps
GENRE           : History - Fantasy - Romance - Detective
YEAR     : 2018

HD

https://vimeo.com/501765508/850ec8e315
https://vimeo.com/510194451/ec5bf93ee4
https://vimeo.com/502225390/56ab5b1f8c
https://vimeo.com/502232196/e4ca9df2d8


brother, was brave and rose to the title of senior general in the end 
Huo Qubing, her nephew, distinguished himself by peerless valor in 
battles at the age of 18 Both were invincible in battles and had 
hauled down enemies' colors, so that Han people could live in 
peace Wei Zifu was as quiet and demure as an orchid she was stoic, 
reserved and restrained With such Chinese virtues as optimism, 
persistence, reverentness, modesty, kindness and mercy, she was a 
motherly model of the nation, favored by Emperor Wu, respected 
by the court and the commonalty, and eulogized by the later 
generations Her virtue and reputation will last forever.

SYNOPSIS

As a singer, she was neither beautiful nor charming she didnʼt 
come from a prominent family. Thanks to her wisdom, purity and 
determination to build a “harmonious harem”, she stayed as the 
great Emperor Wuʼs Queen for 48 years In the harem full of 
beauties, she was trusted by imperial concubines, servants and 
protected wholeheartedly by close friends She is Wei Zifu, Chinaʼs 
first Queen with independent posthumous title and the second 
longest reigning in Chinese history From a commoner to a great 
Queen, Wei Zifu had not just changed her destiny but made 
meritorious service out of her family Wei Qing, her younger 

TITLE      : The Virtuous Queen of Han
LANGUAGE   : Polish
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME: 45 Min x 47 Eps
GENRE           : History - War - Romance
YEAR     : 2014

HD TITLE       : Tribes And Empires:
       Storm Of Prophecy
LANGUAGE    : Chinese - English - Italian
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME : 47 Min x 75 Eps
GENRE          : War - History - Love
YEAR     : 2017

HD

Crown Prince Muyun Sheng didnʼt love the power or believe 
the fate but as willing to give up his power and position for 
the true love. Muru Hanjiang was born şb the noble family 
but grew up in the folk. He loved freedom but wanted to 
protect order. After experiencing hardships, he finally 
returned to the family. After losing his relatives and people 
during the battle with Muru's cavalry, Shuofeng Heye who 
experienced baptism of blood and fire, separation with 
people forever, cold and warm treatment and collision of 
power finally grew up into King of Tieqin from an avenger.

SYNOPSIS

At the end of the Duan Dynasty, the 300-hundred-year-long 
covenant between the royal Muyun family and the Muru family 
broke because of a prophecy. The prophecy said the state 
would be in great disorder if the sixth Muyun Sheng took the 
sword and Muru Hanjiang would become the future emperor. 
Local forces represented by Muyun Luan and Muyun De 
plotted to take the opportunity to seize power, so they even 
cooperated with the evil. 

https://youtu.be/s15jYgX-_aw
https://youtu.be/gkQqEWn_VPs
https://vimeo.com/442381232/15e0c42121
https://vimeo.com/443163093/7a1a4dd7a1


SYNOPSIS

In the 18th century Beijing, during the 6th year of the Qianlong's reign, Wei Ying Luo enters the 
Forbidden City as an embroiderer to investigate the truth behind her older sister's rape and 
murder. Believing that Imperial Guard Fuca Fuheng to be the prime suspect, Ying Luo schemingly 
approaches his sister, Empress Fuca Rongyin, and is transferred to work as her maid. However, the 
kind-hearted Empress quickly takes a liking to Ying Luo's streetsmart and plucky attitude, teaching 
her to read and write and becoming her benefactor, while Fuca Fuheng falls in love with her and 
supports her investigation. Realizing that the Fuca siblings are innocent of the crime, Ying Luo 
moves her attention to the other people in the palace in hopes of finding the perpetrator, all while 
protecting the Empress from the harem's conspiracies, as she rises through the ranks.

TITLE      : Story of Yanxi Palace
LANGUAGE   : Chinese 
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME: 45 Min x 70 Eps
GENRE           : History - Mystery
YEAR     : 2018

HD

him, his peers betray him, his fiancée leaves him and his 
arch-enemies murder his mother, he fights his way out of 
plights with his courage, wisdom as well as supports from his 
friends, and has gradually established his own reputation 
and business among all security firms in China.The Great 
Protector is a story about Kong Fu warriorsʼ adventures in 
the business world of Old China, with some tints of western 
movies and road movies. Above all, it is a love story mixed 
with a heroic saga.

SYNOPSIS

The story was set in the early 1910ʼs, in which the new and 
old dynasties in China were alternating, along with massive 
social unrest and upheavals. The protagonist Lew Ansun, a 
young and competent security guard, is mistakenly banished 
from the celebrated Longwill Express and has to be separated 
from his fiancée. He then seeks his new opportunities in 
Peking so as to stage a comeback. During this time, a female 
bandit named Lu falls in love with him and helps him to set up 
a new transit route across China. Although his rivals frame 

TITLE       : The Great Protector
LANGUAGE    : Chinese
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME : 45 Min x 38 Eps
GENRE           : History - Action
YEAR     : 2015

HD

https://vimeo.com/503808470/17630eef84
https://vimeo.com/503805103/21252a38da
https://vimeo.com/499199811/39da20ea93
https://vimeo.com/499199811/39da20ea93


 

TITLE      : The Crown of The Kings
LANGUAGE   : Polish
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME: 25 Min x 376 Eps
GENRE           : Historical Period Drama
YEAR     : 2018 - 2020

unification of Polish lands and plans to weaken the alliance 
between Masovia region and the Teutonic Knights. Władysław 
decides to enter into an alliance with Lithuania by ordering his 
son Casimir to marry Aldona, who is the daughter of the Grand 
Duke of Lithuania – Gediminas. Even though the girl loves 
another man, she agrees to the will of her father and comes to 
Poland where she is baptised and receives a new name – Anna. 
From the very beginning, Jadwiga, Queen of Poland is reluctant 
towards her future daughter-in-law. After the death of Władysław 
I the Elbow-high, his only living son, Casimir, is heir to the throne. 
How will his reign change the shape of Poland and Europe?

SYNOPSIS

This colourful costume drama is dedicated to the medieval history 
of Poland. The series portrays countryʼs glory during the reign of 
the last king of the Piast dynasty. The script is based on historical 
facts and enriched with some fictional elements. Besides the 
contemporary language used in the series, the realities of the past 
times are faithfully reconstructed.

The telenovela presents the secrets of power, intrigues at the royal 
court and the love affairs of main heroes. Wawel Royal Castle, a 
meeting place of people of different cultures, knights and 
ambassadors serves as the setting of the action that begins in 1326 
when King Władysław I the Elbow-high dreams about the 

HD

https://vimeo.com/484033369/597d7d9eb0
https://vimeo.com/488929048/2ed6093be8


SYNOPSIS

A Historical Drama about the intertwined lives of Indian Emperor Porus and the Greek King 
Alexander the Great. An epic story of Emperor Porus, a valiant warrior who by his dexterity 
defends his motherland against Alexander The Great, the foremost and powerful ruler of 
the west. The story traces the time when both the great personalities were born on the same 
day but in different worlds, Porus in India and Alexander in Macedonia.One went on to 
became the greatest conqueror of the world and the other the greatest Defender of India. 
The show has brought alive characters from History of ancient India and Greece. It 
showcases the valour, culture and emotions of the 2 worlds which are key to the narrative.

TITLE       : Porus
LANGUAGE    : Hindi
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME : 30 Min x 299 Eps
GENRE           : History - War - Drama
YEAR     : 2018

HD

SYNOPSIS

The greatest king who created United India. Set in the era of 320 BC India, this is the 
historical saga of one of the greatest emperors of India, the founder of the Mauryan empire - 
Chandragupta Maurya. In the ancient Indian kingdom of Magadh, the story traces the 
journey of Chandragupta - a boy who was born a prince, ended up becoming a slave. The 
show showcases how he eventually reclaimed his destiny to become the King of the biggest 
ever empire in the Indian subcontinent. The architect of Chandragupta's destiny in this story is 
one of the greatest minds the world has ever known; author of the famous book 
"Arthashashtra", the wise and tenacious Brahman, Chanakya.

TITLE      : Chandragupta Maurya
LANGUAGE   : Hindi
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME: 30 Min x 214 Eps
GENRE           : History - War - Drama
YEAR     : 2018

HD

https://vimeo.com/500872743/4d625ff429
https://vimeo.com/501700770/4f513c1546
https://vimeo.com/502080016/4ad6182350


TITLE       : Path Of Bravery
LANGUAGE    : Arabic
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME : 45 Min x 32 Eps
GENRE          : War - History - Love - Police - Thriller
YEAR     : 2017 - 2018

HD

The colonel of Al-Daera dies, and Al-Namrod takes command 
of Al-Henshal and becomes a bandit after believing that his 
wife and their unborn child were burned to death. He 
manages to make Fotna take revenge on Samran by making 
her think that he killed her family.

SYNOPSIS

The Path of Bravery is a story of revenge and love.

The events revolve around Namroud who turns from a simple 
person to a colonel of Hanshel, due to the burning of his 
beloved wife and son resulting in their deaths.

determined to stay at Xuan's home became more and more 
distinct the fact is that she is a reader addicted to books as life, she 
came to Xuan's house only because she hopes to mount the 
depository of books to read the numerous books Persistent Shen 
Biyun takes advantage of all chances to approach the building of 
books, in hope of taking this chance to break free from the 
feudalist conventions of Xuan's home, opening the building of 
books to all readers In this period, the 4 th daughter in law are 
confronted with consipiracy, hostility and fight in difficult situation 
Her fate is ups and downs When all ends in peace, Biyun stands 
before the building of books once more Will she finally break the 
family taboo and mount the building of books? Will she realize 
her wish of openning the building of books for all readers?

SYNOPSIS

In (AD 1915 Hangzhou with never failing beautiful scenery In 
Xuan's spacious and deep old house of, a misfortune began at 
the moment the 3 rd young master married Shen Biyun The 3 rd 
son hung himself and died at the wedding night The suspected 
killer, the bride Shen Biyun, was pulled to the side of Qiantang 
River, nearly drowned in a pig cage Biyun's sufferings aroused 
the sympathy of the 4 th young master Xuan Xiaoji, who has 
always been loafing, but is earnest and generous He tried all 
means to help her escape from Xuan's house However, Biyun set 
her mind on staying there, and even more married him unexpectedly 
Shen Biyun, who had married two times in Xuan's house, soon 
found the apparently peaceful Xuan's old house is beset with crises, 
unpredictable and ever changing Shen Biyun's aim of being 

TITLE       : A Scholar Dream of Woman
LANGUAGE    : Chinese
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME : 45 Min x 47 Eps
GENRE           : Period - Drama - Romance - History
YEAR     : 2016

HD

https://vimeo.com/502238736/3513dc2d9f
https://vimeo.com/502535806/3c68dbecb8
https://vimeo.com/439229805/5b5991e2bf
https://vimeo.com/447761218/613ceda543


SYNOPSIS

The action of Paths to Freedom centres on the lives of three young sisters who fight 
for female emancipation. The plot is largely inspired by the memoirs of Polish women 
from the early twentieth century. The heroines set up a weekly magazine The Spark 
in Kraków. Its first issue, after many perturbations, appears on November 11, 1918 – 
the day on which Poland regained independence. A magazine published by young 
female characters allows to scratch the historical background of the series.

TITLE       : Paths to Freedom
LANGUAGE    : Polish
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME : 52 Min x 13 Eps
GENRE           : Drama - Period
YEAR     : 2018

HD

SYNOPSIS

The series presents the Nazi occupation from the perspective of three young Poles. Irka, 
Ewka, and Marysia are three ladies whose adulthood coincides with the outbreak of WWII. 
Each girl comes from a different milieu. Irka was raised by welleducated parents in a patriotic 
family, Ewka was brought up by some petty criminals and Marysia is a daughter of a wealthy 
Jewish industrialist from Łódź. Their paths cross together in occupied Warsaw. Young girls 
cannot stand that their beloved country is occupied, they do not want to sit idly and safely at 
home, instead they bravely take the fight against the Nazis.

TITLE       : Wartime Girls
LANGUAGE    : Polish
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME : 45 Min x 13 Eps (3 Season)
GENRE           : Drama - War
YEAR     : 2017 - 2020

HD

https://vimeo.com/484033920/0acab8b472
https://vimeo.com/488506351/119db44597
https://vimeo.com/492076850/36e776873f
https://vimeo.com/488939260/5425457e43


HD

SYNOPSIS

The drama follows the perspectives of three 30-year-old women and tells the story of urban women 
who encounter multiple pressures at the age of 30. Gu Jia, a full-time wife with strong abilities, she 
manages her small family and her husbandʼs company in an orderly manner. However, it is this 
excessive pursuit of perfection that makes people around her feel stressed. At the same time, her 
happy marital life was intruded on by a third party. But Gu Jia did not escape and chose to face it 
bravely. Wang Man Ni is a maverick rebel, convinced that she has both the face and brain, and she 
always deserves better. However, she also has her own troubles. Zhong Xiao Qin lives a very standard 
life. Her husband is committed to his work as a public servant, and she keeps an ordinary job herself. 
However, due to her husbandʼs relatively indifferent personality, communication problems arise.

TITLE      : Nothing But Thirty
LANGUAGE   : Chinese
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME: 45 Min x 43 Eps
GENRE           : Business, Romance, Life,    
       Drama, Mature, Family
YEAR     : 2020

SYNOPSIS

A talented musician, Li Zhen Yan, had the world at his feet. With invitations to study abroad, under 
some of the greatest musical masters of the modern world, pouring in, Zhen Yan should have had no 
reservations about stepping out into a wider world. But the ghosts of his past refuse to let him go. 
Suffering from severe childhood trauma, Zhen Yan is trapped in a world of demons from which there 
is no escape. At least not until he meets Fang Xiao Wo. An extraordinarily gifted pianist, Xiao Wo 
possesses more talent than even Zhen Yan, but her odd behavior and weird personality donʼt 
exactly endear her to those around her. Despite her being such an oddity, Zhen Yan canʼt help but 
be a little intrigued by Xiao Wo, especially not when they share an unwavering passion for music. 
The two eventually begin to spend more time together, and Zhen Yan slowly starts to find the 
courage to continue pursuing his own dreams. With Xiao Wo by his side, the wounds from Zhen 
Yanʼs past begin to heal, allowing him to dream like heʼs never dreamed before. Finally free from 
the ghosts of his past, Zhen Yan and Xiao Wo step bravely into a bright new future, together.

TITLE      : Symphony's Romance 
LANGUAGE   : Chinese 
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME: 46 Min x 45 Eps
GENRE           : Music - Comedy - Romance
YEAR     : 2020

HD

https://vimeo.com/499180736/2210c7fdda
https://vimeo.com/499187828/8f019396f0
https://vimeo.com/510213836/02919874d6
https://vimeo.com/499207724/dd44198785


SYNOPSIS

Adapted from a best selling novel of the same title written by Zhao Qianqian, 
the web drama tells the story of how the relationship of Chen Xiaoxi and Jiang 
Chen changes in 19 years, from breaking up as childhood sweethearts to 
encountering again as strangers a few years later A genius doctor with high 
pride and an ʻ mind, a pure, energetic and adorkable girl, together they 
present a hilarious but beautiful romantic teen story How Chen Xiaoxi chases 
Jiang Chen may remind the audience of their 17 year old high school memories.

TITLE      : A Love So Beautiful
LANGUAGE   : Chinese
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME: 45 Min x 24 Eps
GENRE           : Romance - Comedy - Friendship
YEAR     : 2017

HD

SYNOPSIS

Star Entertainment is the top entertainment company in China The company owner Chen 
Tianhao and Du Wanqing used to be devoted husband and wife but the differences of 
business operation put their marriage in jeopardy Yang Zhenzhen enters this compay and 
becomes an assistant of idol singer Zhen Boxu who is very arrogant By working with Zhen 
Boxu and helping him make progress, Yang Zhenzhen generally becomes a professial 
agent Meanwhile, Du Wanqing starts to train new singer Yu Zirui His music talent brings 
great pressure to Zhen Boxu These youths have experienced lots of difficulties and 
challenges, and all gain success in career and relationship.

TITLE      : The Brightest Star in The Sky 
LANGUAGE   : Chinese 
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME: 45 Min x 44 Eps
GENRE           : Romance - Comedy
YEAR     : 2019

HD

https://vimeo.com/502534196/ff72f35931
https://vimeo.com/502551866/16483f5aa1
https://vimeo.com/502555451/3d4d6a9224
https://vimeo.com/502558636/7da180bae9


SYNOPSIS

Three kids develop a sibling like bond after living in one odd family but how will this develop 
once they become adults? Because of some accidents of their families, three unrelated children 
have become new family members, living under the same roof together and supporting each 
other However, the damages caused by their original families remain, and those who hurt them 
before crash into their life again, trying to separate them by the titles of their original family 
members. On the one hand, they have new family members that they cherish, and on the other 
hand, they have indifferent biological parents that leave them no choice. They confront the 
difficult situation bravely and try to make their parents realize their own problems Only by 
healing each other as family members, can they go head fearlessly and turn into better selves.

TITLE      : Go Ahead
LANGUAGE   : Chinese
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME: 45 Min x 40 Eps
GENRE           : Family - Drama - Romance
YEAR     : 2020

HD

SYNOPSIS

Zhao Qiaoyi and Yan Mo are desk mates in high school They have a promise to 
go abroad together after graduation Yet they fail to make it happen After 4 
years on a high school classmate reunion, they meet again Zhao Qiaoyi finally 
realizes that she loves Yan Mo and determines to pursue her love Yan Mo is 
almost almighty on study and work, but he is bad at expressing his feelings. The 
things he has done for Zhao Qiaoyi are known by nobody except himself 
Eventually Zhao Qiaoyi and Yan Mo overcome all the obstacles and get 
together, fulfilling their initial promise.

TITLE       : I Only Love You
LANGUAGE    : Chinese
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME : 45 Min x 35 Eps
GENRE           : Romance - Friendship - Adventure
YEAR     : 2019

https://youtu.be/fqCVck2QOXA
https://youtu.be/kqxzTZ6Jp-M
https://youtu.be/4WWUGsbeH5Y
https://youtu.be/kVcTdBNDgDg


SYNOPSIS

Although Jiang Dalin takes over her fatherʼs company in a crisis, She is a real 
rookie in public relationship and has been challenged by fatherʼs partner Stella 
at the very beginning In order to counter the pressure, Jiang Dalin finds the 
expert of public relationship Wei Zhe as the fourth partner of her company After 
they resolve various PR cases, they not only find their true selves, but also 
become superheroes of the industry.

TITLE       : Perfect Partner
LANGUAGE    : Chinese
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME : 45 Min x 50 Eps
GENRE           : Romance - Comedy - Relationship
YEAR     : 2018

HD

SYNOPSIS

Xue Ling Qiao an otherworldly being who has been asleep for a century, is accidentally 
awakened by Tian Jing Zhi, who is forced to share her home with this awkward man with 
super powers From bickering to eventually warming up to each other, unlikely romance 
blossoms between them, but will a cosmic conspiracy keep them apart?

TITLE      : My Amazing Boyfriend
LANGUAGE   : Chinese
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME: 45 Min x 28 Eps
GENRE           : Romance - Comedy - Fantasy
YEAR     : 2016

HD

https://youtu.be/5sUDQ42MBIc
https://youtu.be/qeuH4PgcEAQ
https://youtu.be/NaTvOgXN0Ww
https://youtu.be/tElWsmHROYA


blend in the crew completely. To acknowledge your own 
problems and shortcomings is sometimes harder than to 
solve the most sophisticated murder. But if you want to have 
trust and true love, sometimes you have to reject what you 
thought was an inseparable part of you.

SYNOPSIS

The “Special department” only deals with complicated and 
resonance crimes. Vlad Romanenko, the most productive 
investigator of the police department, is its bright new worker. 
He quickly proves to his colleagues that his ideal memory, 
high powers of observation and ability to diverge from the 
letter of law for the sake of justice are great qualities of a 
policeman. However, Vlad has a secret that doesnʼt let him 

TITLE      : Renunciation
LANGUAGE   : Russian
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME: 45 Min x 24 Eps 
GENRE           : Crime - Detective - Melodrama
YEAR     : 2020

HD

SYNOPSIS

The investigators from a new police department work on the most complicated cases using 
special software called “Fillin”. Intrigues and unexpected twists make the cops face new 
challenges every day. In the cases they undertake more and more often are appearing the 
names of high-ranking police officials. The head of the department, Valentyn Smishko, canʼt 
close it down that simple, so he starts overwhelming the investigators with the cases heʼs sure 
theyʼll never solve and will eventually have to abandon their experiment. Thus the old system 
united to oppose “Fillin”.

TITLE       : Fillin
LANGUAGE    : Russian
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME : 45 Min x 40 Eps
GENRE           : Crime - Detective - Procedural Crime
YEAR     : 2020

HD

https://vimeo.com/446730393/c25630fecf
https://vimeo.com/446732008/2c02d825d2
https://vimeo.com/449274008/b74a918847
https://vimeo.com/446758312/3b4590637b


TITLE       : Who Are You?
LANGUAGE    : Russian
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME : 45 Min x 16 Eps
GENRE           : Crime - Detective
YEAR     : 2018

company, and understanding. While investigating crimes, Inga 
tries to put herself in the murdererʼs skin. She constantly asks 
questions about the murdererʼs personality, motives, and 
possible location. At the same time, Inga starts working with 
the homicide team. Together with Major Oleg, the division 
chief, they go all the way from antipathy and never-ending 
conflicts to partnership, friendship, liking and, finally, love.

SYNOPSIS

A story of psychologist Inga Stefan, who, after mysterious 
deaths of a couple of her patients and the disappearance of 
her fiance, starts working in the field of criminal profiling. 
Along with her own investigation, Inga cooperates with the 
police homicide division. As the plot develops, Inga finds out 
that a maniac, who murdered her patients and fiance, has 
followed her for many years. Inga learns more details about 
the stalker what makes him happy as he craves for her attention, 

HD

expressions and body language. Faced with one strange 
case after another, he and his team grow stronger and more 
cohesive. Using their professional knowledge, they delve into 
the minds of criminals and figure out their motives, which 
allow them to predict the criminalsʼ future moves and help 
the major crime unit crack the toughest cases.

SYNOPSIS

Visible Lie is based on a web mystery novel Arcane Cases, 
which is the winner of the third 17K web literature competition 
of the genre “mystery.” The story revolves around a team of 
four criminal psychologists in the Yiqing Public Security Bureau 
who use criminal psychology and intelligent criminal investiga-
tion techniques to crack arcane cases. The main character, 
Xu Lang, gleans reasons behind lies by observing their facial 

TITLE      : Visible Lie 
LANGUAGE   : Chinese - English
SUBTITLE    : Chinese - English
RUNNING TIME: 30 Min x 18 Eps 
GENRE           : Detective - Police
YEAR     : 2019

HD

https://vimeo.com/446768922/175c32c990
https://vimeo.com/446797925/a15f4504a6
https://vimeo.com/447383730/890bf103d2
https://vimeo.com/446807299/830a5317b5


SYNOPSIS

Detective investigation of mystic cases. The idea of the series is to find a rational 
explanation of events that seem completely mysterious and mystical at first glance. The 
heroes are ordinary viewers who have encountered inexplicable phenomena and 
mishaps in their lives. Psychologist,technician, hakers, laboratory specialist, astrologist 
and even a housekeeper helps detective Andry Debrin with that cases. You will be not 
believe what you find in the series

TITLE       : True Mystery
LANGUAGE    : Russian
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME : 45 Min x 472 Eps (5 Seasons)
GENRE           : Crime - Detective
YEAR     : 2020

HD

They interrogate witnesses and participants of the events on 
the crime scene in real time. All dramatic characters of the 
reenactments are actors who match real people involved in 
the events which became the basis for the script or were 
interpreted in the series. In each episode the host and the 
investigator solve the story told to them by one of the 
participants of the drama.

SYNOPSIS

Synopsis : Agents of Justice is a series about independent 
detective investigations, based on real-life stories and told 
through reenactment of the real events.

These investigations are conducted in real time by the host 
and the investigator who are assisted by the experts from the 
investigation team.

TITLE      : Agent Of Justice
LANGUAGE   : Russian
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME: 45 Min x 200 Eps (5 Seasons)
GENRE           : Crime - Detective
YEAR     : 2016 - 2019

HD

https://vimeo.com/452732303/dacae1d728
https://vimeo.com/452792357/8b0953b486
https://vimeo.com/452725489/c7cbfb0d72
https://vimeo.com/480678577/1119e83ff6


more she is convinced that not only external enemies could have 
interest in the arson, but also her sisters, their husbands and even 
their parents… Maria will have to go through a series of 
betrayals, unfaithfulness, reveal shocking secrets from the past, 
repudiate her family, forgive them and repent all her sins before 
she finally learns the truth about herself, a bold and independent 
woman as she used to think of herself.

SYNOPSIS

A celebration at the Kravchenkos family mansion ends with a 
tragedy when a violent fire starts in which dies a child. The official 
investigation says it was an accident. This conclusion seems to suit 
all Mariaʼs relatives, but not her. She is sure an anonymous 
malefactor, who had threatened her family, set the house on fire 
during her sonʼs birthday party, for which Maria had invited all 
her relatives. The deeper Maria digs into the investigation, the 

TITLE      : Three of Us
LANGUAGE   : Ukrainian
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME: 45 Min x 8 Eps
GENRE           : Detective - Drama - Crime
YEAR     : 2020

HD

SYNOPSIS

The series is based on real stories. Each episode tells two separate stories of 
rescuing, both connected with unpredictable situations. The series will show you 
disasters, heroic rescues, meaningless accidents and the momentary reaction by 
special services. The series features fire fighters, pyrotechnists, alpinists, dog 
trainers, divers, psychologists and paramedics. The Call will introduce the job of 
rescuers to the viewers and tell them of the hard work done by SESU (State 
Emergency Service of Ukraine) as whenever a rescuer saves someone from 
deadly danger, they first of all risk their own life.

TITLE       : The Call
LANGUAGE    : Ukrainian
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME : 45 Min x 40 Eps
GENRE           : Drama
YEAR     : 2020

HD

https://vimeo.com/499637320/f830e265cd
https://vimeo.com/499637175/3da5b4db37
https://vimeo.com/499632590/e4f6dcf6af


job, however, during a family dinner it turns out heʼs been 
cheating on her. Moreover, his lover is pregnant.

It may seem that such unexpected twists could break anyone, 
but Anna proves to be stronger and, despite her pain and 
despair, she starts building her new life."

SYNOPSIS

Annaʼs life is beyond doubt successful: she is happily married and 
has a wonderful son and a job of her dream. One could only envy 
such life, but one day this fairy tale collapses all of a sudden.

To start with, Anna is fired from her job. She may not have 
worried because her husband has just found a new well-paid 

TITLE       : Anna's Secret Life
LANGUAGE    : Ukrainian
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME : 45 Min x 8 Eps
GENRE           : Detective - Drama - Crime
YEAR     : 2019

HD

SYNOPSIS

Olha, a fitness coach, has a quarrel with her husband Oleksandr, who, to make 
a surprise to his family, calls them to move from a town in EU to a farm in the 
Ukrainian village of Verhulevka. As a result, he goes there alone but 
mysteriously dies soon. Olha decides to find out if her husband really drowned 
in a lake or it was a planned murder. When she starts her new life at the farm, 
Olha does not suspect of the tangle of complex relations she is to be involved in 
and the threats that are waiting for her and everyone around.

TITLE       : Water of Life
LANGUAGE    : Ukrainian
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME : 45 Min x 4 Eps
GENRE           : Detective - Drama - Crime
YEAR     : 2019

HD

https://vimeo.com/499637749/8aa2840374
https://vimeo.com/499638018/8053ed5247


Nastya in her difficult searches of truth and fights for Yegor. Yegorʼs 
father is arrested, yet the million is not found. He dies in prison after 
being tortured by wardens. Yegor saw his father being shot during 
the robbery, which is why he stopped speaking. Chasing after the 
million and looking for Yegor, Nastya is being shot, Yegor sees it and 
shouts out «Mommy!», and this saves her from a bullet. Nastya is 
astonished: the kid speaks! During the next meeting, the board do not 
allow Nastya to adopt Yegor for she is single, but suddenly enters 
Andrei and proposes her. Nastya is allowed to adopt Yegor, the 
three of them go home together, and Nastya announces the news to 
Andrei: she is pregnant."

SYNOPSIS

"Nastya, a graphic designer, dreams to adopt 7-year-old Yegor from 
an orphanage. Her husband left her when he found out she had 
almost no chances to get pregnant. Now she is successful but lonely 
and lives her life dreaming of a child. Yegor is not an ordinary child: 
two years ago, he suffered from a psychological injury due to which he 
stopped speaking and got to the orphanage. Nobody knows what 
exactly happened to him. It turns out the kid knows where his father, a 
robber, hid a million dollars. The prison wardens and the orphanage 
manager hunt him to find the money themselves. Nastya is on her way 
to the Adoption Board meeting, gets too late, violates traffic rules, for 
which Andrei, officer, stops her. Andrei is kind and just, and he helps 

TITLE       : A Million Dollar Child
LANGUAGE    : Ukrainian
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME : 45 Min x 4 Eps
GENRE           : Detective - Drama - Crime
YEAR     : 2017

HD

SYNOPSIS

The main character is racing driver Bohdan, he loses his wife in a car accident. However, 
the guy who caused the accident gets away with it as his rich parents bribe the police. 
Bohdan decides to restore justice himself. This decision changes quickly after when: the 
killer of his wife gets to jail, but Bohdan is also sentenced for battery and spends some 
time at a detention center. Bohdan is disappointed with the system, he doesnʼt believe 
the police. That`s why when his friend got in trouble, he only counts on himself and 
begins own investigation. Since that time he helps those who look for help, justice, and 
protection. His benefit is speed. He always finds the necessary information which cops 
cannot get that as quickly as possible.

TITLE       : Need A Cab
LANGUAGE    : Ukrainian
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME : 45 Min x 80 Eps
GENRE           : Detective - Drama - Crime
YEAR     : 2019

HD

https://vimeo.com/499649275/83aabd789b
https://vimeo.com/499650758/180fa9ff32


Meanwhile, the success of the house also provoked 
Japanese martial artists. Having defeated the Japanese 
karate champion, Bruce Lee became famous overnight, and 
the Kung Fu house flourished as well.

Bruce Lee's extraordinary performance at a national karate 
championship competition was caught on film by Hollywood 
producer George That was the beginning of Bruce's film 
career. With the help of George, Bruce Lee entered the 
world of Hollywood. Each one of Bruce Lee's films exceeded 
his previous one in the box office."

SYNOPSIS

"As a Youth, Bruce Lee had no interest in study instead he was 
obsessed with Kung Fu. Bruce resolved to master Kung Fu 
under the tutelage of Master Ye W en after losing a fight with 
a punk on the street. Bruce was targeted by street gangs for 
protecting the weak. Left with no other option, Bruce Lee left 
for the far and strange land that is America all by himself. 
After a period of hard times, Bruce Lee was admitted into 
Washington and founded the Kung Fu house there. Bruce Lee 
befriended Linda, an American girl. With the support of 
Linda, Bruce Lee's Kung Fu house became more established.

TITLE       : The Legend Of Bruce Lee
LANGUAGE    : English - Mandarin
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME : 47 min x 30 Eps
GENRE           : Action - Biography - Drama
YEAR     : 2008

HD

make their daughter happy. But Leraʼs heart is silent still.
On a party Lera meets the love of her life, nuclear engineer Vitas, 
who is in Chernobyl on a business trip. Incredibly handsome, 
blue-eyed stately blond, talented not only in his important job, but 
as a singer, guitar player and dancer aswell… True feelings 
kindle between them! The events that took place in April 1986 
(explosion at the Chernobyl Nuclear Power Plant) irrevocably 
changed the lives of the heroes…

The viewers will be able to retrospect the story that happened 30 
years ago through the eyes of our heroine who lives today: how 
much joy and pain, love and separation she has been through.

SYNOPSIS

Action takes place in 1986 Chernobyl. Lera, a graduate of the 
pedagogical institute, gets a job placement as a junior school 
teacher in Prypyat, one of the coziest and well maintained towns of 
the Soviet Union. Arriving at the bus station she discovers that her 
wallet was stolen. She doesnʼt have any money, even to send a 
telegram to her parents and to rent an apartment. A casual 
acquaintance comes to her rescue. Handsome 25-year-old 
lieutenant Ihor is the dreamboat for every girl in town! He arranges 
everything. Lera will stay at his friendsʼ for a while. She meets her 
new best friend Svitlana. Ihor actively seeks Leraʼs affection. One 
day Lera is visited by her parents. Ihor makes the best impression 
on them. They see a promising, caring man, a true stone wall to 

TITLE      : Black Flower
LANGUAGE   : Russian
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME: 45 Min x 4 Eps
GENRE           : Melodrama
YEAR     : 2016

HD

https://vimeo.com/446756411/d13c56b30e
https://vimeo.com/449657356/15e762df75
https://vimeo.com/449229419/82a5411d0b
https://vimeo.com/449230348/1a5fd12e7e


 

TITLE        : Heroes in Harm's Way
LANGUAGE     : Chinese
SUBTITLE     : English
RUNNING TIME : 45 Min x 14 Eps
GENRE          : Pandemic - Health - Love
YEAR      : 2020

worked together to complete massive trivial community works. 
Another “old and young” team was consisted of two drivers: old 
Zhou and post-90ʼs Dongzhi. They grew up together on the 1,000 
kilometer journey, brought love and warmth to Wuhan. "Rabbit 
uncle" accidentally stranded in Wuhan, and went to the hospital as a 
cleaner in desperation, optimistically inspiring people around him 
under the "test of life and death". In Wuhan cabin hospital, patients 
with mild diseases with different characteristics formed a "temporary 
family" of happiness in hardship, feeling the truth of different 
hardships... In the experience of life and death at the same time, 
ordinary and great heroes fight against the epidemic, injecting great 
spiritual strength into the final victory of the fight against the 
epidemic.

SYNOPSIS

At the beginning of 2020, the sudden outbreak of COVID-19 plunged 
China into crisis. During the pain time, people from all over the 
country have supported Wuhan in various ways and accomplished 
many impressive feats. The construction of Huoshenshan Hospital was 
completed, thus the critical ill patients were admitted and cured. A 
couple, doctor and nurse, came to the epidemic area together to fight 
side by side against the disease. During the quarantine period, a 
family war between a mother-in-law and daughter-in-law was on the 
verge of breaking out, but they became to understand each other and 
formed their "united front" at last. Doctor Wu, who was about to 
retire, took the initiative to undertake the screening work of the happy 
community, while new nurse Zou became her partner. Their team, 
which the members had totally disparate experiences and ideas, 

HD

https://vimeo.com/468938695/bd7ffcf677
https://vimeo.com/460899188/f1c8bba873


hospital surgeons – Jan Sowiński – was accused of a 
mistake in art. Will the main character, after difficult 
experiences gained in London, find herself in a new 
place? How will her relationship with the team develop?

Heartbeat is a medical series in which episodic 
threads of patients admitted to the hospital are 
intertwined with stories of doctors and hospital staff. 
One of the biggest advantages of the production is the 
fact that most of the scenes are filmed in the interiors 
of a real hospital.

SYNOPSIS

A psychologist, Magdalena Borska, returns to Poland 
after a few years of absence in the country and 
undertakes work in a hospital. On the very first day, the 
doctor must face not only the problems of patients but 
also the reluctance of the entire medical team. The 
hospital staff hide from Magdalena the trauma they 
have experienced after an unsuccessful rescue action 
that took place six months earlier when a shopping mall 
and a cinema had burned down. On that day, dozens 
of heavily burned victims were submitted to the hospital. 
Most of them could not be saved, and one of the best 

TITLE      : Heart Beat
LANGUAGE   : Polish
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME: 43 Min x 41 Eps
GENRE           : Medical Drama
YEAR     : 2019 -  2020

HD

SYNOPSIS

It is a family story full of love and secrets with beautiful nature in the 
background. The plot of the series focuses on Katarzyna and her partner 
Krzysztof, who move to a forest house owned by Katarzynaʼs grandfather. The 
beloved grandpa is shot in some mysterious circumstances. Along with the 
house, Katarzyna also takes over family secrets from the past. Will she attempt 
to uncover the mysteries from the past or perhaps it will be better for her to keep 
them secret?

TITLE       : The Forest House
LANGUAGE    : Polish
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME : 22 Min x 239 Eps
GENRE           : Drama
YEAR     : 2018 - 2020

HD

https://vimeo.com/484028650/c3a1a7b66d
https://vimeo.com/488500311/f438768cba
https://vimeo.com/484106437/6914411dfe
https://vimeo.com/489334290/7484e6d468


observation, a soft heart and a sharp tongue. She is direct and 
excessively honest, which does not help her in dealing with 
other people. Her life changes when she meets a young and 
talented lawyer Marcin Kaszuba, who treats life as an endless 
party. The relation between the two is not an easy one and it 
results in many hilarious events. Is love between people from 
such different worlds possible? Will the affection survive all the 
adversities and challenges?

SYNOPSIS

A top-notch comedy series, full of humour and laughter, in which 
two different worlds collide. The first one is the world of ordinary 
people who live from hand to mouth, while the second is the 
world of rich lawyers. The series proves that an ordinary girl can 
become a better defender than many advocates. The main 
heroine, Iga Małecka, is a twice divorced, unemployed mother 
of two children, without higher education, who speaks the truth 
straight in the eyes. The woman possesses an amazing sense of 

TITLE       : Iʼll Be Fine
LANGUAGE    : Polish
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME : 45 Min x 156 Eps (12 Season)
GENRE           : Comedy - Drama
YEAR     : 2014 - 2020

HD

local clique featuring customs officers, the head of local 
administration and the local finance tycoon. Her energy crumbles 
the old order in the village. Sylwia is a person to whom the 
audience will easily relate. Human to the bone, she makes mistakes 
but always has the courage to go on. We may sympathise with her 
naivety or envy her the ability to see things as they are. The 
direction she follows will eventually lead her to a bit of love.

SYNOPSIS

Leaving the big city behind, a young vet Sylwia rebels against the 
world where rules of the game are defined by cynical careerists. 
She feels uncomfortable with subtle schemes whose winners climb 
the social ladder. She heads for the countryside where she finds a 
world mirroring the reality she has escaped. Yet, this time she is 
determined not to give up. Her persistence and commitment 
change the village which has become her new home. She fights the 

TITLE      : The Blonde
LANGUAGE   : Polish
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME: 45 Min x 117 Eps (8 Season)
GENRE           : Comedy - Drama
YEAR     : 2009 - 2020

HD

https://vimeo.com/484406374/0d7cae0890
https://vimeo.com/488992628/c255b40639
https://vimeo.com/484034527/828f74b015
https://vimeo.com/489310587/5677e6cd99


way and hates modern methods of doing business.

Gradually Olenaʼs hostility towards Andriy turns into love.

Now the woman must decide which is more important to her – 
work or love. But can she stand the schemes of insidious Zhanna, 
who always has some unpleasant surprises in stock?

SYNOPSIS

Olena always has everything her way and lives a comfortable life 
in the capital city. She works at an industrial holding and is going 
to become a top manager soon. However, a colleague of hers sets 
everything up so that Olena is sent to a problematic facility that 
belongs to the company – an old sawmill in the countryside. To 
make the sawmill successful again, Olena must first come to terms 
with its manager, Andriy, who is used to doing everything the old 

TITLE     : The Silence of The River
LANGUAGE  : Ukranian
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME: 45 Min x 4 Eps
GENRE           : Comedy - Drama - Romance
YEAR     : 2019

HD

The role of women, even in nomadism, is an important role in 
the fabric of social, economic and even political life, and it 
has a great role even in war as it is in peace, and that there 
are, in contrast to ignorant, malicious, bad women who are 
loyal, capable, with love and determination, and the will to 
stand side by side with men.

SYNOPSIS

The events of this title take place in four places: Deira Sheikh 
Masrour, Deira Sheikh Raddad, Deira Sheikh Juman, and Al 
Malaqit district. Good will remain as long as the world 
remains, and the struggle between it and evil will not 
disappear. Attitudes are what make men who prefer the 
interests of their society over their own interests. Fever is the 
most precious thing a person has to sacrifice for his sake, and 
that betrayal will end, no matter how many temptations and 
circumstances are ready for it, and that unity between the 
Arab brothers will find their way to victory if there is will, 
determination and determination.

TITLE     : Determination
LANGUAGE  : Arabic
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME: 45 Min x 32 Eps
GENRE           : Social - Family - Drama
YEAR     : 2017 - 2018

HD

https://vimeo.com/436420560/3a9d7c00bf


Photographer and survived the meeting. The investigation 
gradually discovers what happened in the past. Both plots 
intertwine and build a mysterious and gloomy atmosphere. This 
movie is also a report on current burning issues – it depicts a 
unique perspective on modern Russia.

SYNOPSIS

A thrilling story of a serial killer operating in Moscow called the 
Photographer. The ongoing investigation reveals that the murders 
he committed might be connected with the events that had taken 
place forty years ago in the Soviet garrison in Legnica, Poland. An 
experienced Russian policeman decides to go to Poland to find the 
killer and uncover his secret. The investigator is assisted by a young 
policewoman – the only person who managed to talk to the 

TITLE      : Photographer
LANGUAGE   : Polish
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME: 45 Min x 3 Eps
GENRE           : Thriller
YEAR     : 2014

HD

discovered for 701 During the fight with enemies, Jinzhen Rong 
and her war mate not only experienced continuous cruel training, 
intense challenge, but also a series of human testing such as love, 
friendship and betray Jinzhen Rong themselves not only needed 
to decode the complicated information, but also to find the truth 
that was hidden in everyoneʼs heart The one who can defeat 
talent is the talent himself During the decoding, they grew and 
worked with even completed self redemption.

SYNOPSIS

During the funding of New China, Country X sent a spy service led 
by “The Awaker” stealing into China, using an advanced code 
named “Purple Secret” for delivering information The fact that the 
Chinese could not decipher the code, has helped the team of “The 
Awaker” becomes more and more secret and furious in China 
Dang Zheng, the deputy director of Decoding Department special 
unit 701 was assigned to recruit talents around the country to study 
the decoding of “Purple secret” and even more complicated “Black 
Secret” Talent like Jinzhen Rong with special math gift were 

TITLE       : Decoded
LANGUAGE    : Chinese
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME : 45 Min x 41 Eps
GENRE           : War - Action - Thriller
YEAR     : 2016

HD

https://vimeo.com/484105895/ea8c15018b
https://vimeo.com/489328185/3d87a24be1
https://vimeo.com/502562668/de9b1bde71
https://vimeo.com/502568012/6b2b544cc4


with generation gaps. The focus is on the Nowakowski family; 
Jola, Marek and their two adolescent children. They are friends 
with two eccentric couples, who had their ups and downs, and 
with Marekʼs brother Borys, who made a fortune trading coffee 
but decided to move back to Poland making a brash entrance 
into the lives of the Nowakowski family and their friends.

SYNOPSIS

It is a family comedy TV series that follows a group of friends. To 
raise kids, one has to grow up. To understand them, one has to 
stay young. These are the major dilemmas faced by the main 
characters, who regularly meet at a local restaurant where they 
support and help resolve each otherʼs problems. Each of them is at 
a different stage in life and with a different background. All of the 
characters value family relations most but they often have to deal 

TITLE      : The Better Half
LANGUAGE   : Polish
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME: 25 Min x 16 Eps
GENRE           : Comedy
YEAR     : 2020

HD

One won't investigate cases, instead studying for promotion 
exams and kissing up to his bosses. One uses his charm to get 
through life with ease as he searches for another career path.
They play it safe and make no waves. Yet these two keep getting 
embroiled in criminal cases…?! In a cool and stylish manner, this 
police story portrays the slack-off lives of these two harmless 
detectives!

SYNOPSIS

Solve a brutal crime… Never! And avoid risk at all costs. Why? 
Because it's not worth the time and effort. Introducing a detective 
drama for the new Reiwa era featuring two hot detectives who are 
the most passive you'll ever see in a detective series. They never 
solve any crimes, yet they're super COOL. It's a police story with 
absolutely no sense of danger!

Showa-era detectives were passionate.
Heisei-era detectives at least worked hard for the public good.
But... Reiwa-era detectives have little interest in their jobs. They 
fight only for their own future and peace. Millennials with 100-year 
life expectancies don't take risks.

TITLE      : Danger-Less Detectives
LANGUAGE   : Japanese
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME: 24 Min x 8 Eps
GENRE           : Crime - Comedy - Action
YEAR     : 2020

HD

https://vimeo.com/484028056/12e8252118
https://vimeo.com/488453098/c3c3bb1d01
https://vimeo.com/505144419/6a8294ca73
https://vimeo.com/505147537/226f1be867


husband, end up going to a matchmaking party together. 
Four ladies, all at a critical moment in their lives, get real, as 
their spouse-hunting love story unfolds! Engaging in 
spouse-hunting parties and dating apps, they try to find their 
match but things donʼt work out. At times they find 
themselves involved with a married man and at other times, 
they become friends with benefits... Will these four ladies 
ever find happiness?

SYNOPSIS

Sayo is a career woman who believes that if you work hard, 
anything is within reach. Miharu is a nurse who has been in a 
too-long relationship as her hopes of marriage diminish. Miwa 
works at a credit union and has a hard time turning down 
menʼs advances and suffers from low self-esteem. Akane is a 
secretary with a beauty everyone notices and an elegance 
that makes her unattainable, yet thereʼs also a sadness about 
her. Four ladies with different views of love, all looking for a 

TITLE       : Peanut Butter Sandwich
LANGUAGE    : Japanese
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME : 24 Min x 8 Eps
GENRE           : Romance - Comedy - Friendship
YEAR     : 2020

HD

cast of young people coming into their own. The catchphrase 
of the show is “For Everyone who could not be a Genius.” 
Modern society can be unfair and cut-throat. Everyone has a 
complex that makes them feel that “I may not be a genius.” Yet 
at the same time, we also have pride that makes us want to 
believe in ourselves. This struggle is very real for young people. 
Youʼre not going to want to miss this fresh and vibrant drama of 
young life.

SYNOPSIS

Koichi Asakura struggles with the limitations of his own talent but 
still hangs on to the dream of one day becoming a “somebody.” 
Meanwhile, Eren Yamagishi is a tremendously gifted artist who 
must deal with the pain and loneliness that comes from being a 
genius. These two have a fateful encounter in high school and 
will eventually go their separate ways - one as a designer in a 
major advertising agency and the other as an artist based in 
New York. A mediocre talent and a genius; the two opposites go 
through failures and setbacks as they try to discover who they 
really are. Filled with real moments, it will show an ensemble 

TITLE       : Eren the Southpaw
LANGUAGE    : Japanese
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME : 30 Min x 10 Eps
GENRE           : Human - Friendship - Art
YEAR     : 2019

HD

https://vimeo.com/505153150/b3259f641b
https://vimeo.com/505155789/0d568e1b98
https://vimeo.com/505158616/5949f77d35


Diary”is an inexplicable comedy that follows Kafka as he 
lives in Tokyo finding despair in various subjects such as “the 
need for approval on social media,” and “the practice of 
searching for a marriage partner.”

As Kafka is thoroughly overwhelmed by a feeling of despair, 
his courage and graceful manner in which he deals with it 
will no doubt give you hope in life.

SYNOPSIS

Franz Kafka. Powerless in every way and moreover, in the 
most perfect way. Franz Kafka, the great novelist widely 
regarded as one of the major figures of 20th-century literature.

Yet given this stature, we find his life itself was more absurd 
than what was depicted in his novels. Few people know that 
he suffered from an “obsession with despair,” where he found 
everything in life to be hopeless. “Kafkaʼs Tokyo Despair 

TITLE       : Franz Kafka in Tokyo
LANGUAGE    : Japanese
SUBTITLE    : English  
RUNNING TIME : 24 Min x 6 Eps
GENRE           : Comedy - History - Human
YEAR     : 2019

HD

Sakurada), a sophisticated man who looks great in a suit. Fukami 
coolly steps in and saves her. Risa wants to thank him so they end 
up going to dinner…which leads to their first kiss and then their 
first. The ultimate love story of a doting love that's slightly bitter 
yet super sweet.

SYNOPSIS

Risa Shiragi (Haruka Fukuhara) is a college student who is popular 
with the boys. People around her treat her like sheʼs out of their 
league but in reality she has zero experience in love. “If Iʼm going 
to fall in love, I want it to be a love so sweet it'll melt my heart."" 
Risa dreamt of that day. One day, as she was being harassed by a 
guy trying to pick her up, she is rescued by Hiroto Fukami (Dori 

TITLE      : Coffee & Vanilla
LANGUAGE   : Japanese
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME: 30 Min x 10 Eps
GENRE           : Romance - Comedy
YEAR     : 2019

HD

https://vimeo.com/505189261/cf0983c660
https://vimeo.com/505190023/2dfebb5777
https://vimeo.com/505192525/d70a7cc1f7
https://vimeo.com/505195086/17b9f36789


SYNOPSIS

Her work is known as "room laundering," the task of purifying places where unnatural death has 
occurred. From one dubious apartment to another, Miko Yakumo (Elaiza Ikeda) is constantly moving. 
Her line of work involves purifying abodes where unnatural death has occurred - places found by her 
uncle, Goro Ikazuchi (Jo Odagiri) - by "laundering" them and making them livable for the next 
tenants. At every residence, she encounters the original tenant-turned ghost who hasn't been able to 
cross over into the spirit world. And since she is able to see them, she ends up having to listen to all 
their troubles and woes. And she reconnects with the insufferable Akito Nijikawa (Kentaro Ito), her 
former neighbor of the room she used to rent, and love blossoms between them?!"

TITLE      : Room Laundering
LANGUAGE   : Japanese
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME: 30 Min x 6 Eps
GENRE           : Horror - Comedy
YEAR     : 2018

HD

and has no experience in love. Yuki Kashiwagi with her droopy eyes, 
fair-complexion and her soothing aura is perfect for this role, while 
Kentaro Ito is the new star in the making, appearing in many popular 
shows. These two will pair up to tackle the “ultimate story in the 
inequalities of love.” Set in a professional ̒ shogi̓  world, the story will 
portray the inequalities of love between a nerdy virgin businessman and 
the older ̒ shogi̓  pro that borders on “sin."

SYNOPSIS

A popular comic book is being made into a live-action drama!
Yuki Kashiwagi (AKB48/NGT48) and Kentaro Ito pair up as the main 
stars to tackle the “ultimate story in the inequalities of love.” Kashiwagi 
will play Tae Komada (age 32), a baby-faced, large-breasted woman 
who has a soothing effect on others, yet she is actually a pro ̒ shogi̓  
[Japanese chess] player. And on the other hand, Ito will play Taiga 
Hinata (age 24), a virgin businessman who lacks communication skills 

TITLE      : Is This Love Checkmate?
LANGUAGE   : Japanese
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME: 30 Min x 4 Eps
GENRE           : Romance
YEAR     : 2018

HD

https://vimeo.com/505202083/c3262e2170
https://vimeo.com/505204209/859e91a677
https://vimeo.com/505205325/51a6fb9af0


 

TITLE       : Wine, Dine and Woo Me
LANGUAGE    : Japanese
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME : 22 Min x 16 Eps
GENRE           : Drama
YEAR     : 2017 - 2018

SYNOPSIS

Megumi Kanbayashi has been a freelance writer for five years. As a just-turned-30 single woman, 
she is beginning to feel the pangs of marriage anxiety. One day, Megumiʼs editor brings her an 
idea for a series to be offered on the internet. Itʼs a novel premise - advertise for a single male 
looking for a relationship; then he picks a restaurant for a blind date during which “he woos her 
over a meal.” Megumi loves the idea of a free, delicious meal and seizes the opportunity. And so 
begins the search for candidates for “Wine, Dine and Woo Me” column series! Here is a delightful 
comedy-cum-food show which follows Megumi on various dinner dates as she searches for love 
and the ideal mate. Actual restaurants in Tokyo are featured in every episode and the latest news 
about them are posted on the seriesʼ Website.

HD

https://vimeo.com/505239270/1a1927d186
https://vimeo.com/505239483/a004960c2c


 



TITLE       : Stories From The Hidden Worlds
LANGUAGE    : English - Turkish
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME : 45 Min x 6 Eps - 25 Min x 13 Eps 
GENRE          : Culture - Social - Lifestyle
YEAR     : 2020

culture due to unexpected conditions have become more 
attractive.

The topographical and socioeconomic structures selected, 
with extreme examples, are important for two characteristics. 
First of all, the similarities of the imagination, desires and 
needs of the people living in these communities, but under 
very different conditions, constitute an important thematic 
presentation to understand humanity. 

On the other hand, it reveals a fascinating background for 
the cinematographic structure, which will be very important in 
the series. Thus, we will have the opportunity to work on a 
rich visual palette such as the white villages of Siberia and 
red hot deserts of Mali.

We aim to be an important example of Turkish documentary 
art through the series which we will process universal issues 
with international attraction above the world standards 
regarding the content and aesthetical sense.

SYNOPSIS

In our documentary series aiming to present the geographies 
where different life stories come together through a poetic text 
and a visual structure; the people, who are the points of origin 
of these stories will be the narrators of the chapters.

Our goal is to provide an intimate and original presentation 
by using an identifiable and relatable language instead of 
academic and distant sociological analysis.

We aim to convey this by focusing on the fact that the personal 
histories of individuals at different points of life constitute the 
history of the region.

Nowadays, as globalization has an increased impact on 
everything, languages and cultures are rapidly disappearing. 
The civilizations that emerged as a result of a very long period 
of time, isolated from each other in different lands, face the 
danger of losing their identity with the development of 
technology. At such a time, the communities that have been 
able to preserve their cultural heritage or create their own 

HD

https://vimeo.com/487553193/3def8166f6
https://vimeo.com/394161753/37f01bd9ef


TITLE       : Abandoned Places
LANGUAGE    : English - Turkish
SUBTITLE  : English
RUNNING TIME : 30 Min x 7 Eps
GENRE           : History - Mystery - Factual - Culture
YEAR     : 2020

SYNOPSIS

These extreme places, where life existed before, has been disappeared in a short time with their special stories. 
The last traces of life shooted in these Abandoned Places.

In this documentary series you will find extreme places and their special stories around the world especially in 
Europe countries. Abandoned Places brings the abandoned stories and traces of abandoned life to the screen.

HD

https://vimeo.com/424403328/6f2f38b1b2
https://vimeo.com/500848545/452ba4ac8f


TITLE       : Sky River of the Himalayas
LANGUAGE    : English
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME : 50 Min x 3 Eps
GENRE           : Nature - Social - Culture 
YEAR     : 2016

SYNOPSIS

“Sky River of the Himalayas” presents the magnificent natural scenery around 
the YarlungZangbo River and the unique ethnic traditions from a global 
perspective in an all-round way. Based on local culture and geography, 
historical origin and facts, it showcases the historical and ecological 
civilizations in this region in a comprehensive way and mirrors its remarkable 
political, economic and social achievements.

HD

arctic governance, arctic culture, and how mankind should 
get along with the Arctic. From these eight aspects, the 
documentary provides Chinese audience with an overall 
picture of the natural features and current development of 
the Arctic, how human activities and climate change have 
altered this region in the globalization era, and the effects 
of such alteration on human activities.

SYNOPSIS

Rediscovering the Arctic consists of eight episodes, namely All 
The Way to the North, Inhabitants, Dangerous Temperature, 
Hidden Treasure, The Course, Dialogue, Protecting the 
Snow-White World, and Protecting the North. These 
50-minute episodes present how human beings discover the
Arctic, the status quo of the indigenous people, climate and
ecological change, competition for mineral deposits and other
resources, the emergence of the new course, cooperation on

TITLE      : Rediscovering The Arctic 
LANGUAGE    : Chinese
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME : 50 Min x 8 Eps 
GENRE     : Nature - Adventure - Culture
YEAR     : 2016

HD

https://vimeo.com/433991279/66e5fbae40
https://vimeo.com/430113512/2d84b806eb


SYNOPSIS

This large-scaleaerial documentary features the largest scale of aerial 
cinematography in China, with the highest investment in a single season. The 
documentary covers 32 selected topics. Six drones fly 20,000 kilometers for 11 
days to overlook the vast land of China from high above. From natural scenery 
to city and culture, from the westernmost to the southernmost part of China, 
Aerial China gives us a bird view of a beautiful China from the skies above, 
taking us to look at those beautiful, ecological and civilized cities.

TITLE      : Aerial China 
LANGUAGE    : Chines
SUBTITLE    : English,French, Spanish
RUNNING TIME : 50 Min x 6 Eps 
GENRE     : Nature - Culture - Travel 
YEAR     : 2017

HD

TITLE     : Sacrifice
LANGUAGE    : Turkish
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME : 52 Min x 1 Eps
GENRE     : Factual - Social - Human 
YEAR     : 2019

SYNOPSIS

Nanda Maryani is the only female miner in the Ijen sulfur mine. It will go 
to the mine for the first time. She has to do this hard work for his family. 
The fight against death begins.

https://vimeo.com/479734583/ddc854fc47
https://vimeo.com/476238255/6d7386442e
https://vimeo.com/433679344/1f4cb85a1d


TITLE       : The Great Wall 
LANGUAGE    : English
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME : 50 Min x 2 Eps
GENRE           : Culture - Factual
YEAR     : 2015

HD

presents audience with the charming scenery of the Great 
Wall. The visual effects team frequently uses digital matt 
painting to reconstruct historical scenes that span up to 
2,000 years, and 3D technology to reproduce the original 
appearance of the Great Wall.

Restoring a real Great Wall and exploring a part of its 
history you have never heard before, the Great Wall helps 
you travel through ancient and modern times to gain an 
overall understanding of China.

SYNOPSIS

The 2-episode epic documentary series the Great Wall tells 
the story of the creation, prosperity and decline of China 
Great Wall and based on the stories, it tries to explain how 
the Great Wall becomes what it is today. As a documentary 
series with plots, the production involves cinematic visual 
effects and acting skills, presenting the real historical stories 
with the most striking images. The film crew uses a helicopter 
to have panoramic aerial cinematography of the Great Wall, 
and the time-lapse photography that lasts a whole year 

TITLE     : Yaren
LANGUAGE    : Turkish
SUBTITLE  : English
RUNNING TIME : 50 Min x 1 Eps
GENRE           : People - Human - Factual
YEAR     : 2019

SYNOPSIS

 A very unlikely friendship of a village fisherman and a white stork that has been going on for 
the last 8 years. Yaren, the male stork, is always the first bird to arrive at Eskikaraagac Village 
during the spring migration and he finds Adem, the fisherman, where ever he may be at the 
lake. Will Yaren come again this year, will he land on Adem's fishing boat again?

https://vimeo.com/478531570/e87a27d905
https://vimeo.com/430104582/aea7216ad6
https://vimeo.com/478951455/8823c3b188


with Dr. Nakamura in 1985, one year after he went abroad 
on his mission. In 1992, KBC became the first Japanese 
media outlet to do an in-depth story on Dr. Nakamura's 
humanitarian efforts in Afghanistan and Pakistan. In this 
program, Dr. Nakamura's daughter speaks out in her first 
interview ever as a member of the Nakamura family.

Why was Dr. Nakamura such an inspiration to so many 
people? Using past video footage and numerous testimonials, 
we look back at how Dr. Tetsu Nakamura lived his life.

SYNOPSIS

In December 2019, Dr. Tetsu Nakamura was gunned down 
and killed in Afghanistan, where he had been providing 
humanitarian aid.

During his 35 years working on-site, Dr. Nakamura did much 
more than providing medical care. He dug wells, built 
irrigation canals and gave life-saving assistance to the people 
around him. An irrigation canal project he completed in 2010 
now supports the lives 650,000 people. Kyushu Asahi 
Broadcasting Company (KBC) conducted our first interview 

TITLE    : Real Shots of Good
LANGUAGE    : Japanese
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME : 54 Min x 1 Eps
GENRE     : Biography - Social - Health
YEAR   : 2020

HD
TITLE       : Québékoisie
LANGUAGE    : French
SUBTITLE  : French - English
RUNNING TIME : 81 Min x 1 Eps
GENRE           : Social - Human - Culture
YEAR     : 2014

HD

SYNOPSIS

At the age of 30, Mélanie and Olivier had traveled the world and met people from all over the 
globe. But they realized that they had never walked into an Indian reserve in their home 
country, Canada. So the young couple decided to explore the North Shore of Quebec by bike 
to better understand the complex relationships between Quebecers and First Nations peoples. 
Studies show that more than 50% of French Canadians have at least one Native American 
ancestor. So why is there such a lack of understanding when it comes to Aboriginals? Why are 
prejudices still so ingrained? What will it take to change things? Their encounters, both planned 
and spontaneous, include the surprising tale of an Innu man in search of his ancestors in 
Normandy, and the heart-wrenching story of the sister of Corporal Marcel Lemay, who was 
killed during the 1990 Oka crisis.

https://vimeo.com/493729894/cb59e9d7c8
https://vimeo.com/510120573/5e62b8ab0e


forbidden in principle. A lone priest watches over the island 
and rigid rules are still followed to this day. Not a single 
branch, blade of grass, or stone may be taken off of 
Okinoshima, and anything seen or heard on the island must 
stay on the island. What is it that made the ancients sense 
the divine in Okinoshima? What prompted them to make so 
many sacred offerings there? Photographer and author 
Shinya Fujiwara's fascination with Okinoshima and his 
artistic sense provide a unique perspective into the prove-
nance of prayer on this island full of mystery.

SYNOPSIS
Okinoshima soars from the sea between Japan and the 
Korean Peninsula. The island is believed to embody one of the 
three goddesses worshipped at the shrines of Munakata 
Taisha. For centuries, the Japanese people have looked 
toward Okinoshima with awe and respect, offering reverent 
prayer to its sacred divinity. It was, and still is, the site of 
national religious rituals. More than 80,000 artifacts, every 
single one of them a designated national treasure, have been 
found on the island. Okinoshima became a World Heritage 
site in July 2017. However, entry onto the island is strictly 

TITLE       : Okinoshima
LANGUAGE    : Japanese
SUBTITLE  : English
RUNNING TIME : 47 Min x 1 Eps
GENRE           : Culture - History - Nature
YEAR     : 2017

HD
TITLE      : Silk 
LANGUAGE    : Chinese
SUBTITLE    : English - Chinese - Russian - Spanish
RUNNING TIME : 50 Min x 3 Eps
GENRE     : Culture - Intellectual
YEAR     : 2017

HD

Natural silk is slender and elegant. Under a microscope, the 
two triangular cross-sections of silk are closely arranged; the 
hanging degree of raw and treated silk contrasts sharply; 
unearthed brocade of an Eastern Zhou tomb has 240 warps 
percentimeter. Silk not only presents a breathtaking 
micro-world, but also records the exquisite craftsmanship of 
silk makers.

SYNOPSIS

Silk is a great invention of China and its first world-famous 
creation. Silk products had always been the world most 
important international trade supplies before the industrial 
revolution. The documentary focuses on silk, which is merely 
0.02 mm in diameter, and records with contemporary 
photography technology the profound influence of such a 
delicate tiny thread on people daily life and production in a 
sophisticated manner.

https://vimeo.com/493733717/7ef3c239fe
https://vimeo.com/430098214/ac05f682fb


SYNOPSIS

Even though the world is getting smaller and the trending things are the same 
all over the world, some things never change. Like food culture. Different food 
habits of every country and every nation make the world cuisine more colorful 
and diverse. For some, the hot spicy is a normal starter that is eaten every 
dishes, but for some this is a huge challenge. Local tastes of every region is a 
new culture worth exploring for other people. In this program you will find 
legendary flavours from various cuisines of the world.

TITLE      : Cultural Flavours 
LANGUAGE    : English
SUBTITLE    : English, Arabic
RUNNING TIME : 23 Min x 13 Eps 
GENRE     : Food - Culture
YEAR     : 2018

HD

woman in history. Unfortunately, like Wanda, she has never 
returned to the lowlands. But her legend lives on. The two 
women are connected not only by their love to the highest 
mountains. Equally, Wanda and Pasang, while realising their 
dreams, not only they had to challenge their weaknesses, 
the altitude or bad weather. Both had to challenge the male 
order of the world that they were born to. 25 years after 
Wandaʼs and Pasangʼs disappearance, their successors 
appeared on the world arena: Kinga Baranowska and 
Maya Sherpa. Inspired by the courageous heroines of the 
last century, they continue the tradition of female himalaism 
raising the bar for others.

SYNOPSIS

It is a story about women from two different parts of the 
globe, who challenged the traditional order of the world and 
their influence on the younger generation of alpinists in 
Poland and Nepal. In 1992, Wanda Rutkiewicz, a Polish 
Himalayan climber, after her conquest of the K2 mountain as 
the first women in history, set to climb the next eight-thou-
sand-meter peak – Kanchenjunga. She has never returned 
from that expedition. Until this day her fate is unknown. 
Nevertheless, with her energy and charisma she managed to 
inspire the next generation of young alpinists. At that time in 
Nepal, there was another woman alpinist Pasang Lhamu 
Sherpa. In 1993 Pasang for the third time set up on the 
expedition to Everest that she climbed as the first Nepali 

TITLE       : To Be A Woman in Himalayas
LANGUAGE    : Polish
SUBTITLE  : English
RUNNING TIME : 44 Min x 1 Eps
GENRE           : People
YEAR     : 2018

HD

https://vimeo.com/432145976/a1ee10d06a
https://vimeo.com/425257184/edf84baf4a
https://vimeo.com/489388789/43ec72ebca


TITLE    : Asiemut
LANGUAGE    : French - English
SUBTITLE    : English - German - Spanish
RUNNING TIME : 56 Min x 1 Eps
GENRE     : Travel - Adventure
YEAR   : 2007

SYNOPSIS

There are so many choices in everyday life! Everyone has their own journey, their own 
direction, their own azimuth. Olivier Higgins and Mélanie Carrier chose a journey, but 
most would call it a long adventure, approximately 8000 kilometers long. Riding their 
bicycles & pedaling throug h Asia, Olivier & Mélanie traveled from Mongolia to 
Kolkata, at the mouth of the Ganges in India, passing through Xinjiang, the Taklamakan 
Desert, Tibet, and Nepal. Along the way, they discover the world, but overall, they 
discover themselves. Who are they? What do they want? What is their place in this 
world? Maybe, between the encounters, obstacles, and discoveries, this daring journey 
will make them think about this… Donʼt we all have a common “Asiemut”?

HD

https://vimeo.com/110469753


TITLE       : Snow Leopard
LANGUAGE    : Chinese
SUBTITLE    : Chinese, English
RUNNING TIME : 25 Min x 3 Eps
GENRE           : Nature - Wild Life - Winter
YEAR     : 2016

HD

SYNOPSIS

The Qinghai-Tibet Plateau, the tallest ridge on the planet, is the origin of the 
Yangtze River, the Yellow River, and the Lancang River. Above this 
4,000-meter plateau, there is a mysterious, beautiful large cat species, snow 
leopard. The film crew keeps track of the snow leopard community on the 
plateau for three years so as to present their living habits and individual 
relationships.

TITLE   : Wild South
LANGUAGE    : English
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME : 52 Min x 1 Eps
GENRE     : Nature - Wildlife
YEAR   : 2019

HD

SYNOPSIS

Wild South is the story of the southernmost point of Africa where the warm Indian Ocean 
meets the ice-cold Atlantic Ocean creating an unmatched geography full of canyons, 
limestone valleys, infinite deserts and even lush marshlands.

https://vimeo.com/507921011/b5bd83d8b9
https://vimeo.com/428849864/925d81b979


SYNOPSIS

Showcase Chinese oceans from seasons, tides, wet lands, islands, bays, life challenges.

TITLE    : The Blue World 
LANGUAGE    : Chinese - English
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME : 50 Min x 6 Eps
GENRE     : Nature
YEAR    : 2020

HD
TITLE    : The Saga of the Ancient Forest 
LANGUAGE    : Polish
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME : 52 Min x 10 Eps
GENRE     : Nature - Wildlife
YEAR     : 2008

HD

SYNOPSIS

As the authors combined traits of documentary and feature movies, this documentary 
series shows the nature of Central and Eastern Europe in a new and a totally innovative 
way. The directors show stories of ten extraordinary characters through a three-act 
structure of drama by combining their wild nature with the language of the silver screen. 
As a result, the viewers meet an orphaned wolf, an owl who feeds its family, a 
hard-working bug and many others. The plots are enriched with various information on 
each species. The documentary is extraordinary also thanks to the place where the plot is 
set. It is the Białowieża Forest, the last remaining of the lowland, primeval forests that 
covered nearly the entire Europe.

https://vimeo.com/442668434/737fbf4530
https://vimeo.com/442668748/e99698a1d2
https://vimeo.com/484407468/79e05e4060


TITLE       : Heartbeat of the Primeval Forest
LANGUAGE    : Polish
SUBTITLE  : English
RUNNING TIME : 30 Min x 5 Eps
GENRE           : Nature - Wildlife
YEAR     : 1993 - 1995

HD

SYNOPSIS

In the centre of the Old Continent, on the Polandʼs eastern border and the western limits of 
Belarus, beats the heart of Europeʼs last lowland Primeval Forest, as it has for thousands of 
years. Deep within this shadowy green world, the same trails are still followed by the emperors 
of the Forest – the European bison. The Białowieża Primeval Forest is the only reminder of the 
primeval forests that once densely covered the European lowlands.

TITLE    : The Whale From Lorino
LANGUAGE    : Russian
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME : 58 Min x 1 Eps
GENRE     : People - Culture - Hunting
YEAR   : 2019

HD

SYNOPSIS

The film tells the story of people who inhabit one of the most severe and 
inaccessible spots on Earth, Chukchi Peninsula. The land is located on the 
northeastern edge of Eurasia, on the Bering and Chukchi Seas, separated by 
a narrow strait from Alaska, and for thousands of years has been inhabited by 
humans and whales. Nowadays, Chukotka is inhabited by a mix of Russians, 
the Chukchi, and Eskimos. The film shows how different people are united by 
the ancient tradition of hunting for whales.

https://vimeo.com/484114733/f888ba564d
https://vimeo.com/489370313/afa98028dc
https://vimeo.com/491539716/3b69000acc


TITLE      : The Journey of Chinese Plants 
LANGUAGE    : Chinese
SUBTITLE    : Chinese, English
RUNNING TIME : 50 Min x 10 Eps
GENRE     : Nature
YEAR    : 2018

media platforms in and outside Chi-na, during the 
International Horticultural Exhibition 2019, Beijing, China 
(the Bei-jing Expo 2019 for short). Following the spread 
footprints of Chinese plants, the production team will trav-el 
from China to the United States of America, United 
Kingdom, Netherlands, New Zealand, Italy, Germany, 
Japan, etc. to present the wonders and magnificent beauty 
of plant world with scientific and aesthetic values. The 
production team aims to put hu-man and plant back to equal 
positions in the spectrum of life forms, portraying the power 
of plant with respect, and depicting the mutual dependency 
of human and plants.

SYNOPSIS

The Journey of Chinese Plants, a documentary series of 10 
episodes, features the story of Chinese plants. Based on 
histories and advances of plant science, the series traces the 
spread of the native plants that were first developed in China, 
reveals the
history and culture evoked by plant-human interaction and 
highlights contributions of Chinese plants to the world.

The Journey of Chinese Plants is produced by CCTV Li 
Chengcai Documentary Studio (Beijing Mooze Film&TV 
Media Co.,Ltd) on commission of the Bureau of Beijing 
international Horticultural Exhibition Coordination(the Expo 
Coordination Bureau or short). The series will air on multiple 

HD

TITLE       : Forces of Nature
LANGUAGE    : Chinese
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME : 50 Min x 8 Eps
GENRE           : Nature, Adventure
YEAR     : 2015

HD

The documentary was launched in 2012, and it takes five 
years to finish the filming. Travelling hundreds of thousands 
of kilometers, including four large unmanned areas in China, 
the film crew spends over 500 days in the field and shot as 
many as over 50 locations. They focus on the magnificent 
mountains and rivers and vigorous wild animals, feasting our 
eyes on a beautiful China we have never seen before.

SYNOPSIS

Diversity is the fundamental feature of natural ecology in 
China. The vast territory covering 9.6 million square kilome-
ters is one of the existing regions on earth with the richest 
species. With natural sceneryas the common thread, forces of 
Nature is comprised of six chapters, which are Vastness, 
Mountains, Water, Climate, Harmony and Behind the 
Scenes,singing the praises of the creatures on this land.

https://vimeo.com/433761563/3b49ea2180
https://vimeo.com/433716250/1700686566


TITLE    : Signature Flowers of China
LANGUAGE    : Chinese - English
SUBTITLE    : Chinese - English
RUNNING TIME : 50 Min x 5 Eps
GENRE     : Plants - Environment
YEAR   : 2020

SYNOPSIS

This is a journey of discovering beautiful plants. From the East to the West, 
the shooting team went to gardens, farms, museums to explore the familiar 
and unacquainted beauty of all kinds of plants.

HD

https://vimeo.com/469765854/239ffbe1eb


perspective. The water diversion project provides not only a 
core driver for China's harmonious development, but also 
excellent oriental wisdom for humans to escape survival 
predicament and seek future development. This is an epic 
film concerning the turn of the fate of over 100 million 
people worldwide. It is a bold, unprecedented attempt to 
change the water system of the planet with remakable 
wisdom of the East.

SYNOPSIS

The eight-episode documentary "Water Pulse" which is 
co-produced by the State Council South-Northe Water 
Drversion Office and CCTV, highlights China's South-North 
Water Diversion Project, including construction, large-scale 
migration, cultural relics protection, envorionmental gover-
nance, water resources management, overall benefits, and the 
contribution to the world. It is the first move to promote major 
Chinese water conservancy projects on TV from a cultural 

TITLE      : Water Pulse 
LANGUAGE    : Chinese
SUBTITLE    : English, Arabic, Russian
RUNNING TIME : 45 Min x 8 Eps 
GENRE     : Technology
YEAR    : 2016

HD
TITLE    : China High Speed Railway
LANGUAGE    : Chinese
SUBTITLE    : Chinese
RUNNING TIME : 50 Min x 3 Eps
GENRE     : Travel - Adventure
YEAR   : 2017

HD

SYNOPSIS

Chinaʼs high speed railway system has developed from nothing to the most mature one 
worldwide. High speed railway not only sets up a totally new space for peopleʼs daily 
life but also give big impetus to the economy.

https://vimeo.com/433751283/7a3d998acc
https://vimeo.com/452948123/d4ca162b2e


TITLE       : Beijing New Airport
LANGUAGE    : Chinese
SUBTITLE  : Chinese
RUNNING TIME : 40 Min x 1 Eps
GENRE           : Technology, - Transportation
YEAR     : 2018

HD

SYNOPSIS

The Guardian says Beijing New Airport is one of the seven wonders of the world. 
This documentary will show you how this “wonder” was created.

TITLE      : Chinaʼs Mega Projects
LANGUAGE    : Chinese - English
SUBTITLE    : Chinese - English
RUNNING TIME : 50 Min x 14 Eps (3 Seasons)
GENRE     : Architecture - Economy - Transportation 
YEAR     : 2012 - 2018

HD

SYNOPSIS

Chinaʼs Mega Projects I: Hong Kong-Zhuhai-Macao Bridge; Shanghai Central Building; Beijing 
Railway Network; Giant Draught Fan; Super LNG Boat.

China's Mega Projects II: Roads; Bridges; Cars; Ports.

China's Mega Projects III: Food; Energy; Transportation; Manufacturing; The 24-hour Megacity.

In todayʼs China many major issues have to be solved through unconventional projects. “Chinaʼs 
Mega Projects” are selected and represented according to their significance, in its effort to 
demonstrate to a global audience the superb engineering wisdom of present-day China.  

https://vimeo.com/452999535/8f5d9e283a
https://vimeo.com/455480703/ffe48936d2
https://vimeo.com/491628724/f9f3d606e5


the western section of the Pacific Railroad that traversed 
across the western and eastern parts of the United States. 
The railway boosted the rapid development of the West. 
These Chinese came to America because of the gold rush 
but stayed because of the railway. They were the backbone 
of the construction of the West, and the pioneers of the first 
successful overseas Chinese people in the US.

SYNOPSIS

The three-episode documentary “Gold Mountain” It is about 
the contribution of Chinese people to the construction of the 
Western United States in the 19th century and the immense 
impact of the “Chinese Exclusion Act” at that time.

Chinese people played a fairly important role in building the 
Western United States in the19th century. They constructed 

TITLE       : Gold Mountain
LANGUAGE    : English
SUBTITLE    : Chinese, English
RUNNING TIME : 45 Min x 3 Eps
GENRE           : Finance
YEAR     : 2016

HD
TITLE    : Super Equipment
LANGUAGE    : Chinese
SUBTITLE    : Chinese - English
RUNNING TIME : 50 Min x 4 Eps
GENRE     : Technology
YEAR  : 2020

HD

SYNOPSIS

One of the most important documentary productions in 2020. The production team spent 
3 years and toured thousands of miles to explore Chinaʼs most powerful equipment and 
unfold the shocking scenes during the production process.

https://vimeo.com/469757100/6fe9b25dac
https://vimeo.com/433713312/5d65d97a75


TITLE       : Classic Cars
LANGUAGE    : English
SUBTITLE    : English, Arabic
RUNNING TIME : 23 Min x 13 Eps 
GENRE           : Motors & Cars 
YEAR     : 2018

HD

SYNOPSIS

Being a car enthusiast is about more than enjoying your time behind the 
wheel; true car enthusiasts want to know everything there is to know about 
cars. The Classics are always in a different place in all cars ever. Now, classic 
cars have long been a part of car culture and a part of life for someones.

Classic Cars never been a part of popular culture. And will not, too.
In this documentary series you will enjoy the classics' power, speed, and style.

TITLE       : Smart Home
LANGUAGE    : Arabic
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME : 42 Min x 1 Eps
GENRE           : Technology - Social
YEAR     : 2020

HD

https://vimeo.com/432144533/443bd6d8f7
https://vimeo.com/421161254/ab8ab679f8
https://vimeo.com/501284725/621909e60c
https://vimeo.com/501284865/e4654ee6ec


TITLE    : How Time Was Invented
LANGUAGE    : Arabic
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME : 46 Min x 1 Eps
GENRE     : Technology - History - Science
YEAR   : 2020

HD

https://vimeo.com/501242998/de537e0131


TITLE    : Reintroducing Arita Ware
LANGUAGE    : Japan
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME : 50 Min x 1 Eps
GENRE     : History - Art - Culture
YEAR   : 2017

HD

SYNOPSIS

Introduced to Europe in the 17th century by the East India Company, Arita ware, one of 
Japanʼs representative brands of porcelain, became an overnight sensation. At the time, 
European royals and nobles gave Arita ware high praise and referred to them as “white 
gold,” competing to collect them as symbols of their wealth and authority. Now, on the 
occasion of their 400th anniversary, the Arita ware industry is about to change 
drastically. While standing upon their traditions, the potters are attempting to give birth 
to a new kind of Arita ware. They are creating novel designs for the world to enjoy. This 
program introduces Aritaʼs 400-year history through the eyes of young and energetic 
artist Miwa Komatsu. We look forward to seeing the new “Arita” creations that Miwa will 
create, along with Sakaida Kakiemon XV, who has taken on the preservation of the 
traditions of Arita ware, that will lead them to the next 100 years. 

TITLE       : Changʼan Meets Rome
LANGUAGE    : Chinese
SUBTITLE    : Chinese, English
RUNNING TIME : 28 Min x 20 Eps
GENRE           : Culture
YEAR     : 2020

HD

SYNOPSIS

Based on the site investigation of well-known scholars from China and Italy, the documentary is 
categorized into ten chapters consist of business, military, culture, social system, art, 
architecture, music, design, food and folklore, which establish the two ancient capitals as an 
excellent example of culture exchange and inspiration sharing between the east and the west.

https://vimeo.com/493735466/5e3abe5b37
https://vimeo.com/433680238/b206fa15dd
https://vimeo.com/433696193/39432004b5


SYNOPSIS

When we clean, we polish the heart and polish the smile. At one time or another, everyone 
has probably felt the urge to clean because “tidying up makes you feel good and refreshed.

Have you ever thought that people who clean, polish their own hearts as well? And in so 
doing, they clean the grime from their hearts. And what emerges after polishing are...things 
that shine, and, a smile that sparkles. Through sound and images, this program shows how 
“sparkling smiles” are born after polishing.

TITLE      : Migaku Hito 
LANGUAGE    : English - Spanish - Japanese
SUBTITLE    : 
RUNNING TIME : 47 Min x 100 Eps 
GENRE     : Tradition - Art - Culture
YEAR   : 2020

HD

Turkish - Islamic architectural composition with Anatolian and 
Mediterranean cultures. Mimar Sinan was the principal 
architect of over three hundred and fifty buildings, many of 
which are in Istanbul, including 84 mosques, 52 Mosques, 
57 Madrasahs, 7 Schools and Darülkurra, 22 Shrines, 
17 Imarets and 3 Darüşşifa, 7 Aqueducts, 8 Bridges, 
20 Caravanserais, 35 Mansions and Palaces, 6 Warehouses 
and Cellars, 48 Baths and Unregistered ones.

SYNOPSIS

Mimar Sinan lived in the most powerful era of the Ottoman 
Empire. Suleiman the magnificent, II. Selim and III. Murat 
served as chief architect during the three Sultans' period. He 
had the greatest role in designing and implementing the 
masterpieces of architecture that symbolized the power of the 
Ottoman Empire.

It is possible to see the relations of both Eastern and Western 
styles in his works together. It has revealed an Ottoman – 

TITLE     : Sinan
     "The Grand Master Of Architect" 

LANGUAGE    : Turkish
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME : 64 Min x 1 Eps 
GENRE     : Architecture - History - Art
YEAR   : 2018

HD

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v_xwcOE4J3s&t=2s
https://vimeo.com/318032938
https://vimeo.com/439129828/f808f2b713
https://vimeo.com/504769368/4aaeac24ec


TITLE    : The Kung Fu Shaolin
LANGUAGE    : Chinese - English
SUBTITLE    : Chinese - English
RUNNING TIME : 50 Min x 5 Eps
GENRE     : Culture - Sports 
YEAR     : 2017

SYNOPSIS

In order to spread the spirit and reveal the charm of Chinese martial arts, CCTV-9 has made 
vigorous efforts to create a five-episode documentary “The Kung Fu Shaolin”. The Chinese 
martial arts, as a combination of oriental philosophy and belief, embody the simple 
philosophy of how Chinese people interact with each other. It is also a creative invention to 
explore the potential of the body.

Shaolin Kung Fu represents the great-est martial art. It draws on and makes the best use of 
the strengths of various Chinese martial arts. Through five episodes—The Lost Martial Arts, 
Hidden Techniques, Excellent Weap-ons, Jianghu, and The Martial World, the documentary 
series showcases both the long history and advanced styles of Shaolin martial arts, and the 
latest development of Shaolin Kung Fu in contemporary China and even around the world.

HD

https://vimeo.com/458058208/a033770021


SYNOPSIS

On March 4, Yang Jing steps out of a shelter hospital. For the past 22 days, she has lived there 
with a group of strangers. The Wuhan National Fitness Center, four kilometers from Yang Jing's 
home, is the seventh shelter hospital in Wuhan. Yang Jing records her experience in the hospital. 
In this program, we will take you to the shelter hospital and take a look at life there.

TITLE    : Life In A Shelter Hospital
LANGUAGE    : English
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME : 40 Min x 1 Eps
GENRE     : Covid 19 - Health - Factual
YEAR   : 2020

HD

SYNOPSIS

The coronavirus was a new type of virus that had never been encountered before. For 
medics in Wuhan, it's a life-or-death battle, a race against time. They look like 
ordinary people dressed in white coats, but in reality, they are soldiers. Confronting 
the challenge, standing strong and never retreating. For more in-depth stories on the 
COVID-19 front line, watch the six-episode documentary "Together Against COVID-19.

TITLE       : Together Against to Covid19
LANGUAGE    : Chinese, English, French, Spain, Russian
SUBTITLE  : Chinese, English, French, Spain, Russian
RUNNING TIME : 50 Min x 6 Eps
GENRE           : Health - Medical - Covid19
YEAR     : 2020

HD

https://vimeo.com/446477635/9f202e18aa
https://vimeo.com/456981621/7d20d6d750


importance of healthy food and a sporty life that reduces 
the incidence of heart and arterial diseases that cause the 
death of hundreds of thousands also around the world. We 
were not taking care of the diseases that were spreading 
around us in the world before the Corona virus, and how 
the drug is manufactured and distributed within strict 
conditions.

SYNOPSIS

Our lives before the outbreak of the Corona epidemic around 
the world, were full of concern and the hustle and bustle of 
life. We were not shedding light on the dangers that are 
going on around us. We were not counting the numbers of 
deaths that result from the negligence of many people driving 
cars, which cause the deaths of hundreds of thousands 
annually. People were not interested in the extent of the 

TITLE     : Before Corona
LANGUAGE  : Arabic
SUBTITLE  : English
RUNNING TIME: 45 Min x 1 Eps
GENRE         : Health - Social
YEAR   : 2020

HD

SYNOPSIS

Jinyintan Hospital is the designated hospital for the medical treatment of public health 
emergencies in Wuhan, Hubei Province. Since the outbreak of COVID-19, it has emerged as the 
earliest designated hospital to treat infected patients. It is also the hospital that has seen the 
largest number of infected patients.

TITLE   : Frontline
LANGUAGE    : English
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME : 36 Min x 1 Eps
GENRE     : Health
YEAR  : 2020

HD

https://vimeo.com/446477272/71cc636345
https://vimeo.com/426759904
https://vimeo.com/426736853


SYNOPSIS

In a short time and since the forefront of the new year 2020, the world was 
occupied by Corona virus called Covid 19. We will begin the journey in the movie 
since the emergence of the virus that was limited to the small city of Wuhan. And 
we will see how it conquered the world until it became a global epidemic that 
threatens humanity, thousands of people were infected. Humanity remains watch 
carefully the Covid 19' trip.

TITLE     : Corona
LANGUAGE    : Arabic
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME : 45 Min x 1 Eps 
GENRE     : Health - Social 
YEAR     : 2020

HD

become trapped between the walls of their homes, waiting 
for hope to return to their work. How will our world look like 
after this exceptional global circumstance that was created 
by the outbreak of the Corona epidemic.

SYNOPSIS

At a time when the world is waking up from the shock of 
Corona's health epidemic, thinking is slowly turning to the 
economic and political consequences of this unprecedented 
crisis. In the century of modernity and development, in the era 
of speed and technology, the world closed its doors, and a 
frightening silence prevailed. Millions of money and works 
have been frozen. Millions of workers in various sectors have 

TITLE       : After Corona
LANGUAGE    : Arabic
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME : 45 Min x 1 Eps 
GENRE          : Health - Social 
YEAR     : 2020

HD

https://vimeo.com/426760589
https://vimeo.com/426717289
https://vimeo.com/426759447
https://vimeo.com/426729974


SYNOPSIS

The outbreak of various conflicts restricted to get fundamental life needs.

When the Corona virus rapidly spreaded all around the world, many countries closed 
airports, transports and International crossings. It became imperative for countries to 
have a good mind to provide food security for their residents and to find new sources for 
providing the most important food commodities.

TITLE       : Corona Effect
     On Food Security

LANGUAGE  : Arabic
SUBTITLE  : English
RUNNING TIME: 45 Min x 1 Eps 
GENRE           : Health - Social 
YEAR     : 2020

HD

SYNOPSIS

Europe has faced in previous eras serious diseases that have kidnapped millions of lives 
without warning.

The nature of life previously was different from what it is today. Medicine was not as 
advanced as it is today. Modern medicine, widespread media, and easy access to 
information. All this did not prevent this spread achieved by Virus Covid 19 during a short 
period. We will tour around Europe and its countries, and review how things have developed 
in this manner, and how the countries of Europe control this epidemic.

TITLE       : Corona In Old Continent (Europe)
LANGUAGE    : Arabic
SUBTITLE  : English
RUNNING TIME : 45 Min x 1 Eps 
GENRE           : Health - Social 
YEAR     : 2020

HD

https://vimeo.com/426761221
https://vimeo.com/426753023
https://vimeo.com/428821390/819b1e1a64


SYNOPSIS

In March, as the weather in Wuhan warms, COVID-19 is fading rapidly. The shelter 
hospitals that focus on treating patients with minor illnesses have been closed, one 
after another. However, in the designated hospitals that treat severe or critical 
patients, people are still engaged in a difficult tug-of-war with the virus.

TITLE       : Critical Care
LANGUAGE    : English
SUBTITLE  : English
RUNNING TIME : 40 Min x 1 Eps
GENRE           : Health
YEAR     : 2020

HD
TITLE       : 200 Years of Surgery
LANGUAGE    : Chinese
SUBTITLE  : Chinese - English
RUNNING TIME : 50 Min x 8 Eps
GENRE           : Technology - Medical Science
YEAR     : 2020

HD

SYNOPSIS

This title is Chinaʼs first scientific documentary to show how human beings fight against diseases 
from the perspective of doctors.

https://vimeo.com/446477364/f3b38e3fe9
https://vimeo.com/469757338/36650a27a4


that keeps her alive and keeps in touch with society.
Although she can communicate with her relatives for the time 
being, she is aware that she will lose this ability in the future. 
We observed the life of Fethiye Altıntaş during her illness 
and her struggle to hold on to life for two years.
Much better than most ALS patients. She does not give up 
writing the kinds of treatments that she applies, her feelings, 
to set an example for those who have this disease. She 
wants her writing to set an example for other people to cure 
this disease.

SYNOPSIS

Hope connects people to life. Those who hope that one day 
will find a cure for a relentless illness caught in an unexpected 
moment, they keep ther joy of life by holding on to to hope.

The documentary "Holdin On To Life"; It aims to draw the 
attention of the society, the struggle of the people who hold 
on to life by embracing the hope they live in spite of all kinds 
of negative conditions. Fethiye Altıntaş is a woman with ALS. 
She notes in her diary what she experienced during the 
illness. Writing is a solution 

TITLE       : Holding On To Life
LANGUAGE    : Turkish
SUBTITLE  : English
RUNNING TIME : 27 Min x 1Eps
GENRE           : Health - Life
YEAR     : 2018

HD

The elf wants to grant them wings to escape from the daily 
struggles but is only met with doubt and mockery. Only a 
handicapped girl puts her trust in him and soars through the 
skies above the city and its problems. The girls are trustful 
just like Sergei, who looks at the people in the hospital not 
as mentally ill patients but as unique human beings. He sees 
them as “Manelves”, tries to break them out of the cage of 
prejudice and return them to the world. He still strongly 
believes that the artʼs purpose is to make the world a better 
place.

SYNOPSIS

People who end in the psychiatric hospital try to get out of 
there as soon as possible and never return. Sergei not only 
stayed there but created a theatre stage. His actors are 
mainly the patients, both adults and children, as well as 
Sergeiʼs own kids. Thereʼs no split into separate groups. 
Together theyʼre working on putting on a play The Elvesʼ 
Tower, written by one the patients. The play tells the story of 
an elf who enters the cruel and greedy world of human 
beings: a city, the inhabitants of which care only for 
themselves and their own survival. 

TITLE   : Handmade
LANGUAGE    : Polish
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME : 58 Min x 1 Eps
GENRE     : People - Society
YEAR   : 2020

HD

https://vimeo.com/489345159/573fb71f89
https://vimeo.com/385578737/ad911815de
https://vimeo.com/381788905


TITLE      : Hiranmoy Ghoshal.
     Borne by Two River

LANGUAGE    : Polish
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME : 52 Min x 1 Eps
GENRE     : People
YEAR  : 2019

HD

SYNOPSIS

The film tells the story of two people: Hiranmoy Ghoshal, a Hindu diplomat, translator, 
linguist, and writer from West Bengal and his daughter Mira Ghoshal, a musicologist and 
expert on Hindu music. The lives of these two people are torn between Poland and India, 
and in some periods, out of necessity, between England and the United States. The film 
focuses primarily on Hiranmoy Ghoshal, whose unusual life and considerable 
accomplishments bear a huge influence on his daughterʼs fate.

TITLE    : Long Day Tomorrow
LANGUAGE    : Polish
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME : 80 Min x 1 Eps
GENRE     : People
YEAR  : 2019

HD

SYNOPSIS

Helena is a doctor who should have retired a long time ago due to poor health, but she finds 
herself unable to leave her patients. Thirty years ago, she moved from Poland to India, where 
she has worked at the Jeevodaya centre for leprosy patients and their children ever since. To her 
youngest patients, she is not only a doctor, but also a motherly figure, and everyone at the 
centre calls her ʻmum .̓ There is only one person who seems to have a problem with her: the new 
Head of the institution. Unwilling to accept Helenaʼs authority among the patients, he has been 
trying to get rid of her. Despite being a Catholic priest, he does not appreciate her charitable 
work and has given her a derisive nickname, ʻMother Teresa .̓

https://vimeo.com/484111629/58dfed1ae2
https://vimeo.com/489351416/8d67a7806f
https://vimeo.com/492077900/8abd857d4a
https://vimeo.com/489361835/9dedbc6c20


twenty-four hours a day. He washes her, feeds her and 
changes her diapers. He constantly reminds her of their old 
life. He shows her their old home movies from the past when 
they were both young and in love. Adam has decided that 
he will not abandon Wanda, against the advice of doctors 
and family. He decides he will not do it even when she 
forgets his name. He knows that her eyes are always looking 
for him. Will he be able to keep his promise?

SYNOPSIS

It is an intimate story of love in the face of an incurable 
disease, suffering, anger, and powerlessness. The protago-
nists are a long-time married couple, Adam and Wanda, in 
which the husband is healthy and the wife suffers from 
Alzheimerʼs disease. The starting point of the story is the 
moment when the womanʼs condition starts to deteriorate 
rapidly and her amnesia gradually becomes more and more 
intense. Adam looks after his wife alone every day, 

TITLE       : Love and Empty Words
LANGUAGE    : Polish
SUBTITLE  : English
RUNNING TIME : 78 Min x 1 Eps 
GENRE           : People - Health 
YEAR     : 2018

HD

Janusz Senta, Włodzimierz Korcz, Ewa Bem, Janusz 
Stokłosa, Irena Santor, Michał Bajor, Magda Zawadzka, 
Krystyna Janda as well as the family and also numerous 
other outstanding composers, actors and singers. These 
extremely honest stories about Wojciech build a portrait of 
an unusual artist, but also a man struggling with human 
weaknesses.

SYNOPSIS

The last very personal and honest interview with Wojciech 
Młynarski, a great Polish poet, song writer, translator and 
director. In the film, previously unknown archives, 
photographs and music videos reminding the most beautiful 
songs of the artist, have been incorporated. The documentary 
is complemented by over 30 statements of his close friends, 
including Janusz Gajos, Janusz Głowacki, Jerzy Derfel, 

TITLE    : Młynarski: Final Song
LANGUAGE    : Polish
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME : 90 Min x 1 Eps
GENRE     : Culture - Music - Biography 
YEAR   : 2017

HD

https://vimeo.com/484115937/89d0324e47
https://vimeo.com/489378699/94e8b70fd6
https://vimeo.com/491582298/71dd6ebfb6


TITLE       : Princes of Yen
LANGUAGE    : Polish
SUBTITLE  : English
RUNNING TIME : 44 Min x 1 Eps
GENRE           : Drama - Family - History - Friendship
YEAR     : 2020

HD

SYNOPSIS

Late 1942: the 10-year-old Larissa escapes from the Warsaw Ghetto after her 
mother is deported to Treblinka. She climbs over the wall with a ladder and 
finds refuge on the “Aryan” side with the Jasik family living right next to the 
Ghetto. Their daughter, Helena, takes care of Larissa and treats her like a 
younger sister. After a few weeks, Larissa needs to leave the apartment and 
the girls are separated. 70 years later, Larissa, now living in Paris, wants to 
return to Poland and reunite with Helena.

as her difficult family relations. As a young girl she traveled 
and performed with a street theater. As an activist for her 
community, as one of their goals, she wants the sign language 
to be recognized as a foreign language. We meet Iwona at a 
special moment – the day before the Miss Deaf International 
finale in Las Vegas. She travels to America to compete at the 
beauty pageant, but also to meet other deaf people, who are 
not afraid to make their dreams come true.

SYNOPSIS

It is a story of an extraordinary, beautiful young deaf woman, 
who enjoys life and against all odds wants to change the world. 
Iwona Cichosz is deaf. Her parents, sister and grandparents 
cannot hear. Thanks to the stubbornness of her grandmother she 
learned how to speak. Now she can turn her deafness into an 
asset. She takes the viewers on a journey through her world. We 
observe Iwonaʼs everyday life – the obstacles she has to 
overcome in order to function in the world of the hearing, as well 

TITLE     : The Signs
LANGUAGE    : Polish
SUBTITLE  : English
RUNNING TIME : 50 Min x 1 Eps
GENRE           :  People - Drama - Family - Friendship
YEAR     : 2017

HD

https://vimeo.com/484406885/3dc3ae336e
https://vimeo.com/489394802/3e34ded391
https://vimeo.com/489414697/ddabf72013


TITLE    : Casa Blanca
LANGUAGE    : Polish
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME : 56 Min x 1 Eps
GENRE     : People
YEAR  : 2014

HD

SYNOPSIS

It is a story about a forgotten fishing town situated at the entrance to the Havana Harbor. 
Nelsa, who is a 70-year-old woman paralyzed after a stroke, lives on the first floor of a 
large apartment house. She shares the lone room of the small flat with Vladimir, who is her 
35-year-old son affected with Down syndrome. The film presents a close, intimate picture of
Vladimir and Nelsaʼs days filled with their meetings and partings, dependencies and bonds,
moments of joy and conflict. Those days will be marked by the contacts of the mother and
son with Vladimirʼs ʻadopted fathersʼ.

SYNOPSIS

This is a series of documentary films about inventions that have become an integral part 
of our lives. Handheld camera, windshield wipers, bulletproof vest, tank periscope, color 
photography, blood group system, microprocessor technology; all of these are used 
worldwide but not many people know they were invented by Poles. These inventors, in 
addition to their intellectual work, have led extraordinary, inspiring lives.

TITLE    : Dreamers & Geniuses
LANGUAGE    : Polish
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME : 52 Min x 11 Eps
GENRE     : History - People
YEAR     : 2020

HD

https://vimeo.com/484360937/6d082e4b76


TITLE    : Criminal Investigation
LANGUAGE    : Arabic
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME : 42 Min x 1 Eps
GENRE     : Crime - Dedective
YEAR   : 2020

HDTITLE    : Casa Blanca
LANGUAGE    : English - Japanese
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME : 24 Min x 50+ Eps
GENRE     : People
YEAR  : Ongoing

HD

SYNOPSIS

Corporate and organization leaders are said to be loners.
They also seem to be unapproachable. However, we want to know more about them, about 
goals they set, and how they tackle difficult decisions. “The Leader” features a leader each time, 
and the documentary reveals a side of them never seen in public. Topics are not limited to their 
confidence and pride. They talk about skills needed in leading an organization, how they 
maintain their health, their hobbies, what they read, their thoughts on child rearing, nostalgic 
locations, turning points in their lives, the follies of youth, and things they love with all their heart.

https://vimeo.com/504779353/1da596e29c
https://vimeo.com/501234711/84fc5cb43e
https://vimeo.com/501235008/62d9e734b9


TITLE    : The Man Who Knew Too Much
LANGUAGE    : English
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME : 69 Min x 1 Eps
GENRE     : Political - Biography - History
YEAR   : 2020

SYNOPSIS

The Man Who Knew Too Much is a documentary film by Michael Oswald about Colin 
Wallace, a former Senior Information Officer at the Ministry of Defence, UK. As part of 
his work Colin Wallace spread fake news, created a witchcraft scare, smeared politicians 
and attempted to divide and create conflict amongst communities, organisations and 
individuals. Colin Wallace fell out with sections of the British intelligence community, he 
was framed for a murder and sentenced to 10 years in prison.

HD

https://vimeo.com/475448996/48ee6e86b6


TITLE    : Sarajevo March
LANGUAGE    : Bosnian - Turkish
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME : 84 Min x 1 Eps  
GENRE     : Military - History
YEAR     : 2019

The war made headlines around the globe due to the 
atrocities committed against the people of Bosnia. However, 
the epic victory gained by handmade guns against the 
fourth largest army in Europe was ignored. Sarajevo March 
is the story of victory, not atrocity.

SYNOPSIS

The film addresses the Siege of Sarajevo twenty years later 
through a walk taken by 10 different characters. As the 
camera goes around on the streets of Sarajevo, we get to 
witness the signs of the war. When Serbians were busy 
preparing for the war they were planning to start, Bosnians 
were having pro-peace protests on the streets. As the assaults 
intensified, Presidency of Bosnia-Herzegovina declared war in 
June 20, 1992. Thousands of people died during the 
subsequent war which lasted three and a half years. 

HD

HD
TITLE      : Turkish Passport 
LANGUAGE    : France - German - Turkish
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME : 90 Min x 1 Eps 
GENRE     : Documentary - War - History
YEAR     : 2012

since Turkey was a neutral country during WW II. 
The documentary, directed by former advertisement director 
Burak Cem Arlıel and written by Deniz Yeşilgün and 
Gökhan Zincir, is a surprising recount of Turkish diplomats in 
France and other European countries who had saved the 
lives of tens of thousands of Jews by issuing them Turkish 
passports.

SYNOPSIS

The only Holocaust story with a happy ending.
The recent documentary movie ʻTurkish Passportʼ is the 
unlikely story of Turkish diplomats who helped save tens of 
thousands of lives by issuing passports to Jews during World 
War II. The new documentary contains extensive research and 
an impressive production, which hits the right nerves, 
especially in these trying times.

“Turkish Passport” is an unusual story about the Holocaust; 
it is unusual simply by having the word “Turkish” in its title, 

https://vimeo.com/376769390/df73bf2a4d
https://vimeo.com/362329464/5065141b74
https://vimeo.com/393399184/bae31c4b1f
https://vimeo.com/382018491/149c17461b


TITLE      : Burnt Wheat 
 "15 July, A Night Of Defiance"

LANGUAGE    : Turkish
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME : 60 Min x 1 Eps 
GENRE     : Politic - Social - Military 
YEAR     : 2018

bombing Ankara. The people of Kazan had burned their 
crops in the field and tires on their tractors to prevent the 
planes taking off. The night of the treacherous coup attempt, 
9 were killed and 92 wounded. We will watch the stories of 
3 children who were relatives of the martyrs who witnessed 
that night as well. We'll hear the story of the burnt wheat 
through their heroics.

SYNOPSIS

On July 15, 2016, a failed coup attempted in Turkey. that was 
a unique attempt in world coup history. The Turkish people 
resisted and thwarted the coup by showing an epic resistance, 
unarmed, on this night. That night, heroic epics were written 
all over Turkey. Among those who wrote this epic was the 
Kazan District of Ankara, which took the title of 'hero' after 
July 15.Planes taking off from the Main Jet Base were 

HDHD
TITLE     : Yemen
LANGUAGE    : Turkish
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME : 52 Min x 1 Eps v
GENRE        : History - Military
YEAR   : 2016

SYNOPSIS

"Yemen - The Hidden Legend In The Balled.
Yemen, which is known as clashes on the world agenda, hosted sectarian conflicts and rebellions 
during the period of Ottoman control under Ottoman rule. In the 18th and 19th centuries, the 
Ottoman Empire had to fight not only the insurgent natives but also the imperialist states in Yemen. 
The struggle was not only for Yemen, but it also had an important place to prevent the enemies from 
entering the holy land.

8. TRT Documentary Awards / National Professional Category “Best Documentary Film”."

https://vimeo.com/384512703/1b24e90f71
https://vimeo.com/246779103
https://vimeo.com/402378074/a5395cb4c4
https://vimeo.com/391229761


HD

In addition to the war, the letters reveal what difficulties a 
family had behind the front, the longing that was taken. In 
the documentary "A Hero of Çanakkale: Captain Yusuf 
Kenan", the great heroism shown by both Yusuf Kenan will 
be described; and what a family lives behind the front will 
be revealed in very striking expressions.

SYNOPSIS

The documentary is about the 7th Division Commander, 
Captain Yusuf Kenan, who first noticed the British landing at 
İkiz Bay on April 25, 1915, when the Battle of Çanakkale 
started and stopped the enemy unit of 250 people with 
250 units. The documentary will tell you about this heroic 
epic. However, there is another feature that distinguishes 
Captain Yusuf Kenan, who was a 34-year-old martyr. It is 
centuries-old letters dating back to the present day.

TITLE       : A Hero Of Gallipoli "Yusuf Kenan”
LANGUAGE    : Turkish
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME: 48 Min x 1 Eps 
GENRE           : History - War 
YEAR     : 2018

TITLE       : The War That Changed The World
LANGUAGE    : English
SUBTITLE  : English
RUNNING TIME : 50 Min x 2 Eps
GENRE           : History
YEAR     : 2015

HD

14-year war has on the international landscape and the fate
of mankind.

The documentary features the wide use of historical data. 
Japan invasion of Northeast China in 1931 and its all-out 
aggression against China in 1937 are used to correct people 
misunderstanding that WWII starts from the European 
theater or the attack on Pearl Harbor, and enable the world 
to understand what China has gone through since thesec-
ondhalfofthe 20th century.

SYNOPSIS

The War that Changed the World is a documentary featuring 
world anti-fascist war, which China and Australia co-produce 
for the first time. It is the first time that a documentary series 
has presented the Chinese people war of resistance against 
fascist Japan that lasted for 14 years from a global perspec-
tive and in the international landscape. The anti-fascist 
mainEastern battlefield is set against World War II for review 
and interpretation, in order to recreate for the audience the 
overall picture of the history concerning the main Eastern 
battlefield of the world anti-fascist war and the effect the 

https://vimeo.com/393466651/9564482f6e
https://vimeo.com/392676415/74a78d354d
https://vimeo.com/433738336/665b3af54a
https://vimeo.com/433727529/f904fda9a0


TITLE     : Watan 
LANGUAGE    : Arabic
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME : 52 Min x 1 Eps  
GENRE     : Documentary - Social Life - Military
YEAR     : 2019

HD

Through observation of daily life, Watan builds a simple yet 
powerful series of interwoven stories that go beyond the 
statistics to find the human heart of the refugee crisis. These 
are stories of sadness, fear, beauty and surprises: from a 
young woman raising a family that is not hers, to a 
seventeen-year-old concreter, an all-women's filmmaking 
class, a boy who finds meaning through football, and more. 
It shines a much-needed light on the human stories at the 
centre of the global debate of immigration and asylum, 
giving a voice to the Syrian refugees in Jordan.

SYNOPSIS

Seven years. Six million displaced people. The biggest 
humanitarian emergency of our time. The Syrian refugee crisis 
remains at the forefront of the global consciousness: as 
statistics, as photographs, as a bargaining chip in 
international politics. But inside the camps real people settle in 
to a life in limbo. Watan (Homeland) explores two of the 
biggest refugee camps in Jordan - Zaatari and Azraq - along 
with neighbouring city Jerash, to paint intimate portraits of the 
men, women and children who have found themselves there. 

TITLE       : War of The Worlds
LANGUAGE    : Polish
SUBTITLE  : English
RUNNING TIME : 82 Min x 1 Eps
GENRE           : History
YEAR     : 2020

HD

really a miracle but the result of the effective command, 
valuable intel gathered by the Polish army and the soldiersʼ 
fighting spirit. The War of the Worlds also features radio 
broadcasts, witnessesʼ accounts, photographs, orders and 
secret reports. The Polish Television also restored previously 
unpublished, hundred years old footage, from Russia, France, 
Great Britain, Czech Republic, Hungary and the USA.

SYNOPSIS

A documentary film based on restored archive footage from the 
Polish-Soviet War of 1920 which culminated with one of the 
greatest military victories in the history of Poland. The Battle of 
Warsaw, a crucial battle for Poland and Europe, also known as 
the Miracle of the Vistula was fought in August 1920. The entire 
war, however, spanned a much longer period of time and a 
much larger area than just Warsaw. The battles were fought from 
Smolensk to Warsaw, from Plock to Lviv. The victory was not 

https://vimeo.com/365480512/b310ef72c9
https://vimeo.com/365157424


SYNOPSIS

Michael Oswaldʼs Film “Princes of the Yen” reveals how Japanese society was transformed to 
suit the agenda and desire of powerful interest groups, and how citizens were kept entirely in 
the dark about this.

Based on a book by Professor Richard Werner, a visiting researcher at the Bank of Japan 
during the 90s crash, during which the stock market dropped by 80% and house prices by up to 
84%. The film uncovers the real cause of this extraordinary period in recent Japanese history.

TITLE       : Princes of Yen
LANGUAGE    : English - Japanese
SUBTITLE  : English - Japanese - German
Italian - Spanish - Korean - Portuguese - French 
Hungarian - Slovenian - Polish - Chinese 
RUNNING TIME : 93 Min x 1 Eps
GENRE           : History - Economics 
YEAR     : 2014

HD

https://vimeo.com/481292723/5331bfc99d


SYNOPSIS

The history revealed many important and unusual mysteries of 20th century. Who was 
the astrologer, the man, who during the war saved thousands of people? Who attempt-
ed to assassinate Adolf Hitler in November 1939? What treasures and where were 
hidden by SS at the end of the war? Major Sosnowski, was he a hero or a traitor?

TITLE       : Mysterious of the 20th Century 
LANGUAGE    : Polish
SUBTITLE  : English
RUNNING TIME : 45 Min x 10 Eps
GENRE           : History
YEAR     : 2015

HD
TITLE       : Crazy Love: Putin and Russians
LANGUAGE    : Polish
SUBTITLE  : English
RUNNING TIME : 50 Min x 1 Eps 
GENRE           : Factual - Politic 
YEAR     : 2015

HD

SYNOPSIS

The documentary presents the phenomenon of Vladimir Putin in Russia. The man has been immensely 
popular for the past 15 years despite the collapse of ruble, a rise in prices and recent isolation of Russia in 
Europe. The more criticized he is by the Western world, the higher his ratings are. According to polls 
conducted by the end of 2014, he is still supported by 86% of Russians, therefore, some sociologists call it a 
phenomenon. The author of the documentary is trying to investigate this astounding news by visiting a 
number of places and talking to all sorts of people who express their opinions on Putin and contemporary 
Russia. In her journeys she visits places which are remote in terms of distance and human mentality which 
include: Moscow, Crimea and the socalled ʻglubinkaʼ that is the Russian back of beyond.

https://vimeo.com/484360346/297b933604
https://vimeo.com/504806075/ec9905e4bd


TITLE   : Dad's War
LANGUAGE    : Japan
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME : 47 Min x 1 Eps  
GENRE     : History, - War - Politic
YEAR     : 2019

SYNOPSIS

Warship-Musashi” is a nonfiction novel that was written based on many testimonies from 
those involved in the construction as well as those who survived the sinking Musashi. One 
of the witnesses is Haruo Nomura - my dad. Born in 1921, he graduated from Naval 
Academy and boarded the battleship Musashi. But he passed away 6 years ago without 
ever telling our family about the war. Through the novel “Warship-Musashi”, we 
eventually learned about his life and how he survived. Moreover, we also discovered that 
over 25 hours of his testimonies had been voice recorded. Why did he pass away without 
telling us anything? Based on many interviews, research, and testimonies, I followed up on 
what happened during my dadʼs war.

HD

footage from the place of the tragedy, that the crew succeeded 
to capture, the viewers will have a chance for a full immersion 
into the atmosphere of the events and, along with the heroes of 
the film, feel the dreadful and amazing air that reigns were one 
of the major anthropogenic disasters took place. The main 
character of the documentary is a STALKER, he is a guide, who 
takes tourists to the Zone for money. We will choose him 
among the many professionals of this trade that almost literally 
incarnated in Chornobyl from the Strugatskysʼ novel Roadside 
Picnic. All the stories of the Zone will be threaded on the 
storyline of the journey with the stalker. In these stories, like in 
the Strugatskysʼ novel, invisible dangers lurk behind every 
bush — cesium is scattered around in unseen spots, and each 
of these is fraught with a hazard of exposure.

SYNOPSIS

Cesium-137 is one of the numbers of the radioactive substances 
emitted in the environment during the disaster at the fourth 
power unit of the Chornobyl Nuclear Power Plant. In Latin 
Cesium means «sky-blue». Along with other hazardous 
substances, this azure dust contaminated the Exclusion Zone and 
resulted in thousands of destroyed lives. The authors of the 
documentary project Azure Dust managed to find two people 
with unique fate who lived in Prypyat at the time when the 
disaster happened. Like many others, they were evacuated with 
a big delay. However, despite all this, they both managed to 
survive and demonstrate with their own example that you can 
beat the system and overcome the complicated circumstances if 
you have persistence, hope, and faith. The documentary might 
be called a guide to the Exclusion Zone. Thanks to the unique 

TITLE       : Azure Dust
LANGUAGE    : Ukrainian - Russian Mix
SUBTITLE  : English
RUNNING TIME : 60 Min x 1 Eps
GENRE           : Factual - History
YEAR     : 2016

HD

https://vimeo.com/447394215/7e728042d4
https://vimeo.com/447394419/1eeca17a10
https://vimeo.com/493740160/09a2e6e729


 



SYNOPSIS

Ottoman Palace kitchen; thanks to the fertile lands of 
Anatolia, its historical richness and the influences of many 
living folk cultures, it had become the world's largest fusion 
cuisine.

Ottoman Palace Cuisine is one of the richest and 
deep-rooted culinary cultures in the world includes such an 
extreme example cooking meat and honey together. Today, 
it is possible to see the traces of Ottoman cuisine in many 
parts of the world from America to China and from Russia 
to Africa.

Haldun Z. Tüzel, who is one of the famous gourmets who 
specialize in Ottoman cuisine, cooks the finest examples of 
Palace cuisine and Sultan's dishes in this program.

In each episode, the master chef Haldun Z. Tuzel cooks the 
Sultan's dishes made with the most extreme combinations in 
the most appropriate way and gives the most accurate 
recipes. In this program, while watching the best examples 
of Ottoman kitchen culture, you will also learn how they are 
made.

TITLE       : Ottoman Palace Cuisine
LANGUAGE    : Turkish
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME: 25 Min x 130 Eps
GENRE           : Lifestyle - Cooking
YEAR     : 2019

TITLE      : Cooking New Istanbul Style
LANGUAGE    : Turkish
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME : 25 Min x 30 Eps
GENRE     : Lifestyle - Cooking
YEAR     : 2018

SYNOPSIS

Refika Birgül is a Turkish author; television personality and Youtube top creator. She is known for 
her unique and adventurours take on Turkish food that is based on fresh, local ingredients and 
centuries-old techniques infused with a relaxed, comtemparary style. In one of her interviews, 
she said "I believe that some people are born to love. 

I am one of them. In fact, cooking is a simplistic realization of the act of showing love".

HD

https://vimeo.com/350307733
https://vimeo.com/362816612
https://vimeo.com/365287260/843bb80255
https://vimeo.com/481255965/428ceca385


TITLE     : The Travellers
LANGUAGE  : Turkish
SUBTITLE  : English
RUNNING TIME: 45 Min x More Than 400 Eps 
GENRE           : Lifestyle - Travel
YEAR     : 2015-2019

TITLE      : Delicious Destinations
LANGUAGE    : Turkish
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME : 45 Min x 128 Eps
GENRE     : Lifestyle - Travel - Cooking
YEAR     : 2015-2019

SYNOPSIS

We go after the hidden flavors of the world. In each episode we introduce the food culture of a 
different country. Food, how they are made, and the special stories of traditional tastes. 

From South Korea to Russia, from Africa to the Middle East, from Egypt to Europe, we get unique 
and special recipes from every region of the world and we taste them for you.

Presenter Yasin Esirgenç travels the delicious destinations. 

SYNOPSIS

The Traveller, Özlem Esirgenç and her son travelling all around the world. In each episode they 
go to a different country at one end of the world. She tells the history, culture and natural 
beauties of the country in an amusing way.

The presenter Özlem Esirgenç and her son became phenomenons in Turkey with this excursion 
program for many years.

HDHD

https://vimeo.com/364756073
https://vimeo.com/369806541/540c4f182a
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nv3KwwyBdRM
https://vimeo.com/365232776/bf9d1e41bf


HD

 

TITLE       : Mediterrian Cuisine
LANGUAGE    : English - Arabic
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME: 25 Min x 30 Eps
GENRE               : Cooking
YEAR     : 2020

SYNOPSIS

Join us as we delve into the world of Mediterranean cuisine, exploring the most famous 
traditional and contemporary recipes present. Each episode will introduce a recipe that 
revolves around savory dishes, as well as desserts found in different countries from the 
Mediterranean region. Mediterranean Cuisine presents Chef Suleiman Khond, who has 
a well established record in hosting cooking programs

https://vimeo.com/385436355/608c05b175
https://vimeo.com/395667046/420208ce1a


SYNOPSIS

Use of special high-tech weatherproof time lapse cameras 
and sharp distortion-free lenses, with remote control, 
optional with web connectivity and online image archive.

Professional construction time lapse in perfection for a 
unique and long lasting documentation of your project.

Great time lapse of unique shots like 4 seasons changing, 
nature, plant growth, construction, city, architecture, 
weather, events and more in 8K.

8K video production, corporate video, industrial 
documentaries, hyperlapse, panoramic shots, aerial movies, 
aerial photography.

TITLE     : Timelapse Video Clips
RUNNING TIME: 20 Sec x 150 Eps
GENRE  : Nature - City - Culture,
YEAR   : 2019

SYNOPSIS

Discover the most important places with 360 footage review. 360 VR footages of special 
places from Turkey and Europe will provide you an unforgettable experience to users.

TITLE     : 360 VR - EUROPE
RUNNING TIME : 3 Min x 8 Eps
GENRE     : Nature - Culture - City
YEAR     : 2019

HD

HD

https://vimeo.com/365706502
https://vimeo.com/410561783


 



HD
TITLE       : The Butler
LANGUAGE    : Polish
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME: 150 Min X 1 Eps - 42 Min X 6 Eps
GENRE               : Drama - War - History - Romance
YEAR     : 2018

TITLE      : War Servants
LANGUAGE    : Polish
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME : 110 Min X 1 Eps - 44 Min X 3 Eps
GENRE     : Action - Thriller
YEAR     : 2019

HD

SYNOPSIS

Professor Jerzy Abramski, a specialist in bone marrow transplantation and the head of a 
company operating in the field of transplantation, is found dead. It is clear that the man was 
murdered. The case is assigned to commissioner Samborski, nicknamed “Sambor”. On the spot, 
the police officer finds out that he will have to work with a younger aspirant Marta Zara. 
Despite initial prejudices, the couple forms a reliable duo. Soon another person from the close 
surroundings of the professor dies. Investigators get on the trail of the Helping Hand foundation 
belonging to the deceased. The dangerous game is gathering pace.

Poland is formed and many German estates are situated on 
the Polish side of the border. This situation not only 
generates numerous conflicts, but it also gives excellent 
ground for the birth of Nazism. The dramatic events of the 
war and an equally strong trauma caused by the entry of 
Soviet troops permanently cause a personal tragedy of the 
main characters – Marita von Krauss and Mateusz Kroll. 
Will their love survive in the worst moments in the history of 
Europe?

SYNOPSIS

The film tells the story of a tragic yet reciprocal love of a 
young German aristocrat to a Polish butler. The social and 
moral differences are the reason why the feeling, which 
brought them together, has no chance of existence. A 
complicated history of people of three nations living in the 
northern region of Poland – Poles, Kashubian, and German, 
forms the background of the main story. Their lives are shown 
in a broad perspective over the period of 25 years, from 
1920 until 1945. At the same time, the Second Republic of 

https://vimeo.com/484405473/ceb752e7cc
https://vimeo.com/488302770/9794c4c11f
https://vimeo.com/484010339/f2995c2c00
https://vimeo.com/488294557/546848ed4b


SYNOPSIS

The action of this crime story is set in Warsaw in June 1942. In suspicious 
circumstances, the wife of a respected lawyer is murdered. A detective, who is as an 
officer of the Navy Police cooperating with Germany, and at the same time a sworn 
soldier of the Polish underground, tries to solve the mysterious murder. Further clues 
multiply suspicions and reveal the deeply hidden secrets of the deceased and 
unclear connections of the lawyer with a high-rank SS officer. Will the inspector find 
the womanʼs murderer before he kills his next victim?

TITLE       : The Black Mercedes
LANGUAGE    : Polish 
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME: 110 Min X 1 Eps
GENRE           : Thriller
YEAR     : 2019

TITLE      : The Iron Bridge
LANGUAGE    : Polish
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME : 84 Min X 1 Eps
GENRE     : Drama
YEAR     : 2019

HD

SYNOPSIS

Kacper and Oskar work together in a coal mine. Kacper, who is Oskarʼs superior, 
has an affair with his wife – Magda. To be able to spend time with her, he orders his 
subordinate to work in a distant and dangerous section of the mine. One day, a rock 
burst occurs and Oskar gets trapped in the mineʼs depths. The lovers, with a sense of 
guilt and the awareness that they indirectly contributed to the accident, launch a 
dramatic rescue operation. Will they manage to set Oskar free?

HD

https://vimeo.com/484008581/cd5884fc28
https://vimeo.com/488285514/f05795dbbc
https://vimeo.com/483998671/e09e52d555
https://vimeo.com/488275452/3b0da549e8


SYNOPSIS

It is a shocking picture of the last few months in a military 
prison for Polish officers before the Katyn massacre. Wasilij 
Zarubin, a Soviet secret service officer, after a failed 
mission in Germany is about to be executed but, in the face 
of a sudden outbreak of WWII, Stalin gives him a new task: 
his new mission is to enlist Polish officers from Kozielsk, 
Starobielsk, and Ostaszków camps to the Soviet Army.

Zarubinʼs methods are cynical. By abusing his position in a 
treacherous way, he tries to antagonize officers, extract 
crucial information and encourage them to cooperate with 
Soviet communists. A success of Zarubinʼs mission depends 
on the attitudes of Polish officersʻ towards his manipulations. 
This TV movie depicts the horrific situation of Polish officers 
living under pressure in captivity. The screenplay is based 
on true, evidenced story.

TITLE       : Inspection
LANGUAGE    : Polish 
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME: 88 Min X 1 Eps
GENRE           : Drama - War

YEAR     : 2018

its story – a struggle of two parents to regain their dignity and 
balance in life after losing their child.

*Cursed soldiers – The end of the struggle of WWII in Europe 
did not mean peace for all. Thousands of people joined the 
partisan movements. The scale of their resistance resulted in a 
regular war being fought on numerous territories of Poland, 
Lithuania, Latvia, Estonia, and Ukraine up to the mid-50s. 
Today, we call those people the Forgotten Soldiers, Forest 
Brothers or insurgents

SYNOPSIS

It is a story of parents of a cursed soldier*, who died in 1946, 
told from a perspective of their 17-year-old grandson Janek. 
Department of Security digs up his body four times to make 
sure that the enemy of the state is truly dead. The mother 
cannot bear the humiliation, she steals away the coffin with the 
body, forces the husband to travel to Pacławska Calvary to 
bury their son again. The journey is full of dramatic events. 
Travellers are joined by Jurgen, a German fugitive from a 
prisoner-of-war camp. The film, which is written into the 
dramatic history of the postwar Poland, still remains universal in 

TITLE      : Pardon
LANGUAGE    : Polish
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME : 90 Min X 1 Eps
GENRE     : Drama
YEAR     : 2018

HDHD

https://vimeo.com/488424809/6ce2216b33
https://vimeo.com/484019597/7bb8b6578f
https://vimeo.com/488412687/588f6b304c


TITLE       : The Stars
LANGUAGE    : Polish
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME: 106 Min x 1 Eps
GENRE               : Drama
YEAR     : 2017

Polonia Bytom and Górnik Zabrze. However, this is 
not the end of their rivalry. True emotions emerge 
when beautiful Marlena shows up in the life of both 
sport stars. When they both court her, Jan and Ginter 
quickly discover that there are no rules in the game of 
love. When a serious injury ends Ginterʼs career and 
in the same time brings Banaś closer to joining 
Górskiʼs Eagles team, the main character faces a difficult 
choice that will determine the rest of his life. From now 
on, a chance to participate in the Olympic Games and 
the Football World Cup can be irreversibly lost.

SYNOPSIS

The film tells the story of Jan Banaś, a famous 
right-wing midfielder of Polish national team, who had a 
Polish-German origin and whose goal let Poland take 
the lead in the match against England in Chorzów in 
1973. The film is a remarkable experience for the fans 
of football, but it is also a well-told story of an uneasy 
path to glory, its ups and downs. Jan Banaś grows up in 
Silesia. From his childhood, his greatest passion is 
football, and his greatest rival, a devoted friend, Ginter. 
As time passes by, friendsʼ competition transfers from 
the backyard to the stadiums of Silesian football clubs: 

HD
TITLE       : The Sketch of Life
LANGUAGE    : Japanese
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME: 100 Min x 1 Eps
GENRE               : Drama
YEAR     : 2019

zoo better. But they were announced that the cityʼs budget is 
shrinking, and continued operation of the zoo is up in the 
air. Ryota steps out and draws illustrations of animals, 
contributes to bringing more people and to cheer up the 
zoo. The zookeepers are spurred into action, and with their 
deep-seated tenacity are successful in performing the first 
no-anesthetic lion blood-draw in Japan.

A young man Ryota who once gave up on his dream and 
was despaired about his future finds strength to move 
forward through the precious encounters.

SYNOPSIS

Ryota (Kanta Sato) is an ambitious young man who comes to 
Tokyo to become a manga artist, however gives up on his 
dream and returns to his hometown in Fukuoka. Unwelcomed 
by his family, he crashes at his old friendʼs place and he is 
introduced to a job at the local zoo, Enmei (ʻlife-prolongingʼ) 
Zoo. Ryota knows nothing about the work but he gets help by 
all the other zookeepers, especially by a brilliant veterinarian 
Aya who is constantly getting offers to be hired away from 
other zoos. She and the other zoo keepers explain to Ryota 
that this animal welfare zoo is unique in the world for its 
efforts toward making the health and happiness of the 
animalsʼ priority number one, and Ryota begins to fit in the 

HD

https://vimeo.com/488438330/51a3974086
https://vimeo.com/484023778/e12670652c
https://vimeo.com/493725318/ac740dd8de


 

TITLE      : The Memories of Happiness
LANGUAGE   : Japanese
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME: 105 Min x 1 Eps
GENRE           : Family - Love - Romance
YEAR     : 2017

SYNOPSIS

Taro Miura, due to various conflicts, now makes his living by collecting garbage from companies. One day, 
Taro witnesses his ex-wife, Junko with a man he does not know. Taro ends up going back to the house he 
used to live in, which is the house currently resided by his ex-wife, the daughters Natsuha and Fuyuka. Taro 
shows his concerns about Junkoʼs new marriage at every opportunity. His behavior gradually escalates and 
he starts to intrude Natsuha and Fuyukaʼs lives. Where is this “family” leading to?

HD

https://vimeo.com/505242960/e3bf10dfbb
https://vimeo.com/505248633/4913e50e24


TITLE       : White Sorrow
LANGUAGE    : Turkish
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME: 125 Min x 1 Eps
GENRE               : War - History - Military
YEAR     : 2019

TITLE      : Bu&Bu
LANGUAGE    : Spanish
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME : 104 Min X 1 Eps
GENRE     : Adventure - Fantasy - Kids
YEAR     : 2019

HD

SYNOPSIS

Bu & Bu came from another dimension following Grandfather Buʼs binnacle clues - 
They arrived seeking to understand the causes that, originated in our reality, are 
unbalancing the whole universe.

On their way they come across the evil Turtle who will try to boycott their learning 
path and with other fantastic beings (animatronics) that accompany them in this 
interdimensional adventure.

First of all, the regiment plans to reach Erzurum via 
Erzincan, and then they all together would move off to 
Sarıkamış. All the regiments relentlessly would keep walking 
together despite of the weather that has been continuously 
getting worse and sharp like a broken piece of glass. Abrek 
and his squad would be left with one purpose being that in 
spite of everything to stay alive and find the rest of the 
regiment.

Until the last soldier standing, until the last breath…

SYNOPSIS

Abrek and his mother takes refuge in the Anatolian soils after 
the big Circassian exile and he witnesses his motherʼs death in 
an Anatolian village when he is very young. Abrek, being all 
alone after her death, joins the Ottoman army and that 
becomes his life from that moment on. The trauma that he 
experienced in his childhood and the smell of blood and 
gunpowder follows him everywhere and he enlists to the 
military action called “Sarıkamış” becoming the master 
sergeant of a squad within a regiment which attends to the 
walk towards Sarıkamış. 

HD

https://vimeo.com/472156742/250a2e9ca8
https://vimeo.com/488006291/580eb6ed53
https://vimeo.com/384506849/54a651cfce


SYNOPSIS

Ali is an Iranian exchange student from Iran who is studying medicine as a cardio 
resident in Mumbai. By chance, he saves the life of one of his classmates Karishma, 
who has attempted suicide. Little by little he tries to talk to Karishma and give her 
hope and happiness, which eventually leads to the two of them falling in love.

TITLE       : Salam Mumbai
LANGUAGE    : English - Persian 
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME: 102 Min X 1 Eps
GENRE           : Comedy - Drama - Romance
YEAR     : 2016

TITLE      : Devil's Doughter
LANGUAGE    : English - Persian - Hindi 
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME : 90 Min X 1 Eps
GENRE     : Comedy - Drama - Romance - Fantasy  
YEAR     : 2019

HD

SYNOPSIS

Lebini is the Devilʼs daughter but she refuses to mislead the 
people like her father. She seeks repent and God told her 
there is no way but to go on earth and prostrate an 
innocent…

Lebini appears as a beautiful girl to find a man who had not 
been misled by her father. She has the power to cross 

everything and show up in any place or country. No one will 
prevent her from entering the houses, cars, airplanes or even 
humanʼs bodies. She knows all languages and sometimes 
speaks in English, Indian, Spanish, Urdu, French and even 
Persian.

HD

https://vimeo.com/451057429/89214e45ae
https://vimeo.com/451829034/e6ee1a224f
https://vimeo.com/451498538/5258e647ed
https://vimeo.com/450062967/90f4b35c5f


SYNOPSIS

While investigating the case if itʼs murder or suicide, itʼs been come up thereʼs a 
missing box that costs 10 million Turkish liras. Commissioner Cevdet and his assistant 
are confused as the details are arised. So that no way feels right. But there is one 
thing in common in all statements, which is the mysterious tree in the forest, which is 
claimed to drive everyone crazy. There is no one who knows the mistery of the tree, 
except an ordinary lumberjack and a man who is reclusive.

TITLE       : Insanity Tree
LANGUAGE    : Turkish
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME: 103 Min
GENRE           : Police - Thriller - Criminal
YEAR     : 2019

TITLE      : Missing Parts
LANGUAGE    : Turkish
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME : 91 Min
GENRE     : Criminal
YEAR     : 2013

HD

SYNOPSIS

Eight senior executives are charged with fraud. In this judicial 
process, one day they find themselves in an office they have 
never seen before, a mysterious man who introduces himself 
as the Pat Boss tir will confront them with the facts they have 
never seen before in their lives. They were willing to do 
everything they could to survive on these tense days. 

This highly technological office does not intend to leave eight 
employees anywhere. The days of action and tension have 
begun. Where are they? What will happen now? Who is the 
Mysterious Boss? Who's innocent? Who's guilty? Who is not 
guilty? '... These questions, pushing the limits of reason, will be 
the harbinger of interesting surprise finals.

HD

https://vimeo.com/376397452/b77dfba6ec
https://vimeo.com/377721123/1c430b4bb2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UyecYJRtJt0&feature=youtu.be


 



SYNOPSIS

Another long yearʼs labors have ended, and Logger Vick is “pining” for home. But he finds, to his 
horror, that his paltry savings wonʼt even get him a ticket on the train! Dejected but determined, he 
schemes to make up the difference with an all-out, full-scale tree-chopping frenzy! As the forest 
quakes under the weight of falling trees, Briar Bear and Bramble Bear rally their animal pals to 
defend against Vickʼs latest campaign of destruction. This is war, and these Friends of the Forest use 
every zany trick in the book to gain the victory…

…until they discover that this time Vickʼs actions are linked to a desperate plight to reach his beloved 
hometown for the holidays. Deeply moved by his predicament, the animals hatch a tree-free plan to 
make Olʼ Vickʼs dearest dream come true! But with wintry weather, shaky transport, cross-country 
misdirection, and the might of the National Highway Patrol in the mix—the Boonie Bears Gang is 
cooking up an action-packed home-bound trek Vick will never forget!

HD

 

TITLE      : Boonie Bears Homeward Journey 
LANGUAGE    : English
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME : 68 Min x 1 Eps
GENRE     : Action - Comedy - Adventure
YEAR     : 2013

https://vimeo.com/459333722/571c32e90c


HD
TITLE       : Boonie Bears 
LANGUAGE    : English
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME : 13 Min x 104 Eps
GENRE          : Action - Comedy - Adventure
YEAR     : 2011

TITLE       : Boonie Bears: Forest Frenzy
LANGUAGE    : English - French - Spanish
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME: 13 Min x 104 Eps
GENRE               : Action - Comedy - Adventure
YEAR     : 2013

HD

SYNOPSIS

Boonie Bears: Forest Frenzy is stuffed to the brim with more 
of the freewheeling escapades that catapulted Boonie Bears 
and Boonie Bears or Bust to smash-hit status in Asia and 
beyond! Boonie Bears: Forest Frenzy Having had a taste of 
carnival life in town, the Bear Brothers return to the forest to 
start anew. But aside from the joy of meeting old friends, 
the bears must again cope with the dull-but-driven Logger 
Vick! That shiny-pated villain is determined to crush their 

renewed efforts to protect the forest they love. If he can 
dispatch the Bear Brothers, Vick will realize his evil dream of 
riches through total destruction of the forest. Fortunately the 
Brothers and their friends have a forest full of surprises in 
store for him! Boonie Bears: Forest Frenzy features Briar and 
Bramble Bear doing what they do best: creating non-stop 
laughs for kids around the world!

If Vick is the no-luck villain of the piece, then bear siblings Briar and 
Bramble are its heart-of-gold heroes. Boonie Bears is a fast-paced 
comic battle for the forest-with the Good Guys grinning, and 
winning, and saving what's theirs. Set in the lush Northeast Chinese 
woodlands, Boonie Bears highlights the richly variegated colors of 
the region's changing seasons, together with other features that 
make it unique. 

Against this captivating backdrop, a whimsical tale unfolds in which 
two bears challenge an unscrupulous outsider, and gain the victory 
through teamwork and perseverance. Logger Vick quickly comes to 
realize that it will take more than an array of heavy machinery to 
meet his overblown timber quota, as Briar and Bramble will never 
give up the fight for the woodlands they call home.

SYNOPSIS

Boonie Bears is a 3D animated comedy series presented by Fantawild 
Animation Inc. This light-hearted comic romp, designed for children 
between the ages of 4 and 12, is set in a lovely wooded wonderland 
in rural Northeast China. 

Though the surroundings might seem idyllic, deep in the heart of the 
region peace has been disrupted by the dastardly Logger Vick, who 
schemes to transform the majestic forest into his own personal 
lumberyard! Too bad for Vick-two strapping brown-bear brothers are 
determined to thwart his plans and send him packing. Together, Briar 
and Bramble Bear go about sabotaging every effort of that sneaky 
logging-crew foreman-and always with hilarious results! Boonie Bears 
chronicles the lengths to which the nefarious Logger Vick will go to 
bring down as many trees as time, equipment, and greed will allow.  

https://vimeo.com/459335825/28dfa7bd59
https://vimeo.com/459339518/82c23d9975
https://vimeo.com/461445531/cefb892b65
https://vimeo.com/459358633/099b97fc16


SYNOPSIS

With Spring Festival just around the corner, Logger Vick 
decides to make one final attempt at earning enough 
money for a grand New Yearʼs celebration. However, when 
he learns that he has just been laid off for the holiday 
season, his hopes are shattered. Vick decides the best way 
to deal with this problem is to get another job. After many 
failures, he finally gets employed as a Forest Ranger. 

At first, the bear brothers, Briar and Bramble, accuse 
Logger Vick of just ʻpretendingʼ to be a Ranger, with his 
true intention being to chop down trees in secret. But when 
a giant “Supper Chopping Robot” arrives to log the entire 
forest, the animal gang must learn to trust their one time 
enemy and work together to defend the forest! 

TITLE       : Boonie Bears Robo Rumble 
LANGUAGE    : English
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME : 55 Min x 1 Eps
GENRE          : Action - Comedy - Adventure
YEAR     : 2014

SYNOPSIS

Continuing the Brilliance of Boonie Bears! The battle between the bear brothers and 
the logger is not ended yet! Here opens a brand new chapter in the story of Briar 
and Bramble bear! It is time their fight with Logger Vick has turned into a chase 
around the forest and a Chinese town which they are accidentally trucked to. From 
the mysterious forest into the traditional town, the bear brothers stay one step ahead 
of the marauding Logger Vick who is determined to hunt them down. 

Our two bears savor every bit of their long and wonderful journey which is dotted with 
the occasional spot of trouble and friction, but more often than not, laughter and hilarity.

TITLE       : Boonie Bears or Bust 
LANGUAGE    : English - French
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME: 13 Min x 104 Eps
GENRE               : Action - Comedy - Adventure
YEAR     : 2012

HDHD

https://vimeo.com/459336047/832cc8c2ff
https://vimeo.com/459344570/23f9bd30a8
https://vimeo.com/461735097/4df4e3e667


SYNOPSIS

Breaking news! Logger Vick has quit logging and become a 
tour guide. But he quickly meets the first and the most 
tremendous challenge of this career: a girl. More 
specifically, a girl who needs his help finding the tiger that 
was her childhood companion. After a strange series of 
events, Briar and Bramble join the “finding tiger” team and 
their hilarious and wonderful adventure begins. 

The four friends find themselves in beautiful fields of flowers, 
discover a deep dark world of wonder, unveil the hidden 

history of a deserted village, and come face to face with a 
ferocious snow monster. These are just a few of the 
adventures these explorers find themselves in in this new 
season of the Boonie Bears as they protect the forest and 
help their new friend. 

Do you have what it takes to join these adventurers? Has Vick 
really turned over a new leaf and left logging? Will they 
reunite the two lost childhood pals? Then pack your bags and 
hit the trail with us because the journey begins now! 

TITLE       : Boonie Bears The Adventurers 
LANGUAGE    : English
SUBTITLE     : English
RUNNING TIME : 13 Min x 52 Eps
GENRE          : Action - Comedy - Adventure
YEAR     : 2017

SYNOPSIS

The second season of Boonie Bears: The Adventurers follows 
Vick, Briar and Bramble on brand-new wild adventures. Pine 
Tree Mountain has become a preserve that draws visitors 
from all around to see its natural beauty and wildlife. This 
wildlife now includes some new but familiar residents: Hugo 
and friends from the hit movie, The Big Top Secret! 
After Wolfgangʼs defeat in season one, an ambitious super 
scientist, Rex Vector, is sent to secretly capture animals in 

return for funding for his experiments. Carly returns to the 
forest during a break from her studies to find that all is not well. 
Times are dire for the forest and its friends and she must once 
again team up with Vick, Briar and Bramble to defend the 
forest from the injustices of Wolfgang and Rex Vector, facing 
brand new challenges and greater dangers than ever before. 
Will they be enough to save the forest? Join the fight in an all 
new season of The Adventurers!"

TITLE       : Boonie Bears The Adventurers 2
LANGUAGE    : English
SUBTITLE     : English
RUNNING TIME : 13 Min x 52 Eps
GENRE          : Action - Comedy - Adventure
YEAR     : 2018

HDHD

https://vimeo.com/461399485/1475f7f692
https://vimeo.com/459392316/c52ce72bd4
https://vimeo.com/461388090/1c833a09c7
https://vimeo.com/459411469/388df0f63d


TITLE       : Boonie Cubs  
LANGUAGE    : English
SUBTITLE     : English
RUNNING TIME : 13 Min x 52 Eps
GENRE          : Action - Comedy - Adventure
YEAR     : 2017

SYNOPSIS

Boonie Cubs Season 2 is a brand-new edutainment series showing children that 
learning can be fun. It follows young Vick, who finds a magical portal in a tree 
leading to a wonderful world where he attends Pine Tree Kindergarten with young 
Briar, young Bramble, and the other cubs. Here they will learn how to get along with 
others, explore the wonders of nature and science while cultivating a zest for life. 

TITLE       : Boonie Cubs 2  
LANGUAGE    : English
SUBTITLE     : English
RUNNING TIME : 13 Min x 52 Eps
GENRE                : Action - Comedy - Adventure
YEAR      : 2017

HDHD

SYNOPSIS

Boonie Cubs is a brand-new edutainment series showing 
children that learning can be fun. At this scenic Pine Tree 
Kindergarten, all the cubs observe the world in their own 
creative and wondrous ways. Here you will learn 
everything from the value of friendship to exploring the 
mysteries of science and language. 

Boonie Cubs will teach kids how to help others while 
preparing themselves for life in this beautiful world. This 

show is a colorful paradise for kids, teeming with 
adventures around every corner.
 
Got your notebook? Got your pencil? Packed your lunch? 
Good! Class starts soon and we canʼt do it alone. Come along 
and join us on a whirlwind of adventure at Pine Tree 
Kindergarten! Follow Little Briar Bear and Little Bramble Bear 
down a mysterious and magical tunnel that leads you to a 
knowledge-seeking escapade full of furry friends and fun! 

https://vimeo.com/467750904/dd78b8d6ba
https://vimeo.com/459336543/63a1c49814
https://vimeo.com/460076245/c759f414e1
https://vimeo.com/459337418/06cf5353d0


TITLE       : Boonie Bears: Autumn Awesomeness  
LANGUAGE    : English
SUBTITLE     : English
RUNNING TIME : 13 Min x 52 Eps
GENRE          : Action - Comedy - Adventure
YEAR     : 2015

HD

SYNOPSIS

A new series of the popular animation Boonie Bears awaits 
you. What fun antics will happen between the adorable 
bear brothers and silly Logger Vick this time? Will the 
animals be able to protect their forest home? Here is a 
sneak peek at the new series which is made up of 206 
episodes split into four sections based on the four seasons: 
Boonie Bears: Spring into Action, Boonie Bears: Sunsational 
Summer, Boonie Bears: Autumn Awesomeness, and Boonie 
Bears: Snow Daze. In the spring episodes you can feast 
your eyes on the blossoming flowers and be entertained by 

a dancing contest; in the summer episodes, you can go on a 
fun-packed adventure with the characters to explore the 
deep ocean; in the autumn episodes, you can do some fruit 
harvesting with the lovable animals; and in the winter 
episodes, you get to relive your favourite childhood memories 
as the bears frolic around in the snow having snowball _ghts 
and dabble in some ice _shing. With plenty of laughs and 
heartwarming moments, the new Boonie Bears series will be 
sure to make you smile continually throughout the year! So 
what are you waiting for? Let the fun begin!

TITLE       : Boonie Bears: Snow Daze
LANGUAGE    : English
SUBTITLE     : English
RUNNING TIME: 13 Min x 52 Eps
GENRE               : Action - Comedy - Adventure
YEAR     : 2015

HD

SYNOPSIS

A new series of the popular animation Boonie Bears awaits 
you. What fun antics will happen between the adorable 
bear brothers and silly Logger Vick this time? Will the 
animals be able to protect their forest home? Here is a 
sneak peek at the new series which is made up of 206 
episodes split into four sections based on the four seasons: 
Boonie Bears: Spring into Action, Boonie Bears: Sunsational 
Summer, Boonie Bears: Autumn Awesomeness, and Boonie 
Bears: Snow Daze. In the spring episodes you can feast 
your eyes on the blossoming flowers and be entertained by 

a dancing contest; in the summer episodes, you can go on a 
fun-packed adventure with the characters to explore the deep 
ocean; in the autumn episodes, you can do some fruit 
harvesting with the lovable animals; and in the winter 
episodes, you get to relive your favourite childhood memories 
as the bears frolic around in the snow having snowball _ghts 
and dabble in some ice _shing. With plenty of laughs and 
heartwarming moments, the new Boonie Bears series will be 
sure to make you smile continually throughout the year! So 
what are you waiting for? Let the fun begin!

https://vimeo.com/459335743/3cf6a901cf
https://vimeo.com/459399389/8aa56facb6
https://vimeo.com/459333570/af6d484f83
https://vimeo.com/459384744/0e3f635fda


TITLE       : Boonie Bears: Spring Into Action
LANGUAGE    : English
SUBTITLE     : English
RUNNING TIME : 13 Min x 52 Eps
GENRE          : Action - Comedy - Adventure
YEAR     : 2015

TITLE       : Boonie Bears: Sunsational Summer
LANGUAGE    : English
SUBTITLE     : English
RUNNING TIME: 13 Min x 52 Eps
GENRE               : Action - Comedy - Adventure
YEAR     : 2015

HD

SYNOPSIS

A new series of the popular animation Boonie Bears awaits 
you. What fun antics will happen between the adorable 
bear brothers and silly Logger Vick this time? Will the 
animals be able to protect their forest home? Here is a 
sneak peek at the new series which is made up of 206 
episodes split into four sections based on the four seasons: 
Boonie Bears: Spring into Action, Boonie Bears: Sunsational 
Summer, Boonie Bears: Autumn Awesomeness, and Boonie 
Bears: Snow Daze. In the spring episodes you can feast 
your eyes on the blossoming flowers and be entertained by 

a dancing contest; in the summer episodes, you can go on a 
fun-packed adventure with the characters to explore the deep 
ocean; in the autumn episodes, you can do some fruit 
harvesting with the lovable animals; and in the winter 
episodes, you get to relive your favourite childhood memories 
as the bears frolic around in the snow having snowball _ghts 
and dabble in some ice _shing. With plenty of laughs and 
heartwarming moments, the new Boonie Bears series will be 
sure to make you smile continually throughout the year! So 
what are you waiting for? Let the fun begin!

SYNOPSIS

A new series of the popular animation Boonie Bears awaits 
you. What fun antics will happen between the adorable 
bear brothers and silly Logger Vick this time? Will the 
animals be able to protect their forest home? Here is a 
sneak peek at the new series which is made up of 206 
episodes split into four sections based on the four seasons: 
Boonie Bears: Spring into Action, Boonie Bears: Sunsational 
Summer, Boonie Bears: Autumn Awesomeness, and Boonie 
Bears: Snow Daze. In the spring episodes you can feast 
your eyes on the blossoming flowers and be entertained by 

a dancing contest; in the summer episodes, you can go on a 
fun-packed adventure with the characters to explore the 
deep ocean; in the autumn episodes, you can do some fruit 
harvesting with the lovable animals; and in the winter 
episodes, you get to relive your favourite childhood memories 
as the bears frolic around in the snow having snowball _ghts 
and dabble in some ice _shing. With plenty of laughs and 
heartwarming moments, the new Boonie Bears series will be 
sure to make you smile continually throughout the year! So 
what are you waiting for? Let the fun begin!

HD

https://vimeo.com/461400229/43221808e7
https://vimeo.com/459366191/25e48ae130
https://vimeo.com/461387818/f255faa429
https://vimeo.com/459373850/7b1ad95eb4


SYNOPSIS

Talking objects, walking castles, trees flying in the air, wizards, princes, princesses and olives 
looking for their seeds 

Nothing is missed in our tales!

In KIDDY TALES, renowned actress Nevra Serezli not only interprets the classic tales but also tells us 
never-heard-of tales.

 

TITLE       : Kiddy Tales 
LANGUAGE    : Turkish
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME : 10 Min x 20 Eps
GENRE          : Kids - 2D Animation
YEAR     : 2020

HD

https://vimeo.com/350337431/79c51221a4


SYNOPSIS

Pecoross" is a name for petite onion, but itʼs also a nickname given to middle-aged 
Manga artist Yuichi who appears to be living a not so outstanding but mediocre life. 
His 80 years old mother Mitsue developed dementia and Yuichi takes care of his 
mother. The story depicts heartwarming relationship between the elderly mother and 
her son, and unavoidable reality of life with good humor. The story is based on true 
experience of Manga writer, Yuichi Okano himself.

TITLE       : Mother and Her Days
LANGUAGE    : Japanese
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME : 3 Min x 12 Eps
GENRE          : Family - Edutainment - Comedy
YEAR     : 2019

HD

SYNOPSIS

The aim of the series is to learn good manners from our Prophet 
Muhammed (May God bless him and grant him peace). Where 
children learn through adventures on the island some good attributes 
related to good morals, along with a simple explanations that suits 
child's understanding.

""The Journey"" is an Islamic, educational story-telling series that narrates 
the adventure of the brother and sister: (Basil), (Marmar) and their friends 
(Malik) and the parrot (Zenan). Where the children go on an adventure 
by coincidence through Basil's kite to the island of manners against their 
will through the wind to discover a beautiful world inhibited by a good 
family living under a huge tree which is the biggest and strongest tree on 
the island, the wise grandpa promised the kids to help them return to their 

homeland but first they need to obtain all the leaves in his small wooden box 
where each leaf represents a manner from our Prophet Muhammad (peace 
be upon him), through the events and adventures the children will recognize 
and learn the best of manners where we explain in every episode a new 
Hadith (saying of the Prophet) through the wise ""grandfather""and 
""grandmother"" in an interesting and simple way to the audiance, kids will 
learn new manner with every adventure as the solution will always be 
through this manner and finally earn a new leaf, but where there is good 
there is evil. The children discover the arrival of pirate (Asi) and his followers 
to the island in an effort to destroy the Hakeem's house and the big tree in 
order to get its huge timber and build the fastest and most powerful pirate 
ship, the events and adventures revolve between good and evil in an Islamic 
educational framework that teaches, educate and entertain the child.

TITLE       : The Journey
LANGUAGE    : English - Arabic
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME: 22 Min x 30 Eps
GENRE               : Adventure - Islamic - Friendship - Family
YEAR     : 2021

HD

https://vimeo.com/493744656/e092aa5997
https://vimeo.com/495150636/0e047064c3
https://vimeo.com/495151010/7481198232


SYNOPSIS

PimPim friends will show kids around the ocean. Kids will be able to learn about 
different sea creatures. Come on, get into the yellow submarine. Look! PimPim 
friends and Giggly friends are singing and dancing with beautiful marine life! 

TITLE       : PIMPIM: Aqua
LANGUAGE    : Korean
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME : 1,5 Min x 3 Eps
GENRE          : Edutainment - Friendship
YEAR     : 2019

HD

SYNOPSIS

What kind of words do you want your kid to learn? Instead of numbers or alphabets, 
let us help kids say "I love you mum, I love you dad". For kids who are age 0-3, let us 
help them adapt natural emotions and to express their feelings through dance and 
music! "PimPim 5 Emotion Songs" will help kids develop their Emotional Quotient.

TITLE       : PIMPIM: 5 Emotion Songs
LANGUAGE    : Korean
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME : 1,5 Min x 13 Eps
GENRE          : Edutainment - Music - Friendship
YEAR     : 2019

HD

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kwgYsLdwiTo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kwgYsLdwiTo


SYNOPSIS

Emiray is an unsociable and introvert child who likes being alone. So worried about 
this, his parents send him to his uncle ion Konya, the city of Rumi. He meets Mr. Kemal 
at the library, who is actually the protector of an mysterious book. The shady men, 
who were after the book got very close to it. However, Emiray and the shady men 
back in time, to 12th Century, where the adventure begins.

TITLE       : Emiray
LANGUAGE    : Turkish
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME : 13 Min x 52 Eps
GENRE          : Animation - Friendship - Adventure
YEAR     : 2019

HD

SYNOPSIS

Nasreddin Hodja lived in Turkey in around the 13th century. He is a smart, bright and 
easygoing public hero, who pushes people around him to think out of the box with his 
tales. Funny Hodja is an adaptation of this character in an animated series, telling 
about human relations, moral issues and the common subjects for every human being 
all around the world through comedy and humour. Humans are human everywhere.

TITLE       : Funny Hodja Nasreddin
LANGUAGE    : Turkish
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME: 7 Min x 78 Eps
GENRE               : Animation - Friendship - Adventure
YEAR     : 2020

HD

https://vimeo.com/466224066/7c87996064
https://vimeo.com/466222032/baecd16a03


SYNOPSIS

Wouldn't it be great fun for an animated series to focus on 
the lively workings of the insect world, just as children 
started exploring the wonders of nature for themselves?

In Brainy Bubbly Bug Buddies, audiences will be given an 
insight into the habits and habitats of actual insects of many 
kinds, and will learn how these creatures thrive in their 
environment - a lush wetland called The Marsh. There our 
insect characters all are savoring life in their own ways, 
always making the place buzzed with activities. Our little 
viewers will no doubt be captivated by the lively blend of 
action and discovery to be found in the colorful environs of 

The Marsh, and visits to The Marsh will delight and intrigue, 
all while nurturing their budding quest for knowledge - and 
imbuing them with a healthy respect for life in the natural 
realm.

In the tiny nooks and crannies of this verdant hideaway, a 
thriving little insect colony is abuzz with activity. Residents 
face a variety of challenges, but caring neighbors always 
come through when the going gets tough! So come along 
with us—join butterflies and bullfrogs, bumblebees and 
bumbling blowflies as they learn—sometimes the hard 
way—that it's teamwork that paves the path to success!

TITLE       : Kiddy Tales 
LANGUAGE    : English
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME : 14 Min x 104 Eps
GENRE          : Action - Comedy - Adventure
YEAR     : 2011

SYNOPSIS

The vast wetland paradise known as The Marsh is teeming 
with cute and curious creepy-crawly critters of all kinds. The 
Marsh is home to adventure, a dash of danger, a great 
deal of whimsy, and a strong sense of community.

In the tiny nooks and crannies of this verdant hideaway, a 
thriving little insect colony is abuzz with activity. Residents 
face a variety of challenges, but caring neighbors always 
come through when the going gets tough!

So come along with us—join butterflies and bullfrogs, 
bumblebees and bumbling blowflies as they learn—some-
times the hard way—that itʼs teamwork that paves the path 
to success!

Pondemonium highlights the child-like curiosity of the 
denizens of The Marsh, and does so with warmth and 
humor. Engaging charactersʼ approach new discoveries 
with wonder in the lush environs of this balmy haven—and 
kids wonʼt want to miss a single episode!

TITLE       : Pondemonium 
LANGUAGE    : English
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME: 10 Min x 104 Eps
GENRE               : Action - Comedy - Adventure
YEAR     : 2015

HDHD

https://vimeo.com/461740724/5fd814befd
https://vimeo.com/460081240/2e09080a4e
https://vimeo.com/461744572/7b92425fd8
https://vimeo.com/460078790/c2a3b46c80


SYNOPSIS

After their round-the-world odyssey in Chicken Stew, Uncle Wattles and Free Range 
begin a brand new chapter of their colorful lives in a mysterious martial-arts 
community-the Salted-Egg Temple. 

This time Free Range and his fellow trainees shoulder a sacred mission- to protect the 
legacy of a great Kung Fu Master, an ancient “salted-egg” from being taken away by 
the evil power. Under the leading of their master Uncle Wattles, Free Range and his 
fellows are ready to carry this dangerous task!

TITLE       : Chicken Stew:
       Tales From The Salted Egg Temple  
LANGUAGE    : English
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME: 13 Min x 52 Eps
GENRE          : Action - Comedy - Adventure
YEAR     : 2011

SYNOPSIS

Chicken Stew givesviewers a peek at the trials of three independent-minded, 
upstandingchickens that travel around the world to get rid of the continuous threat 
from their predators, two annoying weasels. 

These chickens may pursue largely different interests during quiet times; but when 
under attack from a pair of dim-yet-determined weasels, they all stick together to send 
their tormentors on the run. Not surprisingly, due to their ingenuity and “pluck”, 
poultry triumphs over evil every time.

TITLE       : Chicken Stew 
LANGUAGE    : English
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME: 13 Min x 52 Eps
GENRE               : Action - Comedy - Adventure
YEAR     : 2011

HDHD

https://vimeo.com/464256776/92c6baf6b2
https://vimeo.com/460082721/1ba1a4a882
https://vimeo.com/460084514/d3f8f98dfd
https://vimeo.com/460083750/2730fb2c14


SYNOPSIS

New Happy Mom and Girl tells witty stories in the life of a 5-year-old girl 
and her parents. These sweet and warm stories are popular among hundreds 
of millions of children in China.

TITLE       : Happy Mom And Girl
LANGUAGE    : Chinese
SUBTITLE    : Chinese
RUNNING TIME : 12 Min x 500 Eps
GENRE          : Animation
YEAR     : 2020

SYNOPSIS

New Happy Dad and Son tells witty stories in the life of a 5-year-old boy and his 
parents. These sweet and warm stories are popular among hundreds of millions of 
children in China.

TITLE       : New Happy Dad And Son
LANGUAGE    : Chinese
SUBTITLE    : Chinese
RUNNING TIME: 12 Min x 500 Eps
GENRE               : Animation
YEAR     : 2020

HDHD

https://vimeo.com/455761709/879641571a
https://vimeo.com/455817044/b8f13568ba


HD

SYNOPSIS

Overwhelmed by the multitude of issues affecting the earthly plane, the Celestial Empress 
suggests forging twelve mighty heroes to help ease the daily burden of management. 
Animals from all across China begin the trek to the legendary Mount Tai to compete in 
“The Keeper Tournament”. 

After emerging victorious in the rigorous Guardian Tournament at Mount Tai, each of The 
Twelve gains the title of “Keepers of the Earthly Realm”.

TITLE       : Kung Fu Masters of Zodiac:
       Origins of The Twelve 
LANGUAGE    : English
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME: 13 Min x 52 Eps
GENRE               : Action - Comedy - Adventure
YEAR     : 2012

SYNOPSIS

Kung Fu Masters of the Zodiac is about a little boy named Hoffen, who sets out to 
learn the deepest secrets of Kung Fu from his twelve zodiac masters, Sacred Animal 
represents a 12-month period in the 12-year lunar cycle known as “the Chinese 
Zodiac, to defeat the monster called Nian that plans to destroy the world in the final 
showdown. It is an adventure full of fun and appealing stories. It features bold, 
imaginative martial-arts sequences designed to both fascinate and delight.

TITLE       : Kung Fu Masters of Zodiac
LANGUAGE    : English
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME: 13 Min x 52 Eps
GENRE               : Action - Comedy - Adventure
YEAR     : 2011

HD

https://vimeo.com/460090512/4e188bcc7d
https://vimeo.com/460089177/5ae7ec949f
https://vimeo.com/460086516/a6aa902da7
https://vimeo.com/460086659/141b4c589d


TITLE       : Kung Fu Masters of Zodiac:
       12 Zodiac Way  
LANGUAGE    : English
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME: 13 Min x 52 Eps
GENRE               : Action - Comedy - Adventure
YEAR     : 2011

HD

A number of them employ formidable kung fu skills to aid them in 
the daily round, but at times their antics can prove to be a real 
handful for the peace-loving townsfolk of Fortune Valley! The Valley 
is a magical place hidden away in a mountain range that has been 
undisturbed for centuries. Since coming to reside there, The Twelve 
have added immeasurable zest to daily life in that locale. The 
streets are now filled with laughter, and good-natured hijinks 
abound. These twelve friends have not only brought to the town a 
new kind of energy, but most importantly, they are teaching the 
denizens of Fortune Valley to be strong and to persevere, even in 
the face of hardship. No problem is too big or too small for the 
twelve key inhabitants of Zodiac Way, and they're always willing to 
go that extra mile to help someone in need.

SYNOPSIS

Welcome to 12 Zodiac Way! This is a story of the twelve animals of 
the Chinese Zodiac like you've never seen them before! Come journey 
with us to a charming little town called Fortune Valley, where the 
twelve animal-totems now associated with the Chinese lunar calendar 
spend their days frolicking merrily, often joining together to pursue a 
host of colorful projects and plans. This tale unfolds around the one 
spot in town where the action never stops-that's Zodiac Way. 

Our twelve animals each take on roles designed to help their 
community flourish, assuming such varied posts as town sheriff, 
blacksmith, doctor, innkeeper, and noodle-maker extraordinary. 

Being the lively and imaginative lot that they are, these neighbors 
tend to turn day-to-day activities into one-of-a-kind adventures. 

SYNOPSIS

P. King Duckling is an animated comedy series that follows the adventures of a 
friendly but slightly hapless duck P. King and his two best friends, Wombat and 
Chumpkins, as they find hilarious and creative ways to overcome challenges.

TITLE      : P. King Duckling
LANGUAGE    : Chinese - English
SUBTITLE    : Chinese - English
RUNNING TIME : 11 Min x 26 Eps
GENRE     : Comedy - Friendship - Adventure
YEAR     : 2019

HD

https://vimeo.com/460088483/60dc153184
https://vimeo.com/460088650/5ff2789d37
https://vimeo.com/467418735/b71cd6296e
https://vimeo.com/467627112/6d14918be4


SYNOPSIS

A kind and cute mole accidentally meets a giant panda named Hehein a Chinese 
bamboo forest. It is an exaggerated comedy full of surprises and laughter. Two little 
friends, together with other warm-hearted companions in the forest, have fun 
together, argue with each other and fight bravely against bad guys.

It is a TV series about adventure in the forest, aiming to help young children to learn 
tolerance, understanding, harmony, friendship and other traditional virtues. Each 
story is vividly told in a fun and humorous way. This TV series is believed to be 
helpful for the character cultivation of young children.

TITLE       : Panda and Little Mole
LANGUAGE    : Chinese - English
SUBTITLE    : Chinese - English
RUNNING TIME: 12 Min x 52 Eps
GENRE              : Animation - Friendship - Adventure
YEAR    : 2016

HD

SYNOPSIS

This is the latest Panda+ animation series China co-produced with Portuguese. Rooster 
represents Portuguese and Panda Hoho represents China. To find the dearest thing for 
his grandfather, Rooster came to Sichuan Province, China and met Hoho. They live in 
Hohoʼs tree house and help a lot of friends solve troubles.

TITLE      : Panda and Rooster
LANGUAGE    : Chinese
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME : 12 Min x 26 Eps
GENRE     : Comedy - Friendship - Adventure
YEAR     : 2019

HD

https://vimeo.com/455817623/22f9942770


HD

SYNOPSIS

The junior class boy Xiao Mi has many troubles and wishes. One day, he made a 
wish to the sky and accidentally heard by Yoyou, an extra-terrestrial who was 
passing by. Yoyo could shuttle between different planets and help people realize 
their dreams. Xiao Mi took Yoyo home and since then, Xiao Miʼs life became 
interesting and funny.

TITLE      : Wonder Yoyo
LANGUAGE    : Chinese - English
SUBTITLE    : Chinese - English
RUNNING TIME : 12 Min x 104 Eps
GENRE     : Animation - Friendship - Adventure
YEAR     : 2016

SYNOPSIS

SUNNY GIRL NO.23 is 3D animated TV series which features closely to the theme of 
the times and reflects contemporary Chinaʼs society, families and campus. The 
cartoon adopted latest 3D techniques with 12 minutes length of each episode. The 
leading character who surnamed NIU, given names as Nai Tang, with nick named 
Milky Candy, is a 3rdgrade student in primary school with student ID number 23, and 
coincidental, usually graded 23rd in exams, as a results, she also simply nick-named 
No. 23. The cartoon selected Chinese families in different classes and brought 
profound thoughts and discussions with simple language to bring audience gradually 
to realize, average students get promising future as well.

TITLE      : Sunny Girl No:23
LANGUAGE    : Chinese
SUBTITLE    : Chinese - English
RUNNING TIME : 13 Min x 52 Eps
GENRE     : Animation - Action - Adventure
YEAR     : 2020

HD

https://vimeo.com/455756621/f211ba1ad4
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLCzY05S6TohqoVxhHuHl9Z6jmxuP0fSj-
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LzQ262etULQ&t=165s


SYNOPSIS

This animated series tells the story of a boy, Xiaoqiʼs 
adventure with Wang Dayuan, a navigator in the Yuan 
dynasty in ancient China. An accident brings Xiaoqi from 
the present day back to Wang Dayuanʼs era and the two 
get to know each other. They start an unusual and exciting 
expedition along the maritime Silk Road. Departing from 
the ancient Quanzhou, they cross Nanyang (Southeast 
Asia), the Strait of Malacca, the Indian Ocean and the 
Arabian Sea, and finally arrive at the East African coast.
After many trials and tribulations, Xiaoqi finally grows up to 
be a real navigator, and finds the legendary Tianmu Cup to 

travel home through time and space.In accordance with 
Chinaʼs Belt and Road Initiative, this programadopts the 
symbol of the historical maritime Silk Road to tell children 
about Chinaʼs glorious past of maritime navigation and the 
spirit that is rooted in Chinese civilization – the courage to 
explore and to break new ground. It educates children with 
fun contents and helps them experience the significance of 
the 21st Century Maritime Silk Road initiative.

TITLE       : Legend of Silk Road: The Great Chart
LANGUAGE    : Chinese - English
SUBTITLE    : Chinese - English
RUNNING TIME : 22 Min x 52 Eps
GENRE          : Animation - Friendship - Adventure
YEAR     : 2019

HD

SYNOPSIS

This animated series tells the story of Zhang Qian, an ancient envoy to the western 
regions, and how he overcame difficulties to initiate friendly and mutually beneficial 
exchanges with the people along the Silk Road. 

It aims to help children get to know this historical figure who pioneered the ancient 
Silk Road, thus illustrating the historic significance of the Silk Road through Zhangʼs 
resonating stories. It also aims to make children understand, while having fun watch-
ing the program, the importance of carrying on the spirit of the Silk Road.

TITLE       : Legend of Silk Road: Zhang Qian The Envoy
LANGUAGE    : Chinese - English
SUBTITLE    : Chinese - English
RUNNING TIME: 22 Min x 52 Eps
GENRE               : Animation - Friendship - Adventure
YEAR     : 2019

HD

https://vimeo.com/455745390/776d7d26a5
https://vimeo.com/455743193/caa979ba39


SYNOPSIS

Nori is an ordinary yet brave and warm-hearted rollercoaster boy who lives in Nori 
Park. Nori Park is an amusement park that has a long and proud history. Nori's father 
is a hero Dragon Rider who races best on the rollercoaster tracks. Nori wanted to be 
an excellent racer like his father. One day, the villain Vegas strikes with a plan to 
destroy Nori Park and build new Vegas Land. However, Nori overcomes through the 
help of his best friends Jinny and the circus crew.

TITLE      : Nori Rollercoaster Boy
LANGUAGE    : Korean, English
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME : 11 Min x 52 Eps
GENRE     : Fantasy - Adventure - Family - Drama
YEAR     : 2017

SYNOPSIS

A story of how a young, happy-go-lucky mole that just discovers the world above 
ground befriends an explorer and has exciting adventures together.

Come along with the explorers, Duda and Dada and their friends who they meet 
throughout their adventures in the "Unknown Forest". Follow was they meet new 
friends in season 2, Chikoo the Panda, the shy lonely boy Webbwe, and the recycler 
Mr. Baba, while they seek out the hidden treasure deep inside the "Unknown Forest"!

Will Duda and Dada and their friends find the hidden treasure?

TITLE       : Duda & Dada
LANGUAGE    : Korean
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME: 11 Min x 52 Eps (2 Seasons)
GENRE               : Adventure - Edutainment
YEAR     : 2015

HDHD

https://vimeo.com/374179038/6b78489d16
https://vimeo.com/375359015/861a3e1866
https://vimeo.com/375362366/5bd2ffe222


SYNOPSIS

Year 2032, not so long ahead. Humans were able to enjoy 
a variety of services conveniently within the VR system 
called the Gaia World in various fields, including education, 
game and business.

One peaceful day, however, a fatal error occurs in A.I, a 
critical part of the Gaia System, and it came to identify itself 
with horrifying artificial intelligence full of greed and emotion. 
After that, AI calls itself God reigning over mankind, 
dominates the Gaia World, and eventually attempts to 

expand its reach to the reality of mankind!

In response, Doctor Gang, the developer of the Gaia 

World, selected five genius boys and girls, and a clever 
puppy as the so-called <Guardians> to defend mankind 
against the threat of the A.I.

Will they able to win the virtual battle with the A.I?"

TITLE       : Virtual Guardians
LANGUAGE    : Korean
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME: 11 Min x 26 Eps
GENRE               : Virtual Action - Adventure
YEAR     : 2017 - 2019

TITLE      : Companions Of The Verses
LANGUAGE    : Arabic
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME : 15 Min x 30 Eps
GENRE     : Adventure - Entertainment - History - Islamic
YEAR     : 2020

SYNOPSIS

The stories of the Holy Qur'an are the stories that God Almighty told in the Qur'an about the 
conditions of past nations, past prophecies, and accidents.

The Quran included many facts of the past and the history of previous nations, their virtues & 
faults to set moral examples for everyone, told them a picture of what they were saying, in order 
to consider them and reform hearts, works and ethics.

The project consists of 8 different stories taken from Holy Qur'an that actually happened in 
history. Each story is told on average of 4 connected episodes then we move to next story.

HDHD

https://vimeo.com/322713685
https://vimeo.com/393386970/d83ff08576
https://vimeo.com/394452543/4b0a3a7bea


HD

SYNOPSIS

2019 Asia's #1 Best Preschool Programme. Didi & Friends is a fun & safe musical 
edutainment cartoon for kids surrounding 3 pygmy chickens who are nationally adored.

TITLE          : Didi And Friends
LANGUAGE       : Malay & English
SUBTITLE       : Malay & English
RUNNING TIME : S1 - 2 Min x 43 Eps (Song format)
          S1 - 7 Min x 36 Eps (Series format)
          S2 - 7 Min x 39 Eps (Song format)
          S2 - 7 Min x 39 Eps (Series format)
          S3 - 2 Min x 46 Eps (Latest Songs)
GENRE       : Nursery Rhymes - Safe & Fun -  Edutainment
YEAR        : 2019

TITLE      : Omer And Hana
LANGUAGE    : Malay & English
SUBTITLE    : Malay & English
RUNNING TIME : 2 Min x 39 Eps (Season 1 Song format)
       7 Min x 42 Eps (Season 1 Series format)
       5 Min x 24 Eps (Season 2 New Song format)
GENRE     : Islamic, Edutainment
YEAR     : 2020

SYNOPSIS

Follow the journey of Omar, Hana, their family and friends as they play, learn, and teach 
Islamic ethics and moral values through songs.

HD

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCr9QW8w8CvVAe3MSWZCAn-Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tpTAHSSbspQ&t=1s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eZjlLxQk8rM&list=PLw37Cz21Cob3TaeUu9zaENoGDyJhlpmtU&index=2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zAw9SHZ6G0w&ab_channel=Omar%26Hana-IslamicCartoonsforKids


 



SYNOPSIS

Golden Hive is a quiz show that has quite simple rules and also rich opportunities. Golden 
Hive is played with 4 bronze and 1 silver lifeline. The contestants compete to win the prize 
amount on the golden hive by reaching the Golden Hive through a diagram with 4 bronze 
and 1 silver lifeline. The contestants proceed to Golden Hive by selecting one of the 
keywords that have been presented to them after each hive they have progressed on the 
diagram. The contestants can reach the Golden Hive after at least 8 at most 15 questions.

 

TITLE: Golden Hive 
            Reality - Entertainment - Family
            Daily - Weekly
            Prime Time

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XOJLOdCslO8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zd_JlnS2R1o


SYNOPSIS

COOK IT UP! is a studio-based cooking competition 
program with three laps. The purpose of competition is not 
only to cook well but also to guess what your partner 
cooks. Itʼs a good idea to know their style! In the studios, 
there are two kitchens, a waiting room and a dining hall. 
One presenter will be in charge and one cook will help the 
competitors during cooking. The competition begins with 
four couples. Each lap, the couple with the lowest points is 
eliminated and two couples will be finalists in the third lap. 
The first round is general knowledge on food issues, and the 
lowest scoring couple is eliminated. 

Next, one partner picks a word card and tries to describe it 
to their partner using only kitchenware. If they guess right, 
they win points and avoid elimination. In the third round, 
the men head to the kichen and select cards from four 
Fortune Bowls. Each one will have a main ingredient, or a 
spice, or a cooking method written on it and the men must 
prepare a dish using every card! Their partners will be the 
judges and score them on taste, presentation and kitchen 
cleanliness.

SYNOPSIS

Here is a television program that combines all Tv formats; game shows, quis shows, talent shows. 
This reality. This is the real life. This is extra ordinary television program that offers you no little 
of cash prices, no cheap holidays, no ordinary cars. But instead it gives chance to live like a 
billionere. You will live your dreams now. Drive a super car. And get 10.000 EU for each day. 
You can buy anything that you want.

But this is real life. Nothing comes so easy. You have to prove your self. when you phone rings, 
that means it is challange time where ever you are. You will be invited a spesific location. There 
will be 3 other contestant that deserve that life. You have to prove you are the most deserver, 
you are the strongest, you are the most talent one. If you lose, you lose your rich life. You go 
back to your ordinary life.

TITLE: Cook It Up  
            Cooking - Entertainment - Family
            Daily
            Day Time

TITLE: The Rich
            Quiz - Talent - Game Show
            Daily - Weekly
            Prime Time

https://vimeo.com/376161099/47d26d0b7e
https://vimeo.com/384705703/973c7c025a


SYNOPSIS

A couple of contestants will have to face electricity and 
make the right connections to avoid the blackout! They will 
face 10 questions before the final round. For each question, 
the contestants will first be given a statement and then 3 
blocks of answers will appear. The contestants just have to 
spot the block where all the answers match the statement… 
Each correct answer will make them go up the money 

ladder. In the final round, the contestants will be given a 
series of 8 statements and a series of 8 numbers. They have 
90 seconds to connect the right numbers to the matching 
statements. Each wire wrongly connected makes the 
contestants step down on the money ladder. But at the end 
of the reveal, if the contestants still have a switched-on 
amount, they win it!

At the end of the 90 seconds, the contestants get out of the 
water for the reveal of their answers. Each time they get a 
correct answer, they move up the money ladder. And if they 
have all 10 questions right, they win 50.000€!"

SYNOPSIS

3 teams of 3 contestants will dive into a new gameshow for 
the chance to win up to 50.000€! Their mission is simple: to 
complete a series of challenges that could be easy if they 
didnʼt have to perform them under water! The teams will face 
3 rounds of challenges that will take place in the 3 big water 
tanks at the center of the set. But in the end, only the best 
team will go through to the final round and dive one last time 
in the water tanks to play for 50.000€.

TITLE: Volt
            Game Show
            Daily - Weekly
            Prime Time

TITLE: Under Water
            Game Show
          Daily - Weekly
            Prime Time

https://vimeo.com/418678518/ab494ceced
https://vimeo.com/418677529/a12228e12a


SYNOPSIS

In each episodes show two contestant are invited. That quiz 
show is in two phases. They sit on the chairs on the platform 
in two sides are moving game floor which is divided twenty 
squares.

In first round presenter ask 10 questions. Questions are 
multiple choose format. Each question must be answered in 
one minute. Each correct answer they win 5000 USD. At 
the end of that period total money is combined inside the 

bank for both contestants. Thus first round comes to end. In 
second round contestants places on the moving chair 
according the their true answers in the first round. Money is 
located 16th level. If they answer correctly chair moves. If 
they cannot answer, they remains their position. If they both 
dont answer correctly, money goes one forward level.

Who reach the bank firstly, he takes all money.

SYNOPSIS

There are four chance ball for four competitors. Each ball contains images of 30 kinds of foods. 
Every contestant has to use only 7 balls/ingredients. The contestants can not choose whatever 
they want. The competitors need to cook something delicious, original and healthful. The 
competitors have only two jokers to use. The first is time and the second is to choose one 
ingredient. In the end, two famous guests and one audience from the studio will taste the foods. 
And the winner will get the big prize; 1.000 $.

TITLE: Grab The Bank
            Quiz Show
            Daily - Weekly
            Prime Time

TITLE: Chance Pot
            Reality - Entertainment - Family
            Daily
            Daytime

https://vimeo.com/393913480/6c38e6c156
https://vimeo.com/393444502/dab7cac848


SYNOPSIS

The program starts with the ideas of mother and children about the daily combine 
against the camera. Children describe where they prepare their mothers to go and 
what kind of combination they think. Then, they choose clothes from their mothers' 
wardrobe, or go shopping and have their mothers buy their own clothes and start to 
form the combinations of the day. 

Mothers do not have any right to express their ideas during the selections.

The child who makes the most beautiful combinations for his/her mother will be 
awarded the grand prize at the end of 8 weeks.

SYNOPSIS

Here is the newest entertainment show!
We turn a short film competition into a television show.
There will be 15 competitors who want to be the next movie 
director! The program includes 2 hosts and 3 judges. The 
judges consist of a director, an actor and a magazine 
celebrity. Each week, the competitors will shoot short 
movies in the form of drama, documentary, comedy, sports 
and more, according to the judgesʼ requests. Each 
contestant will write his or her own script. They will all shoot 
their short movies. They will then edit the movies.

At the end of the week, they will all present the movies to 
the audience and the judges. The audience and the judges 

will watch the short films. Then the judges will make 
comments and give a score to each of the competitors. Each 
week, the winner of the week will be selected according to 
the judgesʼ score and the votes of the TV audience. The 
competitor who gets the lowest votes will be eliminated. At 
the end of 15 weeks, the judges and the audience will 
announce the next movie director!

The selected film director will win the big prize!
And that is, ""Director Wanted""."

TITLE: Kids Choice  
            Lifestyle - Entertainment - Fashion
            Daily
            Day Time

TITLE: Director Wanted
            Game - Talent
            Daily - Weekly
            Prime Time

https://vimeo.com/393425033/e4c27ddd27
https://vimeo.com/441366945/0b273dbe08


 

TITLE: Operation Turkey  
            Reality - Entertainment - Family
            Daily - Weekly
            Prime Time

remaining team, two winners start to compete with the 
individual games together with six people in the opposing 
team, one person is eliminated every day, and at the end of 
the game, they win the prize money accumulated in their 
own team and enter the team of selected warriors.

If there is no war in your soul, you are in the wrong place 
because this is the city of war.

SYNOPSIS

Sports fighters will never cope with difficult nature conditions 
who can fulfill the instructions and duties given without saying 
it's cold or hot. The team players will occur of five men and 
five women, ten players and two teams in total who will be 
trained by the military with discipline. Which commander's 
team will win at the end of the race? Who will be the best 
warrior.

When the number of two teams remains six or five, five 
people who play a final game are played among the 

https://vimeo.com/460451748/b18add3ba1


TITLE: Am I Famous?
            Reality - Entertainment - Family
            Daily - Weekly
            Prime Time - Access Prime Time

TITLE: Once Again
            Reality - Entertainment - Family
            Daily - Weekly
            Prime Time

SYNOPSIS

To those who are known want to be famous by their friends, a joke is made with the cast 
that the production company will arrange. They'll make them feel like they are famous. 
A joke plan is organized by the team for the one who wants to be a celebrity.

SYNOPSIS

Once again, is a song contest format where beloved singers, who have stormed out, made 
fans, did not go down from the playlists, left their popularity aside and continued their lives.

We will watch celebrities we love and miss on the screen with their secrets, confessions and 
life stories. In this program, the contestants will perform in a different concept each week.

In this program, where entertainment and competition never ends, our singers will choose 
songs by lot.

https://vimeo.com/393424173/f080b84dd6


SYNOPSIS

The show begins in the studio with the introduction of 10 
contestants. The host asks questions very quickly in round. 
Each contestant only has 2-3 seconds to answer before the 
host moves on to the next contestant. Anyone fails to 
answer loses all their points. At the end of each round, the 
bank offers contestants a consolation prize (1st round 
$1,000, 2nd round $2,000, 3rd round $3,000 etc.) The 
contestant who thinks they have the least correct answers 
presses the button to win the consolation prize and leave 
the competition. The first contestant to press the buzzer (or 
use the verbal cue) will get the bank offer. If no one accepts 

the bank offer, the host will announce the contestant with 
the least correct answers and they will be eliminated 
without a consolation prize. Each round will end with a 
bank offer and an eliminated contestant. The last remaining 
contestant receives a final bank offer based on the number 
of correct answers collectively given by all the contestants. 
If the contestant accepts, then leaves with the offered prize 
money. If she wants a last try to win the 1 million USD 
prize, the contestant must guess the number of all correct 
answers given throughout the entire competition. If the 
guess is within +/- 5 range she is the new millionaire!

TITLE: New Millionaire 
            Quiz Show - Entertainment
            Daily - Weekly
            Prime Time

TITLE: Poker Face 
            Game Show - Entertainment - Reality Competition
            Daily - Weekly
            Prime Time

SYNOPSIS

Two contestants take turns in presenting information to the other. Each must determine if the 
otherʼs information is true or a lie. Each correct guess leads the competitors' chairs closer to the 
pile of cash between them in the studio. Each false guess sets the chairs back further from the 
pile. The first contestant to touch the cash is the winner.

https://vimeo.com/446804809/ad3f54e11e


The more they advance in the game, the more lasers there 
will be in the pillars. For each step, they will answer to 
questions to remove lasers. 5 red lines and 2 questions for 
the Step 2, 6 red lines and 3 questions for the Step 3 and 7 
red lines and 4 questions for the Step 4.

The contestants can use a lifeline : the green laser. This laser 
can replace any red laser but is completely harmless. They 
can use it only once in the game.

The contestants went to the diamonds place. They still have X 
diamonds. They can win up X euros. REMINDER: Each 
diamond is worth 5.000 €. But the diamonds still donʼt 
belong to them... They are going to answer to the ultimate 
question to release them and take them. A question without 
limitation of time and which contains 10 possibilities. Only 
one is the good answer! Every mistake will make them lose a 
diamond. If they donʼt find the good answer, they will leave 
empty-handed. If they find the good answer and if they have 
one or several diamonds left, they win the associated sum.

SYNOPSIS

A couple of contestants enters the set. They know each other 
and they are going to play together to win up to 100.000 €. 
Their goal is simple: Reach the 20 diamonds at the other end 
of the set. Each diamond is worth 5.000 €. But to reach them, 
they have to cross 4 pillars containing lasers, the red lines. 
They have to be very careful because each time they touch a 
laser, they lose a diamond. To help them in their quest, they 
will answer general knowledge question with 3 possible 
answers. Each time they give a correct answer, they remove 
one red line and make their cross easier. The goal is to get 
through this pillar without being touched by the 4 lasers! To 
make their challenge easier, they will have to answer 
correctly one question in order to eliminate one laser. The 
contestants only have 30 seconds to give their answer. Either 
they give the correct answer and eliminate the laser of their 
choice, or they will have to show flexibility and strategy to 
deal with all 4 lasers. Now, they have to cross the pillar. Only 
one of the contestants has to cross. If he is touched by a laser, 
1 diamond disappears and he has to try to get through the 
pillar again. When he succeeds, he confirms the 1st pillar and 
his teammate can join him.

TITLE: Donʼt Touch Red Lines
            Game - Talent
            Daily - Weekly
            Prime Time

 

https://vimeo.com/451527204/48367ba791


SYNOPSIS

The labyrinth consists of mechanical and mirrored walls with 
each wall rotating 360 degrees. There are a total of 8 
gates and a central point. Each section of the labyrinth will 
broadcast different music and the music of the game will be 
reflected in the tension. Each section of the labyrinth will 
broadcast different music types and the music of the game 
will reflect the tension. In the labyrinth, there are pit bull 
dogs (with their mouths covered), lions, tigers, crocodiles, 
water pool and sand marsh. The maze is big enough and 
hard enough for the person to think again before entering. 

You are alone with your intelligence and agility. You can 
reconsider your life in the labyrinth. The reflection in the 
labyrinth, may not be yours. How clever are you from a 
mouse? At the end of the labyrinth, you will get a big prize. 
In a labyrinth covered with mirrors all over three thousand 
square meters, the challenges of the labyrinth will force you 
to win or lose. In this competition program, your endurance 
and intelligence will determine your destiny. Two teams of 
four are played with a total of eight competitors.

TITLE: Labyrinth 
            Reality - Entertainment - Family
            Daily - Weekly
            Prime Time

SYNOPSIS

In a studio, a contestant starts with 1 million USD and loses 10,000 USD for each second 
they take to answer 10 multiple-choice questions (with 4 choices) by pressing a buzzer. 
The host asks the contestant 10 knowledge questions. Each question has 4 potential 
answers. For every second the contestant takes to press the buzzer to answer, they lose 
10,000 USD from the amount they have. The contestant must press the buzzer to stop the 
clock. Each contestant is allowed two wrong answers. But each wrong answer will 
subtract half of the amount they have. A third wrong answer means the elimination of the 
contestant. Each contestant may pause the clock 3 times during their turn. 

The contestant will not lose money while they pause the clock. Each contestant who 
correctly answers the 10 questions wins the amount of money left from the 1 million USD 
minus the time they took to answer.

TITLE: Final Countdown 
            Reality - Entertainment - Family
            Daily - Weekly
            Prime Time

https://vimeo.com/393424493/a01b4daa5c
https://vimeo.com/393424939/5572259907


SYNOPSIS

There are over 1.000 skyscrapers on earth. There are an 
average of 54 floors in these skyscrapers.

In this show, there are two ways to reach the top. In the first 
one, the contestants may choose the stairs. But each floor 
has a different task to overcome. For example, the first task 
could be basketball shots. Contestants should make 5 shots 
to pass to the next stage. Or they need to get 20 points in a 
darts play. But the fatigue will be the biggest enemy of 
competitors in these tasks.

Furthermore, the contestants may choose a different way to 
reach to top.

The elevator.
If contestants choose the elevator, they will be faced with 
questions in order to pass the floors. With each correct 
answer, the elevator will take contestants 3 floors up. With 
each wrong answer, the elevator will take contestants 3 floors 
down. The first one who reaches the 54th floor by the elevator 
or stairs will win. And will be entitled to win a brand new car."

Or "Learn how to use forklifts, load the cargo and transport 
it by truck in 12 hours." Or "Learn how to clean a car and 
clear 20 cars in 5 hours." Or ""Learn how to be a taxi 
driver, transport the costumers and make $100 in a day!"" 
In each episode, the host will experience a different job and 
share it with the audience.

And that is ''What's My Job Here?''

SYNOPSIS

During an ordinary day, everyone must do their job fully and 
correctly. There are millions of jobs in the world and each job 
has its own subtleties.

In this show, there will be a host who will be assigned a 
different job challenge for each programme by phone, text or 
letter. But you never know where or when these tasks will 
come. In each episode, when the host receives a notification, 
He or she will have to learn the job and fulfill the task 
correctly and on time. The task could be ""Learn how to make 
dough and make 400 breads till morning!"

TITLE: Skyscaper 
            Talent & Game Show
            Daily - Weekly
            Prime Time - Access Prime Time

TITLE: What's My Job Here? 
            Reality - Entertainment - Family
            Daily - Weekly
            Prime Time

https://vimeo.com/397957195/eb1c5573d6
https://vimeo.com/419053279/25b702ca8d


SYNOPSIS

To win award, the audience in the competition asked to 
send an SMS which contains serial numbers of banknotes in 
their hands, banknote amount and names. To become a 
studio contender, another number needs to be dialled. 
Questions are need to be answered quickly. The person 
whoʼs fastest and answered correctly will be a candidate. 
There are 7 competitor candidates in the studio on the night 
of the competition. To determine who will be the main 
competitor, a certain amount of money is put in the money 
machine, ready to count, consisting of different banknotes, 
and the competitors are asked "how much money" in the 

machine. In 5 seconds, the candidate who knows the 
correct amount or guesses the nearest will be the 
competitor. The selected studio competitor takes place in 
front of 12 monitors with the presenter. There are numbers 
from 1 to 12 on these 12 monitors. Each figure represents 
different banknote values. The number of banknotes below 
was distributed to monitors by a notary. The presenter asks 
the contestant to choose one of these monitors. The 
banknote value represented on the monitor selected by the 
competitor will play a decisive role in the amount of money 
that competitor will win. 

SYNOPSIS

In this show, there will be three competitors in the first round. At very beginning of 
the show, the competitors will be asked a question. The competitor who answers 
the question first, will be entitled to choose the first question comb on the 
honeycomb. Each honeycomb represents different difficulty levels and scores. In 
this case, green represents easy, and red represents hard questions. When the 
competitor selects a comb, six different sub-question titles will appear. According 
to the competitor's selection, the question with the remaining points will be 
shown... 

TITLE: Money Talks
            Game Show
            Daily - Weekly
            Prime Time

TITLE: Vocabulary Doctor
            Quiz Show
            Daily - Weekly
            Prime Time

https://vimeo.com/440598377/5eb04a2738
https://vimeo.com/440568872/de7c9187c5


SYNOPSIS

Every day, we watch lots of different news stories and some 
of them make us feel happy, Some of them make us feel sad 
or angry. But how many news stories do you remember? In 
this show, there will be a host and three anchormen who 
will coach the contestants. In each episode, three 
contestants will try to be the winner of the day. There will 
be four stages in the show, the first stage is, "The Fish 
Memory" In this stage, four different news items will be 
show to the contestants. 

Then the question will be shown to the contestants when 
they will be asked to give the date of the news. In the 
second stage, five speeches will be shown to the 
contestants. The speeches will be stopped suddenly and the 
contestants will be asked to complete the sentence. If the 
contestants answer correctly, they will get 2 points for each 
question. In the third stage, a news reporter will be shown 
to the contestant Then, the contestants will be asked to do 
the same reporting in front of the green screen. 

"Lock Joker" The “Lock Joker” allows the competitor to let 
the opponent answer the question. If the opponent answers 
the question correctly, he or she wins the money value of the 
question. But if he or she answers the question incorrectly, 
the other competitor wins the money. If contestant cannot 
convince the opponent, the contest continues. The 
competitor, who answers the two questions wrong will be 
eliminated. In order for his opponent to win, the last 
question will be asked and if the contestant answers the 
question correctly, he wins the all money in his safe! That is 
"3 Quiz". 

SYNOPSIS

"3 Quiz" is a quiz show that combines the ambition to win, 
along with the losses it brings. In the show, there will be two 
contestants who are opponents and partners at same time. 10 
Questions will be asked and both contestants will try to get 
the highest prize, which is 100,000 $. Before starting the 
game, let's take a look at how the jokers work. There are 
three different jokers. The first one is the "Hard Question 
Joker" The “Hard Question Joker” will help the contestants 
change the question if it is too hard. On the other hand, the 
question picker could use this joker too, if the question group 
is too easy for the opponent. The other joker is called the 

TITLE: Get The News
            Talent & Game Show
            Daily - Weekly
            Prime Time - Access Prime Time

TITLE: 3 Questions
            Game - Quiz Show
            Daily - Weekly
            Prime Time

https://vimeo.com/456542088/edbef4673c
https://vimeo.com/397961458/6fb598a98b


 



 

TITLE          : Ramadan in the Islamic World
LANGUAGE       : English and Arabic
SUBTITLE       : NA
RUNNING TIME : 25 Min x 30 Eps
GENRE       : Documentary
YEAR        : 2019

SYNOPSIS

Anywhere you are in this world in Asia, Europe, Africa, or the Americas, the Holy month of 
Ramadan will visit you once a year bringing its blessings, sacredness, forgiveness, and beautiful 
traditional cultural activities. Every Muslim around the globe revels in their spirituality during this 
blessed month carried out generation after the other. Together we visit countries around the world 
to witness theirs traditions, rituals and celebrations during Ramadan in the Islamic World.

HD

https://vimeo.com/398641366/7339211cb1
https://vimeo.com/426421231/38efad6384


SYNOPSIS

We will discover the many different mosques located around the world, while 
delving into the cultural elements of both the mosques and their hosting countries, 
the history regarding them, while shedding light on the characteristics of Islam.

TITLE          : Mosques From
          Around The World
LANGUAGE       : English
SUBTITLE       : NA
RUNNING TIME : 25 Min x 13 Eps
GENRE       : Documentary
YEAR        : 2019

the most important value of Islamic culture. The first building 
on earth is a Mosque and Prophet Mohammad (SaaS) his 
first command after emigrating is to build a mosque.

Mosques are not just places of worship. Mosques are 
schools and houses.

We tell the place of the mosque, who it was built by, why it 
was built, the architectural features, the symbols in it and the 
stories that inspire people, through the images of the 
mosques.

SYNOPSIS

Every mosque has a history and the history of islam written on 
mosques.

We are going on a journey towards the history of mosques 
where Islamic history is written. The journey of mosques, 
which are works of art with their unique architecture, which 
remain in the minds with their stories, symbol of Islam and 
meeting point of Muslims.

Mosques are symbols of the islam. It is not just buildings made 
of stone and brick. They are witnesses to history. it is one of 

TITLE      : Houses Of Islam
LANGUAGE    : Turkish
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME : 22 Min – 25 Min x 30 Eps
GENRE     : Islamic - Ramadhan - Social
YEAR     : 2020

HDHD

https://vimeo.com/398374340/01dbe60c34
https://vimeo.com/397225673
https://vimeo.com/406916652/5cc4ff7968
https://vimeo.com/406916870/cd8625520a


SYNOPSIS

The world has been shaped by major incidents that redefined its 
very essence, how we perceive and approach things. Difficult 
times filled with strife molded the people who endured them.

Especially with the spread of diseases being a recurring element, 
showing neither preference nor favor to anyone. The faith of many 
has been tested by these incidents, as they stood in the way of 
many traditions and acts of worship, one of them being Hajj. 
Hajj is one of the pillars of Islam, as the pilgrimage is a rite of 
passage for those who are devoted to the immaculate religion. 
It too has faced hardships due to the breakout of pandemics 
that have taken place throughout history.

Join us as we delve deep into the documented analogs of the 
past. As we observe records, detailed pictures and imagery, 
and scientific evidence that will facilitate our understanding of 
how the past correlates to our modern situation.

From the establishment of the El Rashada Caliphate, to the first 
quarantine sectors being set up, covering the plague, cholera, 
typhoid, SARS and the Coronavirus, this is the history of Hajj, 
in the times of pandemics."

TITLE       : Hajj In Times Of Pandemics
LANGUAGE    : English and Arabic
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME: 41 Min x 1 Eps
GENRE               : Documentary
YEAR     : 2020

HD HD
TITLE      : Massajid Al Rahman
LANGUAGE    : Arabic
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME : 5 Min x 13 Eps
GENRE     : Documentary - Culture
YEAR     : 2020

SYNOPSIS

This program introduces magnificent and great mosques around the world. Especially the 
Mosques in Islamic countries, which have a special historical importance and hosted many 
civilizations, are described.

https://vimeo.com/434603085/01c39f70b7
https://vimeo.com/436047366/8863c24db7
https://vimeo.com/467613362/6cdee30b03


SYNOPSIS

In the Journey to Hajj we will discover what many scholars who have partook pilgrimages 
had discovered. We will delve into what they had found in the routes they took, and the 
endeavors, difficulties, and perils they faced. These trips were documented with accuracy and 
credibility, and these trips became a complete record of the Islamic nation since the sixth 
century. The beginning of the comprehensive underline of pilgrimage.

TITLE       : The Journey of Hajj
LANGUAGE    : English
SUBTITLE    : NA
RUNNING TIME: 60 Min X 1 Eps
GENRE               : Documentary
YEAR     : 2018

TITLE      : The Days of Hajj
LANGUAGE    : English
SUBTITLE    : NA
RUNNING TIME : 60 Min X 1 Eps
GENRE     : Documentary
YEAR     : 2017

SYNOPSIS

The Pilgrimage to Mecca is the fifth pillar for all Muslims worldwide. Worshipers come from all 
cultures, ethnicities, colors and races to perform these rituals of Hajj. Mecca is the holiest and 
most sacred location in Islam. The relation of Kaaba go back Prophet Abraham, and his son 
Ismail. It is an incredible, sublime experience which fills one with awe and admiration. The 
documentary is a comprehensive descriptive visual journey to Mecca and Medina, the City of 
the Prophet Muhammad (Peace and blessings be upon him).

HDHD

https://vimeo.com/280920308
https://vimeo.com/400065061/9d27f536e7


SYNOPSIS

Prophet Mohammad (SaaS) said, ”I was sent to complete the 
good morality." So what is good morality

For this reason, we only need to look at the verses of the 
Qur'an and the life of our Prophet (SaaS). Prophet Mohammad 
(SaaS) says in many Hadith that Islam is founded on the basis 
of good morals and applies it to his own life.

When there is no good morality, which is the essence of Islam, 
worship is in danger, while the balance of social life is also 
disturbed.

In this program we explain, what it means to have good morals, 
what we must do to have good morals and what we must avoid. 
We explain it in the light of the Qur'an and the Sunnah.

TITLE       : Islam Is Good Morality
LANGUAGE    : Turkish
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME: 22 Min – 25 Min x 30 Eps
GENRE           : Islamic - Ramadhan - Social
YEAR     : 2020

HD HD
TITLE      : Labayk Allahuma Labayk
LANGUAGE    : English
SUBTITLE    : NA
RUNNING TIME : 60 Min X 1 Eps
GENRE     : Documentary
YEAR     : 2019

SYNOPSIS

“This film tells the journey of millions of Muslims over the course of time to the Holy land, in their 
attempt to expand the sensations of mercy, and to perform the Hajj.

We will accompany those performing the pilgrimage on their journey, and be alongside them in 
all the rituals they perform during Hajj. We will also look into the historical recollections of the 
Kaaba and the Black Stone over the years, and how they reached the form they are present in 
currently, along with the story of the well of Zamzam, Safa and Marwa, Mount Arafat, the ritual 
of throwing stones, Mina and Muzadalifah, and all other rituals of Hajj that Muslims have 
inherited from the days of the prophet Abraham, peace be upon him."

https://vimeo.com/384522311/dbbfe1d7db
https://vimeo.com/404364525/94a6c0fa43
https://vimeo.com/400052949/761e2c242d
https://vimeo.com/358234449


 

TITLE       : The Richness of Creations
LANGUAGE    : Arabic
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME: 25 Min x 30 Eps
GENRE               : Islamic - Nature,
YEAR     : 2021

SYNOPSIS

In this documentary series we will learn more about the wisdom and reasoning behind the creations of 
Allah, ranging from birds, insects, animals, plants, and varying elements of nature. We will observe the 
links between these creations and what is present in the Holy Quran, along with delving into the 
sermons and lessons that appertain to the creations of Allah that are present on earth.

During the course of this series, we will become more familiar with the evidence and information 
present in the Holy Quran regarding every creature mentioned in it. The relationship that these 
creatures and creations have with humans, along with the mutual benefits that are present, what 
they are formed of, their pros and cons, and the impact they have on our lives will be explored 
and elaborated on in the documentary series, Allahʼs Creations."

HD

https://vimeo.com/496823223/37673fdb96


SYNOPSIS

Nasreddin Hodja lived in Turkey in around the 13th century. He is a smart, bright and 
easygoing public hero, who pushes people around him to think out of the box with his 
tales. Funny Hodja is an adaptation of this character in an animated series, telling 
about human relations, moral issues and the common subjects for every human being 
all around the world through comedy and humour. Humans are human everywhere.

TITLE       : Funny Hodja Nasreddin
LANGUAGE    : Turkish
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME: 7 Min x 78 Eps
GENRE               : Animation - Friendship - Adventure
YEAR     : 2020

HD
TITLE       : The Journey
LANGUAGE    : English - Arabic
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME: 22 Min x 30 Eps
GENRE               : Adventure - Islamic - Friendship - Family
YEAR     : 2021

HD

 
SYNOPSIS

The aim of the series is to learn good manners from our Prophet 
Muhammed (May God bless him and grant him peace). Where 
children learn through adventures on the island some good attributes 
related to good morals, along with a simple explanations that suits 
child's understanding.

""The Journey"" is an Islamic, educational story-telling series that narrates 
the adventure of the brother and sister: (Basil), (Marmar) and their friends 
(Malik) and the parrot (Zenan). Where the children go on an adventure 
by coincidence through Basil's kite to the island of manners against their 
will through the wind to discover a beautiful world inhibited by a good 
family living under a huge tree which is the biggest and strongest tree on 
the island, the wise grandpa promised the kids to help them return to their 

homeland but first they need to obtain all the leaves in his small wooden box 
where each leaf represents a manner from our Prophet Muhammad (peace 
be upon him), through the events and adventures the children will recognize 
and learn the best of manners where we explain in every episode a new 
Hadith (saying of the Prophet) through the wise ""grandfather""and 
""grandmother"" in an interesting and simple way to the audiance, kids will 
learn new manner with every adventure as the solution will always be 
through this manner and finally earn a new leaf, but where there is good 
there is evil. The children discover the arrival of pirate (Asi) and his followers 
to the island in an effort to destroy the Hakeem's house and the big tree in 
order to get its huge timber and build the fastest and most powerful pirate 
ship, the events and adventures revolve between good and evil in an Islamic 
educational framework that teaches, educate and entertain the child.

https://vimeo.com/495150636/0e047064c3
https://vimeo.com/495151010/7481198232
https://vimeo.com/466222032/baecd16a03


TITLE          : Story of The Prophets
LANGUAGE       : Arabic
SUBTITLE       : English, French
RUNNING TIME : Habib Allah (Story of Prophet Mohammad)   
          20 Min x 90 Eps (3 Seasons)
          Kaleem Allah (Story of Prophet Moses)  
          20 Min x 60 Eps (2 Seasons)
          Khalil Allah (Story of Prophet Ibrahim)   
          20 Min x 30 Eps
          Hakeem Allah ( Story of Prophet Soliman)   
          20 Min x 30 Eps
          Al Saddeek (Story of Prophet Yousef/Joseph)  
          20 Min x 30 Eps
GENRE       : History - Religious - Animation
YEAR        : 2018

SYNOPSIS

Special stories from the lives of the prophets have been told in truthful faith.

The difficulties faced by the prophets, their great patience and their miracles are 
explained in a fluent and visual harmony.

In this series you will find the exemplary lives of the prophets and their great 
exemplary behavior.

HD

https://vimeo.com/373351301/2e4ef2ea5b
https://vimeo.com/438500026/aa2eb1063e


SYNOPSIS

The first season of the series revolves around the biography of the Prophet Mohammed, may 
God bless him and grant him peace since before his birth, when Abraha attempted to destroy 
Al Kaaba to change the destination of pilgrims from Mecca to Yemen .

Then the prophecies came to indicate that he was the expected prophet ..He grew up an 
orphan under the care of his grandfather Abdul Muttalib, and then his care was assigned to 
his uncle Abu Talib . He was called the honest and the trustworthy before he started his call 
thanks to his honesty, trust and sincerity. Any the story continues.

TITLE       : Story Of The Prophet Mohammad
LANGUAGE    : Arabic
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME: 20 Min x 90 Eps (3 Seasons)
GENRE               : History - Religious - Animation
YEAR     : 2018

TITLE       : Story Of The Prophet Moses
LANGUAGE    : Arabic
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME: 20 Min x 30 Eps
GENRE               : History - Religious - Animation
YEAR     : 2014

SYNOPSIS

The revolves around the life of the Prophet Moses (Peace be upon him) From birth until drowned 
Pharaoh through the entry of children of Israel into Egypt  and until they left Egypt and drowned 
Pharaoh and the miracles that were done by Moses peace be upon him serial consists of thirty 
episodes.

HDHD

https://vimeo.com/373351301/2e4ef2ea5b
https://vimeo.com/438500026/aa2eb1063e
https://vimeo.com/404401109/9c6f3faee6
https://vimeo.com/373123741/151eca38de


SYNOPSIS

Story revolves around the life of the Prophet Abraham including some other contemporary 
prophets, peace be upon them. He was brought up within a community that used to 
worshiped idols and his father was the most famous best maker of the statues. 

TITLE       : Story Of The Prophet Ibrahim
LANGUAGE    : Arabic
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME: 20 Min x 30 Eps
GENRE  : History - Religious - Animation
YEAR    : 2015

TITLE       : Story Of The Prophet Soliman
LANGUAGE    : Arabic
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME: 20 Min x 30 Eps
GENRE  : History - Religious - Animation
YEAR    : 2019

SYNOPSIS

After the Prophet Joshua opened Jerusalem for Bani Israel and lived in peace with the 
Palestinians. But then they returned to their past, where the injustice and indulged in the sins and 
disobedience. 

They were defeated by Galoot, king of the Palestinians, and the Ark of the Covenant was taken 
from them.

In order to fight the Palestinians, Taloot was appointed to be the king of Bani Israel. And 
prepared for the battle. Daoud peace be upon him despite of his the young age to confront 
King Galoot but he killed him and enabled the victory of the army Taloot despite the little 
number of the army against the large number of Galoot army. Then the story continues.

HDHD

https://vimeo.com/373380727/d8d68dd43d
https://vimeo.com/404401241/2fb758ff41
https://vimeo.com/373089924/a9f81bbdd9
https://vimeo.com/373089924/a9f81bbdd9


SYNOPSIS

The story of Joseph Al - Siddiq. He is Joseph son of Jacob the honorable 
son of the honorable the story of Joseph Siddiq begins with story of 
Jacob peace be upon him and his suffering with his people.

TITLE       : Story Of The Prophet Yousef
LANGUAGE    : Arabic
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME: 20 Min x 60 Eps (2 Seasons)
GENRE               : History - Religious - Animation
YEAR     : 2019

TITLE       : Story Of The Prophet Noah
LANGUAGE    : Arabic
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME: 20 Min x 30 Eps
GENRE               : History - Religious - Animation
YEAR     : 2020

SYNOPSIS

The story of Noah, peace be upon him, begins after Adam, peace be upon him, left paradise, 
then Cain killed his brother Abel. Passing through the Prophet of God, Seth, peace be upon him, 
and calling to God.

Then the idols entered the earth until we reached the Prophet of God, Noah, peace be upon 
him, the call to God, the mockery and ridicule of his people from him, then the revelation of 
building the ship to the flood and his situation with his son until his death, peace be upon him.

HDHD

https://vimeo.com/467784862/c209160089
https://vimeo.com/373089924/a9f81bbdd9
https://vimeo.com/436362503/5bd9e1cfdc
https://vimeo.com/460877986/93bf2851fd


SYNOPSIS

Emiray is an unsociable and introvert child who likes being alone. So worried about 
this, his parents send him to his uncle ion Konya, the city of Rumi. He meets Mr. Kemal 
at the library, who is actually the protector of an mysterious book. The shady men, 
who were after the book got very close to it. However, Emiray and the shady men 
back in time, to 12th Century, where the adventure begins.

TITLE       : Emiray
LANGUAGE    : Turkish
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME : 13 Min x 52 Eps
GENRE          : Animation - Friendship - Adventure
YEAR     : 2019

HD

SYNOPSIS

The series tells the stories present in Hadiths told by the Prophet, which 
encompass the framework of virtuous living. It is told from the 
perspective of a humble shepherd, who despite the limitations his life and 
work set upon him, never neglected his pursuit of knowledge. He looks 
into the Hadiths of the Prophet, and learns from each message they 
pertain with every episode addressing a new idea and characters.

TITLE       : Stories from the Prophetsʼ Era
LANGUAGE    : English
SUBTITLE    : NA
RUNNING TIME: 10 Min x 30 Eps
GENRE               : Animation
YEAR     : 2016

HD

https://vimeo.com/321212346
https://vimeo.com/466224066/7c87996064


TITLE      : Companions Of The Verses
LANGUAGE    : Arabic
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME : 15 Min x 30 Eps
GENRE     : Adventure - Entertainment - History - Islamic
YEAR     : 2020

TITLE      : Men Around the Prophet
LANGUAGE    : English
SUBTITLE    : NA
RUNNING TIME : 15 Min x 60 Eps
GENRE     : Animation
YEAR     : 2018

SYNOPSIS

This series tells the stories of great men who took on the responsibility of glorifying and honoring 
their faith to preserve its integrity among the masses. It delves into the lives of the men who 
accompanied the Prophet throughout his life, showing the roles they played, their relationship 
with the Prophet, and how they aided him in enlightening the world with the message of Islam. 
After the great success of Season 1 “Men around the Prophet” Season 2 returns with more 
personalities, characters and valuable information. In a 3D technique the series highlights on 
several personas from the prophetʼs confidants.

HD

SYNOPSIS

The stories of the Holy Qur'an are the stories that God Almighty told in the Qur'an about the 
conditions of past nations, past prophecies, and accidents.

The Quran included many facts of the past and the history of previous nations, their virtues & 
faults to set moral examples for everyone, told them a picture of what they were saying, in order 
to consider them and reform hearts, works and ethics.

The project consists of 8 different stories taken from Holy Qur'an that actually happened in 
history. Each story is told on average of 4 connected episodes then we move to next story.

HD

https://vimeo.com/408623527/a232c476b9
https://vimeo.com/408910576/b31f7d7715
https://vimeo.com/399201476/607ca2ee1b


SYNOPSIS

The series portrays the historical events that surrounded the explorer Ibn Battuta, 
whose heroism and humane efforts lead to his recognition as one of the most 
quintessential explorers throughout documented history.

TITLE          : Ibn Battuta
LANGUAGE       : English
SUBTITLE       : NA
RUNNING TIME : 15 Min x 60 Eps
GENRE       : Animation
YEAR        : 2018-2019

TITLE      : Oriental Scholars
LANGUAGE    : English
SUBTITLE    : NA
RUNNING TIME : 15 Min x 30 Eps
GENRE     : Animation
YEAR     : 2017

SYNOPSIS

The series consists of 30 episodes on scientists of the Muslim world, and their contributions 
throughout history in many areas and fields. Every episode features a scholar in narrative 
description on their achievements in physics, astronomy, mathematics, medicine and 
engineering, through short bio/stories about scientists like Ibn Sina and Ibn Battuta and 
Al-Razi and Al-Ghazali and Ibn Khaldun and many others.

HDHD

https://vimeo.com/283931035
https://vimeo.com/400056904/6171799385
https://vimeo.com/361991953


TITLE          : Didi And Friends
LANGUAGE       : Malay & English
SUBTITLE       : Malay & English
RUNNING TIME : S1 - 2 Min x 43 Eps (Song format)
         S1 - 7 Min x 36 Eps (Series format)
         S2 - 7 Min x 39 Eps (Song format)
         S2 - 7 Min x 39 Eps (Series format)
         S3 - 2 Min x 46 Eps (Latest Songs)
GENRE       : Nursery Rhymes - Safe & Fun - Edutainment
YEAR        : 2019

TITLE      : Omer And Hana
LANGUAGE    : Malay & English
SUBTITLE    : Malay & English
RUNNING TIME : 2 Min x 39 Eps (Season 1 Song format)
       7 Min x 42 Eps (Season 1 Series format)
       5 Min x 24 Eps (Season 2 New Song format)
GENRE     : Islamic, Edutainment
YEAR     : 2020

SYNOPSIS

Follow the journey of Omar, Hana, their family and friends as they play, learn, and teach 
Islamic ethics and moral values through songs.

HDHD

SYNOPSIS

2019 Asia's #1 Best Preschool Programme. Didi & Friends is a fun & safe musical 
edutainment cartoon for kids surrounding 3 pygmy chickens who are nationally adored.

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCRQyOR3HBLCl9xex6pE2vrA
https://youtu.be/VlfRUclX6Iw
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC178EmfQAV3OT-UpuO6WUMg?view_as=subscriber
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CmA4aSLAslo
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